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INTRODUCTION

Over the past sixty-five years of Mallarmean criticism, few poems
have come to occupy as central a place in the discussion of the
poet's work as "Prose pour des Esseintes." While it is generally
agreed that, beginning around 1862, the development of Mallarme's principal conceits and images, of his syntax and his directing ideas, culminates in "Un Coup de des," "Prose" is often held
to be not only Mallarme's most hermetic poem but also the one
that deals most directly with the nature of poetic composition.
Commentators have variously called it Mallarme's ars poetica, a
conviction piece, a taking stock prior to beginning the Grand
Oeuvre, a repudiation of the earlier verse in favor of a new vision
and procedure. All of these views are tenable and have the merit
of pointing out a number of ways to consider, through "Prose,"
the development of Mallarme's ideas about poetry. Equally
important, of course, is the aspect they have in common: namely,
that "Prose" is somehow at the center of Mallarme's poetic
thought and practice. Yet, there is no evidence that Mallarme
attached any special importance to "Prose" in this regard, nor
for that matter to any other poem. From the time of his earliest
mature compositions, Mallarme tended to project his work in
terms of groups of poems, somewhat like the constellations of
which he was so fond. Such arrangements suggest a center instead
of specifically pinpointing one and we should also keep in mind
that so many of his poems, by raising questions about the nature
of poetry, show individual facets of a much larger ars poetica. It
might be more to the point, then, to say that of the dozen or so
poems that explicitly deal with poetry or the poet "Prose pour
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des Esseintes" exposes more fully than do the others a concern
which runs throughout, or just behind, the entire c£uvre.
It is my view that the concern which Mallarme has developed
in "Prose" is made up of two closely related considerations. One
of these is the relationship between language and thought. Unique
in all of Mallarme's poetry is the invocation to hyperbole which
opens the poem: "Hyperbole! de ma memoire / Triomphalement
ne sais-tu / Te lever .... " To identify hyperbole with poetry in
some general sense, as is often done, is to miss what is at stake
in this opening question. Poetry as description and synthesis is
already present in the "reuvre de patience," and the poet clearly
would like to complement these qualities with something else.
True, poetry is ultimately the matter and, with hyperbole, poetry
in the fullest sense will be attained; but the vehicle for that attainment is what is called for, and that vehicle is language. This insistence carries with it a specificity not found in the other poems,
where the emphasis is also on poetry, but not on poetry seen
specifically as language. With his opening question, the poet is
asking whether language is capable of an expressiveness which
might go beyond the mere description (however metaphorical)
of the objects of experience and thus carry thought to a radically
new and different understanding of those objects and of that
experience. "Les choses existent," wrote Mallarme, "nous
n'avons qu'a en saisir les rapports."l Language, poetical language
to be sure, does not reorder experience. Rather, it orders our comprehension of it, and without this expressiveness which is language there would be no comprehension in any meaningful sense,
but only the unrealized thought of the "grimoire." Thought and
language do not exist apart.
In conjunction with this first consideration and informing it
is a second, which also is present in terms of a relationship. It is
the relationship between desire and thought. Most of Mallarme's
poetry beginning with "Les Fenetres" in 1862 evinces the desire
for a spiritual regeneration that would free the poet from the
contingencies of everyday experience. This is of course a modified Christian theme inherited from the Romantic poets and
Baudelaire, who saw the poetic imagination as the way to this
new freedom. The peculiar problem which Mallarme encountered
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in this respect is not in any difference in the extent of his desire,
which is infinite. Rather, this problem, the barrier which is present in so many of his poems, is in the limits imposed on the
movement towards the absolute, which are the limits of thought
itself. As Baudelaire had seen, Mallarme saw as an imperative the
need to account for thought and emotions as complementary and
mutually influencing facets of human experience, and recognized
in poetry the means most likely to do this. However, he also discovered relatively early on that thought, even poetic thought,
cannot extend infinitely. Of necessity tied to the image, to the
language of wordly experience, thought can be abstracted only
so far before it breaks this bond and encounters the void of
thoughtlessness. Thus, desire and thought are not entirely coextensive, and the task for their difficult joining falls squarely
upon language. For the question is really that of desire seeking
an expressiveness that will allow thought to reach its very limits
and yet without ceasing to gesture beyond those limits to the
absolute which is the object of desire.
The present study outlines and explores these two relationships
as they are found in "Prose pour des Esseintes" and throughout
Mallarme's writing. The first section is a detailed exegesis of the
poem, in which I have tried to keep the discussion as free as possible from any anecdotal presuppositions in order that meaning
within the poem may emerge unobstructed. It is my conviction
that Mallarme was as much a thinker as he was a poet or, more
properly, a thinker poetically in relation with the language he
used. Unfortunately, it has often been the case in commentaries
on "Prose" that resorting to anecdote, doubtless in an attempt
to simplify seemingly insurmountable difficulties, mitigates the
poem's complexity and impoverishes thought. In this chapter, I
rely heavily on interpretation based on etymologies, and also
bring to the discussion an examination of the variants. I do turn
to other writings at times, as in the extended digression concerning the sense in which Mallarme refers to memory and time, in
order to ground certain fundamental observations.
The second section broadens the context of the relationships
between desire, thought and language. Focusing on poems, prose
and correspondence, it traces Mallarme's recognition of these
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relationships and his deepening understanding of them, primarily
over the period from 1862 to 1875. I have placed an important
part of this discussion within an ontological framework because
it appears to me that Mallarme's concern with the relationship
between thought and desire brings to light a preoccupation with
contingent and absolute being and with how both are manifest
in language. In order to enhance our appreciation of Mallarme's
thinking in this regard, I have indicated how his ideas fall within
the traditional confrontation of Idealism and Nominalism and
have drawn what I hope is a useful parallel between "Prose pour
des Esseintes" and Anselm of Canterbury's Fides quaerens intellectum: Proslogion, which deals in a strikingly similar way with
the relationship between thought and desire for the absolute.
Quite aside from my personal work on "Prose pour des Esseintes," it is my hope that the third and final section of this study
may be of help to other scholars. I have included a critical bibliography of the work done on the poem since 1954. This date is
not at all arbitrary, since it was then that Lloyd James Austin
published in conjunction with his well-known study2 a critical
discussion of most of the exegetical commentary up to that time.
His contribution has been of immeasurable value not only because
it brought together many readings of the poem, but also because
it offered a convenient cross-section of Mallarmean criticism, and
it is to continue his work that I present this bibliography. I have
also included several items which may have escaped Austin's
notice and, following the critical entries, have supplied the complete bibliography. Also offered as a convenience, the append ices
bring together the earlier versions of the poem as well as other
pertinent documents.

Chapter I

"PROSE POUR DES ESSEINTES": AN EXEGESIS

Prose pour des Esseintes

Hyperbole! de ma memoire
Triomphalement ne sais-tu
Te lever, aujourd'hui grimoire
Dans un livre de fer vetu:
Car j'installe, par la science,
L'hymne des creurs spirituels
En I'reuvre de ma patience,
Atlas, herbiers et rituels.
Nous promenions notre visage
(Nous fames deux, je Ie maintiens)
Sur maints charmes de paysage,
o sreur, y comparant les tiens.
L'ere d 'autorite se trou ble
Lorsque, sans nul motif, on dit
De ce midi que notre double
Inconscience approfondit
Que, sol des cent iris, son site,
lis savent s'i1 a bien ete,
Ne porte pas de nom que cite
L'or de la trompette d'Ete.
Oui, dans une lie que Pair charge
De vue et non de visions
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Toute fleur s'lhalait plus large
Sans que nous en devisions.
Telles, immenses, que chacune
Ordinairement se para
D'un lucide contour, lacune,
Qui des jardins la separa.
Gloire du long desir, Idees
Tout en moi s'exaltait de voir
La famille des iridees
Surgir a ce nouveau devoir,
Mais cette sreur sensee et tendre
Ne porta son regard plus loin
Que sourire et, com me a I'entendre
J'occupe mon antique soin.
Oh! sache l'Esprit de litige,
A cette heure ou nous nous taisons,
Que de lis multiples la tige
Grandissait trop pour nos raisons
Et non comme pleure la rive,
Quand son jeu monotone ment
A vouloir que I'ampleur arrive
Parmi mon jeune etonnement
D'ou'ir tout Ie ciel et la carte
Sans fin attestes sur mes pas,
Par Ie flot meme qui s'ecarte,
Que ce pays n'exista pas.
L'enfant abdique son extase
Et docte deja par chemins
Elle dit Ie mot: Anastase!
Ne pour d 'eternels parchemins,
Avant qu 'un sepulcre ne rie
Sous aucun c1imat, son a'ieul,
De porter ce nom: Pulcherie!
Cache par Ie trop grand gla'ieul.

Fortunately, the title "Prose pour des Esseintes," itself somewhat of an exegetical problem over the years, has become less so
since Henri Mondor's publication in 1954 of a partial autograph
version of the poem.! It was Mondor's view that this copy was
written significantly prior to 1884 and, therefore, that the composition of the poem could not have been occasioned by J .-K.
Huysmans' novel A rebours, which appeared in 1884. 2 First
published in the January 1885 issue of La Revue Independante,
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the poem was long assumed to have been written during the
latter part of 1884 in response to Huysmans' novel, whose protagonist is, of course, the poem's dedicatee: Jean de Florasses
des Esseintes. However, over the past 25 years, two earlier
versions of the poem have come to light: the incomplete autograph and a complete text copied by the Italian dilettante Luigi
Gualdo, published by Carl Barbier in 1968. 3 Although the
Gualdo copy is not dated, Barbier has determined that it was
written about 1879. 4
In 1882, Huysmans had written to Mallarme asking for both
prose and verse selections, destined to become among the hero's
preferred readings along with Latin verse from the decadent
period. In fact, eight pages or so of the novel are devoted to a
discussion of Mallarme's writing, and when A rebours was published two years later, Mallarme's name inevitably became known
to a much larger portion of the reading public. For a long time,
the dedication suggested to commentators that Mallarme wrote
the poem, at least in part, as an expression of gratitude to Huysmans for having brought favorable and long-awaited attention to
his poetry. Yet, Mallarme's disinterest in the limelight has become
well enough known s that we must certainly temper this view to
say that the dedication is both a polite and witty reply to Huysmans and an indication that the poem is sufficiently concerned
with poetical artifice to have interested the super-esthete des
Esseintes, without our attempting to interpret certain coincidences. That is about all that can be said of the historical situation of the title; both earl ier versions make it perfectly clear that
only the dedication is "occasional," so to speak, and not the
entire poem.
However, the Mallarme-Huysmans relationship as viewed by
many commentators seems to have had an effect on the reading
of the poem which extends further than one might at first suppose. Aside from the aspects of the poem which were thought
to have been influenced by incidents in the novel or by predilections of its hero (the "imaginary voyage," the "Byzantine flourishes" of the last two quatrains), there persists, in a curious way,
a remnant of the notion that this poem is in some way tied to
Mallarme's concern with his readership and most particularly his
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critics. The "ere d'autorite," the "trompette d'Ete," the "Esprit
de Iitige" have often been seen to represent either unkind critics
(readers)6 or the Church,' thought to be inhospitable to Mallarme's poetical endeavor. In the poem, so it goes, they are seen as
populating the shore (quatrain XI), unable to venture out to the
mystical island of pure poetry. Now, encouraged in a general
way by the dedication, this kind of interpretation of the poem
as an episodic allegory, while not entirely untenable, is misleading insofar as it suggests that Mallarme felt a need to justify
poetry in the eyes of those who do not understand it. This
unnecessarily restrictive approach to a poem of such complexity
precludes the possibility of dealing with ideas of a more serious
nature, and tends to ignore the more important word "Prose."
While possessing an obviously playful quality, "Prose" must be
seen primarily in its liturgical context of a prosa, a latin hymn
sung at Solemn Masses between the gradual and the reading
from the Gospels. 8 This hymnic aspect of the poem is central
to our understanding: poetry viewed as spiritual or religious
song will allow us to glimpse another dimension of our world
without forsaking the one we know.
Hyperbole! de rna rnernoire
Triornphalernent ne sais-tu
Te lever, aujourd'hui grirnoire
Dans un livre de fer vetu:
Car j'installe, par la science,
L 'hyrnne des creurs spiritueis
En I'reuvre de rna patience,
Atlas, herbiers et rituels.

The invocation to hyperbole which opens this introductory
section is in its broad aspect a motive found in a number of Mallarme's poems. The common feature is not in the individual face
of the invocation or apostrophe, which, of course, varies from
poem to poem, but rather in its interrogative form. What is asked
is whether a poetical event of particular significance will occur.
This event would be a decisive act whereby poetry could achieve
its ultimate context and meaning. Springing from an essentially
religious impulse, this motive is thoroughly modern in its expression.lt hints at the possibility of affirmation beyond the myster-
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ious veil of the interrogative, and is the immediate manifestation
of spiritual desire. "Les Fenetres," "Don du poeme" and the
Swan sonnet are other poems, which I will discuss later in more
detail, that contain this motive. 9 Yet, the question asked in
"Prose" has an explicitness which makes it unique in all of Mallarme's poetry. In other instances, either an idealized vision of
the poet or a particular poetical attribute (that of song, for
instance) is invoked. Here, a form of language is called upon to
complement the poetical activity which is at hand. Implied in so
many of Mallarme's poems, and firmly stated here, is that any
clear vision of poetry is ultimately tied to a clear assessment
of language. As in other poems, desire is once again manifest,
though in "Prose" its satisfaction is seen as having to come
through language. It is desire seeking expression.
The hyperbole called for at the beginning of the poem is not
merely that of an exaggeration, a poetical device which we should
not take quite literally. The poet's activity is not in hyperbole,
but is the placing of the hymnic quality within the work of
patience, the carefully distilled view of the earth (atlas), of
nature (herbiers) and of man's relation to the world at large
(rituels).lO With characteristic succinctness Mallarme insists on
this endeavor in the first two lines of the second quatrain. To
install, literally, is to seat in a choir stall, and "I'hymne des creurs
spirituels" is a deliberate play on words with "I'hymne des
chreurs spirituels." Farfrom a gratuitous pun, this play on words
expands meaning considerably. With the evocation of an ecclesiastical context, suggestive of the medieval Church, we are forced
to recognize its modern equivalent. With the literary work of
atlases, herbals and rituals, the world and experience have been
internalized. Likewise, the hymn of spiritual hearts internalizes
a religious response while keeping it free of a uniquely personal
and solipsistic frame of reference. The "science" of the poetical
activity, then, is the knowledge of the relation between hymnic
and worldly activity, the fusion of the spiritual and rational
responses to human experience. If, as it has been said, much
of Mallarme's poetry is in the infusion of old forms with new
content,ll we must remember that the forms are directive and
greatly influence how that new content is to be read.
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In giving what may be called the spiritual and the rational
responses to the world, the poet is able to accomplish a great
deal. So much so, in fact, that he seems to prepare a view of
man's place in the world which will take into account the whole
of his experience there. What, then, is the complementary expression, otherwise absent, which hyperbole would add to the poetical activity? The interrogative form of the introduction would
indicate that the rising up of hyperbole is not the necessary
result of the poetical activity. Still, there is the insistence that
the realization of this potential, the unclasping of the ironclad
book which contains an obscure form of language yet to be deciphered, must occur along with the deliberate poetical activity if
it is to occur at all. 12 From the Greek huper-ballein, 13 to throw
beyond, hyperbole would offer an expressiveness beyond that
of the strictly poetical, but not in the sense of an excess (even
an ironical one) where saying less would have done quite well
enough. On the contrary, hyperbole must say that which otherwise could not be said, and still remain within the range of language. To be triumphant, it is the means needed to keep the
poem from being condemned to literal meaning.
The variants in the first quatrain of the earlier versions are
of particular interest in ascertaining the quality that Mallarme
intends for the hyperbole. Although the published version is
more compact and quicker to come to the point, its predecessors
are no less intriguing. The desired hyperbole is "indefinissable,"
suggesting both mysterious reluctance to be defined as well as
an infinite open-endedness to which, like the geometrical figure,
one can never ascribe a finite form. I would also add that the
change in address from memory to hyperbole should dissuade
us from the hasty conclusion, made by some, that the enigmatic
sister be identified with the poet's memory, making her a somewhat rejuvenated Mnemosyne. Were Mallarme that obvious, he
would soon become tedious. Always mindful of the theater and
of the classical exigency of reducing the number of working
elements to a minimum, Mallarme does not duplicate his "characters." If, in a poem, he names five elements, that is because he is
working with five distinct elements, and we must read them as
such, however closely related they may be. Moreover, if memory
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is understood in any of its more or less conventional senses, we
will be unable to appreciate a tremendously important development in Mallarme's poetry.
In the opening lines, a metaphor is provided for memory:
memory contains hyperbole as an iron-clad book would enclose
an obscure, ancient text. Now, there is nothing particularly striking about memory being seen as a book, if memory is read in the
usual way. But for Mallarme, "memoire" is not the poet's memory, nor is it, for that matter, anyone else's. For reasons having
their focal point in the so-called crisis years of 1864-69, Mallarme shunned autobiographical references in his serious verse.
His aim, as many critics have shown, was to depersonalize the
poetical voice to such an extent that poetry would be less the
personal expression of one individual than an objective view
where the self might no longer serve as a referential center, where
poetical thought would become universal. The most succinct
statement regarding this process of depersonalization is in the
often-quoted letter of May 14,1867, to his friend, Henri Cazalis.
Je suis parfaitement mort, et la region la plus impure ou mon Esprit puisse s'aventurer
est l'Eternite, mon Esprit, ce solitaire habituel de sa propre purete, que n'obscurcit plus
meme Ie reflet du Temps ... Je suis maintenant impersonnel, et non plus Stephane
que tu as connu, mais une aptitude qu'a l'Univers Spirituel it se developper, it travers
ce qui fut moi,14

Three days later, Mallarme wrote to another friend, Eugene
Lefebure: "Je suis veritablement decompose, et dire qu'il faut
cela pour avoir une vue tres-une d'Univers! Autrement, on ne
se sert d'autre unite que celie de sa vie."15 Such an attitude as
this one staves off the possibility of personal recollection adding
a significant measure to the poetical activity. It also precludes
memory as historical retrospection. Aside from the occasional
poems, the "tombeaux," nowhere does Mallarme attempt to
identify historical persons or periods. Even judged by a poet's
standards, Mallarme was singularly uninterested in history, and
a heavy price is paid if we are to see in "Prose" an evocation of
Byzantium of the fifth and sixth centuries with its various popes
and empresses,16 While this type of interpretation is not impossible, it does lend concerns to "Prose" which are not present
elsewhere in Mallarme's poems. More importantly, however, it
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suggests a preoccupation with historical time which Mallarme
simply did not possess. Claiming to Cazalis that his mind was no
longer darkened by even the reflection of time, Mallarme (for
poetical purposes, anyway) did not only mean that he was outside of time. He also meant that temporal relationships could no
longer play any meaningful role in his thinking.
A third type of memory, Platonic rememoration, is closer to
the Mallarmeansensethan the other two. In fact, Mallarme's use
in his early poems of memory as a motive is strongly marked
by Swedenborgian theosophy. Often present in Baudelaire, theosophic notions would have been most forcefully transmitted to
the young Mallarme through Baudelaire's poems, and especially
"La Vie anterieure," where memory serves as the way to a mythological past associated with a renewed and authentic sense of
being which is at the very source of poetical meditation. While
still under the influence of Baudelaire's imagery and language,
Mallarme used this memory motive, with interesting modifications, in "Les Fenetres," which, written in 1862-63, slightly
predates the crisis years. In the first half of the poem, the old
death-bound man is able to quit the horror of his present life
and flee, through the aid of a synesthetic intoxication of color
and perfume, "Dans un grand nonchaloir charge de souvenir!"
In the second half of the poem, where the poet compares himself
in some respects to the old man, the poet glimpses the possibility
of escaping the cares of the world. Reflected in a dew-covered
window, he catches sight of an idealized self, understood as a
rebirth in a "ciel anterieur ou fleurit la Beaute." Through a spiritual and artistic mirroring of the self, something analagous to
rememoration has taken place.
These descriptions closely parallel those of the Baudelairian
experience, particularly in the association of poetry with a mythological past, well beyond the personal life of the poet. Yet, a
distinctive feature in Mallarme's handling of the motive begins
to appear, and is fully visible in the mature poems worked on,
so painstakingly we must imagine, during the decade following
the Tournon-Avignon crisis. That feature is the removal of the
"ciel anterieur," the ultimate source of poetical meaning, from
a strictly temporal context, be it even the temporality of myth
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as it is in Baudelaire. Of course, this was in large part permissible
because of Mallarme's discovery that temporal relationships are
cumbersome, as we saw in the letter to Cazalis. However, coupled
with this discovery was the development of what Georges Poulet
has called the "memoire notionnelle,"17 the more positive insight
that poetical relationships have a conceptual basis. As does any
other use of language, poetry establishes order through relationships; yet being intimately and forever tied to the world of
human experience, poetry will readily admit only a certain
vocabulary. Mallarme seems to have been aware of this problem
from the very beginning, but he must have found a confirmation
and perhaps even a solution to his own thinking this time in Poe,
whose work he was translating in the late 60s and early 70s.
Je revere "opinion de Poe, nul vestige d'une philosophie, I'ethique ou la metaphysique
ne transparaltra; j'ajoute qu'illa faut, incluse et latente. Eviter quelque realite d'echafaudage demeure autour de cette architecture spontanee et magique, n'y implique pas
Ie manque de puissants calculs et subtils, mais on les ignore; eux-m@mes se font,
mysterieux expres. Le chant jaillit de source innee: anterieure a un concept, si purement que refleter, au dehors, mille rythmes d'images ... L'armature intellectuelle du
poeme se dissimule et tient-a lieu-dans I'espace qui isole les strophes et parmi Ie
blanc du papier.t 8

What I feel the nature of the intellectual framework to be, in
Mallarme's case, I will discuss in the next chapter. For present
purposes, the important feature of this paragraph is the description of the "source in nee" of poetry, the same source as "Ie ciel
anterieur" of "Les Fenetres" and "rna memoire" of "Prose," as
anterieur to a concept. Innate because it cannot reside outside
of its relationship to poetical thought, this source is given both
temporal and spatial coordinates which are purely conceptual.
To refer to a well-known example of somewhat the same manner
of expression, this is not at all unlike Kant's use of the adjective
"transcendental" which helps establish a conceptual relationship,
for which a literal vocabulary perhaps does not exist, rather
than a spatial one. As is often the case in both prose and verse
referring to other writers, this passage on Poe evokes many of
Mallarme's own concerns about poetry. Maurice Blanchot has
recognized this and, with the passage on Poe in mind, has remarked that the anterior point in Mallarme is "anterieur au concept."19 At one time, Mallarme even considered formulating
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linguistic laws which would apply to this conceptual past. "Tirer
des lois phoniques qui permettent de reconnaltre l'anteriorite."20
There is, then, a poetical source which, in view of establishing
a relationship, is described as coming before: "Le poete puise en
son Individualite, secrete et anterieure, plus que dans les circonstances meme exaltant celle-ci, admirables, issues du loin ou simplement du dehors."21 This "past" must, of course, be put in
relation to an entire spectrum of thought, defined primarily and
most importantly by an interstice, a kind of hiatus during which
the full virtuality of the poetical effort is sensed. In the opening
to "Prose," it is found in "aujourd'hui grimoire / Dans un livre de
fer vetu," and it is, certainly, this same virtuality which we read
in what is perhaps the boldest of Mallarme's lines, "Le vierge, Ie
vivace et Ie bel aujourd'hui." Farfrom having a temporal context,
the present "moment" is as much a part of a conceptual structure as is the "past."
Unique fois au monde, parce qu'en raison d'un evenement toujours que j'expliquerai,
il n'est pas de Present, non-un present n'existe pas ... Faute que se declare la Foule,
faute-de tout. Mal informe celui qui se crierait son propre contemporain, desertant,
usurpant, avec impudence egale, quand du passe cessa et que tarde un futur au que
les deux se remmelent perplexement en vue de masquer l'ecart. 22

I have felt this rather long discussion of "memoire" necessary
in order to expose better not only Mallarme's sense of the past,
but also that of "aujourd'hui" which is at the very heart of the
opening question. It is, after all, hyperbole which is today the
virtuality of the expressiveness the poet desires but is uncertain
whether the poem will achieve. But if, through the affirmation
perceived behind the question, expressiveness is heightened, so,
too, will be the objects of poetical thought, contained in the
atlases, herbals and rituals. "Le moment de la Notion d'un objet
est dans Ie moment de la reflex ion de son present pur en luimeme ou sa purete presente."23 Rather than to time, the present
is tied to the apparition of a non-contingent dimension of the
poetical object.
Nous promenions notre visage
(Nous fOmes deux, je Ie maintiens)
Sur maints charmes de paysage,
o sceur, y comparant les tiens.
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Here begins, with a kind of preamble, the narration of an event
taking place in an unidentifiable past, to which the poet and his
companion, identified as a sister, were witnesses. Of particular
importance is the visual aspect of their activity, emphasized in
the very first line of the quatrain. Almost all action in Mallarme
is restrained, and the couple here is not walking about in this
landscape but letting their gaze wander over particular aspects
of it. As I shall point out further along, actions variously related
to seeing are fundamental to the portions of the poem related in
the past tense. More pressing at this point, however, is the precision given to the kind of comparison being made between the
charms of the countryside and those of the sister. This "putting
together" of the two (suggesting para- rather than huper-ballein)
is similar to the metaphorical process, save that here the comparing is done visually, not verbally. The poet sees both by
looking from one to the other. This is the very germ of the
poetical experience.
Also of importance is the parenthetical insistence that the
poet was indeed accompanied by another, as if to counter in
advance the objection that what follows is simply the daydream
of a solitary stroller. This is the first of several such instances
which stress the dual nature of this experience.
But what of this companion? Similar to the ungallant treatment to which the Dark Lady has been subjected over the years,
ever since copies of the poem first began to circulate a century
ago, attempts have been made to identify somehow the sister.
In fact, there is an exegetical subcurrent running through the
commentaries that divides their authors into three general camps.
In the first are those who have sought an historically identifiable
face to superimpose on her enigmatic frame. The poet's Parisian
paramour, Mery Laurent,24 his sister, Maria,2s who died prematurely in 1856, and his daughter, Genevieve,26 are among the
most prominent. In the second are those who see the sister as a
double for the poet. Having in the background Poe's doubling in
"With Psyche, my soul," the double has been, variously, a psychological anima,27 a literary anima or sosie,28 or, fulfilling a
more specific complementary role, one of the muses. 29 Of the
third camp, those who identify the sister with another named
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element in the poem (patience or memory),30 I have already
spoken and have set aside as inconsistent with Mallarme's general
procedure. With certain emendations, a combination of the first
two groups would be more in keeping both with Mallarme's
poetry generally and with "Prose" in particular. While it is true
that sleuthing about for specific biographical details rarely hits
the mark in Mallarme exegesis, it is also true that each poem is
centered arou nd a concrete scene or object wh ich can be seen: a
reflection in a window pane or mirror, a swan trapped in the ice,
a bruise. It is equally true that Mallarme did not hesitate to put
his poetical self in the company of a woman. "Tristesse d'ete,"
"Soupir ," "Le Pitre chatie" and many other poems are proof
enough of this. What should be clear from these poems is that it
does not matter poetically who the woman is; she in fact could
be any woman. "Sreur" should be taken in the Baudelairian sense
of a woman who is intimately associated with poetical consciousness. 31 To begin privileging one face over another gets in the way
of something far more relevant: the internalization or poetization
of all experience. And experience there must be. In "Prose," the
primitive experience or scene is given in this quatrain while the
poet compares the charms, a word which echoes etymologically
the hymnic dimension of the poem, of the landscape and his
companion. As I have mentioned, the absence from this picture
of detail, however stylized as for example in "Ses purs ongles,"
is one of the difficulties inherent in the poem which have plagued
so many readings. However, we must wait until the sixth and
seventh quatrains to discover what charms are being alluded to. 32
L'ere d'autorite se trouble
Lorsque, sans nul motif, on dit
De ce midi que notre double
Inconscience approfondit
Que, sol des cent iris, son site,
lis savent s'i1 a bien ete,
Ne porte pas de nom que cite
L'or de la trompette d'Ete.

The narrative is interrupted and the poet returns to the present
tense of poetical composition in order to record the first of two
observations which could challenge the authenticity of the past
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experience. In some respects the poem may be seen as a kind of
debate or trial, the intent of which is to prove or disprove the
validity of esthetic experience as it pertains to the world of
rational experience. This atmosphere of contention was foreseen
(perhaps even incited), in the third quatrain where the poet
insists that he was not alone. Here, that particular point appears
to be more or less conceded, although an equally pertinent one
is raised: that the landscape viewed by the couple does not bear
any name cited by the gold of Summer's trumpet. Where the
actions related in the past are attached to sight, present action,
not only in this passage but throughout the poem, is tied to
naming, insisting, hearing, the making of sound. Is not this division suggested at the very outset where we learn that the activity
today is in the final measure an affair of language?
Parallelli ng th is concern with language in the present-tense
passages is a more complex sentence structure. While such complexity has occasioned remarks concerning Mallarme's "obscurity
and hermeticism," more to the point is that meaning is complemented here by form. Yet, there is a core to such sentences
which, like the theme in a musical passage, must be recognized
if the passage is to have any sense at all. In this instance, the core
sentence is "l'ere d'autorite se trouble / lorsqu'on dit [de ce
mid i] que son site ne porte pas de nom que cite I'or [de la trompette d'Ete]." Immediately apparent is the dense cluster of
words relating to speech, language and sound (dire, nom, citer,
trompette), where even color has more generally aural associations than visual ones. "l'or de la trompette d'Ete" is the sun
which seems to announce that all that is under it is all there is. 33
This interesting synesthetic image is a later, less frantic development of "I ci-bas est maitre" in "les Fenetres." In both the 1864
and 1884 versions of "le Pitre chatie," the sun exposes the
nudity of the clown-poet without his costume. In the revised
version, however, Mallarme makes the same association between
sunlight and a brass instrument played, presumably, with a Wagnerian vigor. "Hilare or de cymbale a des poings irrite, / Tout
a coup Ie soleil frappe." Finally, the image turns up again in a
passage where Valery has described his last visit with Mallarme
at Valvins. "Mallarme me montra la plaine que Ie precoce ete
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commenc;ait de dorer: 'Voyez, dit-il, c'est Ie premier coup de
cymbale de I'automne sur la terre.' "34
However one ultimately reads the expression "I'ere d'autorite," what must be recognized is the play on words with "I 'air se
trouble." It is as if vision has become obscured because the landscape lacks a name. From the Latin word aera meaning number,
"ere" is less the entire expanse of a period than it is the starting
point of a particular period, and it is the point at which "autorite" begins that is made cloudy by what is said almost in passing.
"Autorite" carries, of course, its usual meaning as a source of
recognized truth. Yet, this is but a faint indication for it leaves
any specificity regarding "autorite" open to speculation. By now
it should be clear that one must never underestimate the etymological resourcefulness of a poet such as Mallarme who had a
solid foundation in both Latin and Greek,35 and we are again
obliged to look in this direction for the precise quality that
Mallarme is giving to his word. Stemming from auctor, "autorite"
may be seen as pertaining to the attributes of authorship, a pursuit which is avowed in the opening quatrains. More primitively,
though, auctor refers to that which augments, and this brings
us to the heart of the matter. "Autorite" is an important part of
the insistence throughout the poem on the augmentative, hypertrophic or upward movement which Mallarme usually associated
with poetry, from the "ciel anterieur" and "I 'azur" of the early
poems to the starry, nocturnal sky of "Un Coup de des." That
there is upward movement is not put in question. 36 What the
obfuscating remark makes uncertain is when that movement
begins. Finally in this regard, while neither as precise nor as farreaching in its suggestiveness, the fourth quatrain variant ''I'ere
d'infinite" also develops the motive of expansiveness and would
certainly support our reading of "autorite."
In these two quatrains, the "charmes de paysage" are identified: the couple had been looking out over a field of irises. 3?
This name is evocative in a variety of ways, one of which is
of the quality of iridescence, very important further on, which
heightens both the visual aspect of the flowers as well as the
motive of light and sun. The site of this field is called a "midi,"
a word that Mallarme seems to have used almost interchangeably
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with "climat," in both the late and earlier versions. Like "ciel
anterieur" and "memoire," "midi" is a term affording references
of both time and place, although tending to merge the two into
more of an abstract term describing the "landscape" of poetical
thought. It is the southern, diurnal equivalent to the midnight of
the northern sky in Igitur. Of the site of this field, the irises are
said to know whether or not it has really existed, that the very
existence of the flowers provides a somehow truer statement
concerning "ce midi" and what happened there than whether or
not the place has a proper name. This mediating role of the flowers is also reflected in the use of the perfect tense, "a ete." This
is a form to which Mallarme turned only occasionally, usually
employing past tenses that make a clear distinction between past
and present. Here, the perfect tense may be seen as spanning
these two dimensions reflected in the present tense of "on dit"
and in the past definite "approfondit."38 The same concern with
mediation is found in the opening lines, where hyperbole is situated in terms both of the past ("ma memoire") and, hopefully,
of revealing itself in the here and now of poetical expression
("aujourd'hui grimoire").
Not the least bit incidental, this past-tense verb "approfondit"
is of the greatest importance because it is the only narrative link
between the third quatrain and the somewhat unusual events
beginning in the sixth. From the action of comparing the landscape's and the sister's charms comes that of deepening, poetizing the southern clime. Giving more than a figurative sense of
depth only, "approfondir" significantly advances the imagistic
movement upwards as well. As when Virgil speaks of the caelum
profundum, this verb carries with it a sense of heightening, preparing the way for the events to follow. This action which is
both deepening and elevating is performed by "notre double
inconscience," a capacity which I feel pertains less to a Freudian
subconscious than it does to the absence of the recognition
afforded by thought. It was what we did not know about our
comparisons that poetically heightened the landscape. And, in
calling the unconsciousness "double," the poet is again insisting
on the duality of the experience: their unconsciousness was not
such that it could be seen as the same for each: "Nous fOmes
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deux." Often pointed out, the poet and his companion play quite

different roles. At the beginning of the poem, he alone is occupied with the business of poetry, and the sister is she whose
charms were compared to those of the landscape. This distinction
between the highly complementary roles of the poet and of a
companion somehow more at the center of esthetic experience
will be carefully developed and will attain its full significance in
the closing quatrains. It should be mentioned also that this portion of the poem, by interrupting the past narrative with a temporally and thematically contrasting section, establishes a pattern
maintained throughout. Even when one considers the longer
poems, this very musical structure based on sections of contrasting thematic material is nowhere so highly developed as in
"Prose. "
Oui, dans une lie que I'air charge
De vue et non de visions
Toute fleur s'etalait plus large
Sans que nous en devisions.
Telles, immenses, que chacune
Ordinairement se para
D'un lucide contour, lacune,
Qui des jardins la separa.

Here we return to the past narrative of visual images and less
complex sentences. The emphatic "Oui" which opens this section
is not only the affirmation of experience taking place outside of
the usual domain, albeit the poem's overt business is to show
that such experience does occur. It is the affirmation of all that
precedes and all that follows, for only through the poem's structure of litigious contrasts will the truth that it contains emerge.
The nameless landscape, not part of the world of daily experience, is appropriately described as an island. A favored topos
of the secular romance of the Middle Ages and fairly commonplace in French literature by the time of Rabelais, the uncharted
isle possessing magical or extraordinary virtues is given a new
quality. The "magic" of Mallarme's island, made operative by the
approfondissement, is visual and esthetic. Offering a contrast to
the troubled "air" implied in the play on words of the preceding
section, the air here is perfectly still and clear. The distinction
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between "vue" and "visions" is between clear-sighted perception which is not falsifying and distorted images which are,
resulting as if from a mirage. Significantly, the emphasis is on a
capacity whose virtues affect the viewer rather than the things
viewed. If the flowers begin to take on a new aspect, it is not
because they have been fantastically metamorphosed, nor is it
because we are meant to accept that real flowers actually behave
this way from the standpoint of our everyday perception. It is
because perception itself has been altered from the normal mode,
allowing the poet and his companion to catch sight of a dimension of the flowers which in a sense had always been but which
had not been seen before. We are touching on a concern that will
occupy a considerable place in the following chapter. However,
we can draw its broad outline in generally uncontested terms,
by what we have discovered in "Prose." "Vue," altered perception is of course the heightened awareness of the poetical experience. This awareness does not take us entirely out of our world,
does not transform what we normally perceive into something
magically other. The poet and his companion began their experience in that world and do not plan to forsake it. They deepen
or heighten it and see an extension of it.
The flowers began to grow, to spread themselves both out
and up. This surprising occurrence was not generated spontaneously, but was the resu It of the approfondissement of the landscape and, imagistically, of the preparation given by the many
words evocative of growth and upward movement. Moreover,
"s'etaler" evokes some of the same Church-Latin associations as
"installer,"39 and through this echo we begin to perceive in the
growth of the flowers the hymnic dimension alluded to earlier. In
effect, the hymn has occupied its place, its stall, in the work of
patience. The "midi" or "lie" of the poet's atlases, the irises of
his herbals are now imbued with this "song" which is one with
the heightened awareness that has come almost mysteriously,
for it happened neither with conscious thought nor with any
conversation about the flowers, but in silence ("sans que nous
en devisions"). That song should be associated here with images
pertaining to sight rather than to sound is not unusual in Mallarme. The most highly developed example of this is in "Sainte"
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where the spiritual music of Saint Cecilia, "musicienne du silence," is suggested by images which are primarily visual.
We did not talk about the flowers and, in not so doing, neither
did we divide or isolate them. "Deviser" shares a common ancestry (divido) with "diviser," and, as all events in "Prose" are
somehow prefigured in language before they actually occur, so
too is the separation of each flower from all the others, seen in
the seventh quatrain. The irises were by now immense and, in
this expansion having no clear limit or measure, each flower
emanated a kind of iridescence, a clear outline of nothingness
which lifted each one from the general context of the gardens.
Here, the view onto the hymnic dimension is at its height. The
flowers can no longer be perceived solely in terms of their daily,
contingent existence but demand that the couple see in them a
dimension of isolated, non-contingent being, expanding beyond
the ability to define them. With the opening "Indefinissable" of
the early versions, Mallarme also must have had in mind the
inability to outline precisely or affix a visual limit. It is characteristic of this hymnic dimension set forth in visual images that
both meanings of the word definition go hand in hand. The
only significant variant in this section is the substitution of "des
jardins" for "du [d'un] jour pur." The general effect of isolating each bloom by an iridescent radiance is the same but the
emphasis is quite different. In the early versions a visual comparison between the flowers and the sun is introduced, perhaps
unnecessarily. In the 1885 version, the emphasis remains on
the flowers themselves, and at no detriment to the general
effect. 40
If the view onto the hymnic reaches noonday clarity for the
poetic couple, what is occurring for us in the world of visual
experience does not. As I pointed out earlier, Mallarme always
has one foot firmly planted in the world of common experience,
and this world is so often visual, even if but to suggest the luminescence of a figurine's fingernails. What is unusual about
"Prose" in this regard is that the understanding of what occurs
visually in the poem is at its most difficult just at the point
where "sight" is supposedly at its best. It is easier to imagine
fancifully these huge flowers than to follow visually their poetic
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growth. Yet there are two phenomena which merge in the image
of the large haloed flowers. The first of these pertains to the halo
itself, which is called a "Iacune." The image of an encircling void
also calls to mind the watery barrier surrounding the island, and
a visual connection is made between the island landscape and
the flowers which are its charms. (Though not as strong as the
other echoes mentioned so far, lagune may be faintly heard here,
as it, too, stems from lacuna.) The sister's charms, which when
compared to the irises initiate the movement culminating in the
seventh quatrain, are her eyes. The emphasis on seeing, the image
of a center isolated by a surrounding "contour" and the very
name of the flowers all suggest this. Beginning with the comparison between the companion's eyes and the flowers in the field
over which the couple was gazing, an unconscious approfondissement of the landscape began, the result of which was finally
revealed in the bright noonlight under which the flowers took
on a "Iucide contour" suggested originally by the sister's eyes
and now making the visual comparison complete. This is not
out of keeping with some of Mallarme's other images where
poetical contemplation begins with an association between a
woman's traits and those of the landscape. In "Soupir," a companion's forehead reflects the melancholic beauties of an autumnal day, and in "Le Pitre chatie," female eyes are said to be lakes
where the clown-poet can bathe. 41
The second phenomenon is a most subtle one and is associated
with the unusual growth of the flowers. We have already discussed
the delicate play on words in the fourth quatrain, "L'ere ... se
trouble," as the result of an obfuscation, and also how both the
visual and poetical field are clear again in the sixth quatrain:
"Oui, dans une lie que I'air charge / De vue .... " Although there
is no mention of anything physically darkening the visual field,
the effect of quatrains IV and V is as if a cloud had temporarily
obscured the sun-lit scene. Then, as it passed on, the lighted field
was reawakened, with the bright colors of the flowers springing
up to meet the eye. 42 Both the language of quatrain IV and the
interruption that it causes by the shift to the present tense create
the cloudy effect and, at the end of the seventh quatrain, not
only is the light at its brightest but the comparison with the
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sister's charms, the images of growth and the evocation of the
hymnic converge there as well.
Gloire du long desir, Idees
Tout en moi s'exaltait de voir
La famille des iridees
Surgir it ce nouveau devoir,
Mais cette sreur sensee et tendre
Ne porta son regard plus loin
Que sourire et, comme it "entendre
J'occupe mon antique soin.

Any human experience evokes a human response which is the
attempt to characterize that experience in terms appropriate to
its significance. In "Prose," and for that matter throughout most
of Mallarme's writing, the crucial experience which it becomes
the affair of poetry to characterize is the perception of the hymnic dimension of our world, extending above and beyond our
everyday view of it. Poetry seen as hymn in a broad sense, as
satisfying exigencies which are both esthetic and religious, had
been a major concern since the early 1860s when, for example,
in "Les Fenetres" Mallarme discovered that the realm where
such experience takes place is both poetical and sacred: "Que la
vitre soit I'art, soit la mysticite." Call it the one or call it the
other, for Mallarme there is no essential difference between the
two. In the eighth quatrain, the flowers were at their most radiant point and, in revealing a dimension beyond the concrete,
they fulfilled a new purpose, were indications of a thoroughly
different mode of being. The response to this revelation was one
of exaltation, a "Gloria in excelsis,"43 as the poet found that
his desire and ideas were of a common measure with the movement of the flowers, that this movement was the image of his
yearning to find something equivalent for poetry. In the beautifully rhymed conceit "desire, Idees-des iridees," Mallarme
establishes the relationship between his own thinking and what
the flowers have come to be: the idea of flowers.
As surely as day follows night, discussions of the eighth quatrain inevitably turn in some manner or other to the well-known
passage from the "Avant-dire" which Mallarme was asked to
write for Rene Ghil's Traite du Verbe. In what is tantamount to
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a prose poem, Mallarme considers what he variously calls the
"notion" or "idee" of a thing and how it falls to poetical language to reveal it.
Narrer, enseigner, meme decrire, cela va et encore qu'iJ. chacun suffirait peut-etre,
pour echanger la pensee humaine, de prendre ou de mettre dans la main d'autrui en
silence une piece de monnaie, I'emploi eh\mentaire du discours dessert I'universel
reportage dont, la Litterature exceptee, participe tout entre les genres d'ecrits con·
tem porai ns.
A quoi bon la merveille de transposer un fait de nature en sa presque disparition
vibratoire selon Ie jeu de la parole, cependant, si ce n'est pour qu'en emane, sans la
, gene d'un proche ou concret rappel, la notion pure?
je dis: une fleur! et, hors de I'oubli ou ma voix relegue aucun contour, en tant que
quelque chose d'autre que les calices sus, musicalement se leve, idee meme et suave,
I'absente de tous bouquets. 44

It would be misleading to draw too close a parallel between the
poem and this passage which after all is not its condensed version and is reflected in many other poems. Flowers as such are
not at issue in the preface; in fact, just about any noun would
do as well. In an essay dealing with similar concerns, Valery, for
example, used the word "Temps."45 Furthermore, neither the
poet in "Prose" nor his companion have said anything as yet,
and when the sister does finally speak she will reveal more than
the nature of flowers only. What is at issue are the workings of
the poetical consciousness (Mallarme's, at any rate) which isolates and in so doing deprives the object of all of the referential
contexts in which we daily see it, so that now the flower can
be understood only in terms essential to itself; that is to say,
abstractly. In Mallarme's case, this was not a simple affair of all
language, and he was among the first to point out that there are
different types, or uses, of language which permit different types
of thought. For, while it is true that, from a certain modern perspective owing much to Mallarme, all language is abstraction, it
is most certainly not true that all thinking is abstract, and how
one uses language is determined by how one thinks. In fact, the
two cannot be successfully separated and for Mallarme, poetry,
"I 'explication orphique de la Terre" is at once revelation and
thought.
In "Prose," the poet's rejoicing was occasioned by having
found in the movement of the flowers a confirmation of his own
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thinking. The "inconscience" which had been deepening the
scene was superseded by heightened consciousness as the flowers
seemed to allude to a dimension of being, that of the "notion
pure," which extends beyond the concrete world of everyday
existence. The poet's long-standing desire to catch sight of this
realm is both at its highest point and its satisfaction precisely
because the world has justified his thinking about the world.
Events in Mallarme's poetry such as this conjunction between
thought and image, though they do not fall entirely within the
perview of pathetic fallacy, cannot be treated as objective correlatives either. They fall somewhere in between. They seemingly occur in a manner that is external to the poet, yet they are
so fundamental to the esthetic experience that poetical thought
cannot be formulated at all without them.
Even more important than the poet's ideas is the desire which
informs them. In the opening lines of the poem, we have seen
how a general sense of yearning gives direction to the poetical
activity and how it suggests that something may come about
that extends the scope of this activity. Here, at the heart of the
poem, desire becomes manifest in a most important way, as a
brief look at the variants will show. The change is from "Obsession! Desir, idees" to "Gloire du long desir, Idees." Doing away
with the cumbersome repetition of obsession and desire, Mallarme clears the field for a development of the image of upward
movement, "long desir," which also is reiterated in the substitution of "s'exalter" for "triompher" and "su rgir" for "connaltre."
Yet, the primary sense of the adjective "long" is temporal, linking to the archetypal "past" that is anterior even to the narrative
told in the past tense. This would put the poet's desire moreIn
touch with the conceptual past of "memoire" and also with that
of "antique soin" of quatrain IX. The situation of desire in relation to this anteriority is further accented by the sense of "long"
as both spatial and tempral. As in "midi" and "memoire," the
fusion into one term of space (place) and time, abolishes both
in favor of a conceptual reference point that is the result of the
elevating, idealizing vision of the poetical consciousness.
Though desire is the impulse animating the poet's consciousness of the world, it is typical of Mallarme that, in his revisions,
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he should alter our apprehension of it. Poetry, of course, was less
a question of naming things than of showing the effect that they
produce, and this attitude seems to underlie the change from
"Obsession! Desir" to "Gloire du long desir." In the later version,
we encounter desire only indirectly. What we perceive directly is
its "gloire." Though indicating desire's culmination and immediately suggesting the "Gloria," perhaps the word's greatest
poetical strength lies in the most visual of its semantic associations: the Church-Latin use of gloria as halo. At the very heart
of this past narrative whose emphasis is on seeing, "Idees," the
appositive of "Gloire du long desir," find their visual expression.
Reflected semantically in "gloire du long desir" are the longstemmed flowers whose blooms are encircled by a lacuna. What
is carried over visually into the eighth quatrain, however, is only
the lacuna, the halo, "la presque disparition vibratoire" which
is the manifestation of "la notion pure" at its highest point of
perceivability and, one must also add, its last. It is of no particular importance that this near disappearance is in one case that
of auditory waves and that of visual waves in the other. What is
important to recognize at this juncture is that, for Mallarme the
poet, the "idee" or "notion" of a thing must be apprehended
in terms of the vocabulary of tangible experience. As the title
of an early poem suggests, so much of Mallarme's poetry is concerned with apparition which, on the spiritual plane, is revelation.
The object of revelation must be "seen" or "heard," must find
its expression in terms of the manifest if it is to be properly
understood as bearing upon the palpable world, indeed if it
is to be understood at all. The opening lines of "Prose" are
emphatic on this point: thought in poetry springs from the
relationship between the spiritual and the tangible, and the
language of the poem must reflect both.
Like the poet of "Les Fenetres" and the "swan-poet" of "Le
vierge, Ie vivace et Ie bel aujourd'hui," the poet of "Prose" saw
an image which was both the reflection of his innermost desire
and the mirror permitting him to see his desire. As in these other
poems, this reflection put him in touch with the conceptual past
that is the source of poetry and also called for his response.
Though evoking the "Gloria," the poet's exaltation is tacit, tied
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more to an upward surge of consciousness than to bursting forth
in vocal song. Yet, as has often been pointed out before, his
exuberance carried him to the threshold of speech, for it does
appear that the "Mais" which begins quatrain IX curbs his joy
so that the scene remains within the realm of sight and silence.
It is sometimes argued at this point that the seemingly temperate sister has a cooling effect on the poet's exaltation and
that the upward movement of the flowers and of the poet's
desire has listed somewhat from the strictly vertical, keeping
him within the bounds of common sense and out of danger
from succumbing entirely to his fancy. This is not quite the case.
The authenticity of the upward movement, so carefully formulated in the first half of the poem, has not been compromised.
The mention of the flowers in quatrain X is one of continuing
growth and, in quatrain XIII, the sister herself is described as
ecstatic, or outside of herself with rapture. No; if she is "sensee
et tendre" it is for a reason other than deflating her companion's fancy.
As we have already noticed, the poet from time to time has
emphatically stressed the dual nature of the past experience. It
is to be expected, then, that her response to the experience differs from the poet's because her role has been different all along.
Where, in the preceding quatrain, the poet was on the verge of
ecstatically breaking the silence, the sister, quite the contrary
to returning him to the world of daily reason and experience,
assures that the silence is kept. If she is "sensee et tendre," it is
because she, in her enigmatic way, understands a further truth
than does the poet and gently holds him from eagerly dashing
headlong into speech until he, too, sees that the significance of
this occurrence lies beyond the flowers, as does the object of his
desire. As he must do inevitably, the poet again turns to his sister's charms, only to find that her eyes stress silence rather than
encourage sound, "sourire" rather than "rire," and seeing rather
than hearing, as it is her eyes and not her lips that smile. In the
conceit "Ne porta son regard plus loin / Que sourire," Mallarme
firmly ties the bond, suggested all along, between seeing and
silence which, in the terms of the poem, are essential to the
revelation which has happened and also to the appreciation of
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its full extent. Her smile is as alluring as it is mysterious, perhaps
because, in its silence, it is so provocative. In any event, the poet
refrained from speech and now takes up his ancient concern.
This return is both as if he heard her smile and the attempt to
understand it, in its own way a "grimoire," an expression set at
the very limits of intelligibility. Seemingly born out of silence, it
nonetheless carries meaning and, because it does, it must somehow find expression in language to be understood. Or, more
properly in the terms of the poem, it must be heard to be understood ("comme a I'entendre").
The variants of this quatrain are interesting ones in that a
rather static and uninteresting four lines have been touched up
to be dynamic and evocative. In the third line, a verb has been
added ("sourire" for "moi-meme") and another has been
exchanged for a more powerful one ("entendre" for "rendre").
Not only do these changes further develop the themes of sight,
sound and language, they also add a dynamism to the end of the
past narrative which is lacking in the earlier versions. The substitutions in the fourth line of the more active "occuper" for "devenir" enhances the quality of action, and also the shift from the
past to the present tense is a subtlety that eases the passage to
the next quatrain, showing, as it does, the relationship between
the past experience and the poetical activity of the present.
Though there is no significant alteration of meaning in the
change from "unique" to "antique" (they both refer to poetry),
the latter has the advantage of recalling the conceptual past of
which the poetical "memory" is the repository.
Oh! sache l'Esprit de Iitige,
A cette heure ou nous nous taisons,
Que de lis multiples la tige
Grandissait trop pou r nos raisons
Et non comme pleure la rive,
Quand son jeu monotone ment
A vouloir que I'ampleur arrive
Parmi mon jeune etonnement
D'ou·ir tout Ie cieJ et la carte
Sans fin attestes sur mes pas,
Par Ie flot m@me qui s'ecarte,
Que ce pays n'exista pas.
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In returning to his ancient concern, the poet also returns to
the present, to the "aujourd'hui" mentioned at the outset; for
it is here, in language, that he must come to understand his companion's enigmatic smile, only here that the past experience can
acquire its full significance. Indeed, the overall movement of
this section is toward the affirmation of not only the couple's
experience but of what the experience indicates in a broader
way. Yet, the need to affirm springs from uncertainty, at the
very least, if not from plain doubt. As are quatrains IV and V,
these are litigious, only now the reason for contention has shifted
slightly. In the earlier passage, the absence of a place name for
the island put the nature of the couple's experience in doubt. In
quatrains X-XIII, the existence of the island is in doubt and the
nature of the experience is again put in question; only now the
cause for doubt is the couple's silence itself.
It will be remembered that the hallmark of passages in the
present tense is an unusually complex sentence structure. As
before, much can be gained by having a look at the simple form
about which this unusually difficult sentence turns, and first
to be apparent is the complexion of this litigation. "Oh! sache
l'Esprit de litige, (a cette heure ou nous nous taisons), que ... la
tige grandissait trop pour nos raisons et non que ce pays n 'exista
pas." With hortative force, the poet appeals to the spirit of litigation, the faculty of arbitration and discernment. The couple's
silence is clearly the article of contention and it is due to the
fact that the flowers grew beyond the ability to explain them
and not, as the shore would lachrymally have it, that the island
did not exist. We have already remarked how, for the poet, the
focal point of the growth of each flower comes to be the lacuna
and how, in the equation between the flowers and his desire, this
outline of nothingness marks the faintest point that can be perceived. In quatrain X the image is somewhat altered, though in a
way which develops the general direction of the poem. We are
now presented with a lily stem that was growing as its blooms
multiplied. 46 Far from replacing the former image, this one
complements it and shows us a further aspect of the experience.
Once the ideational supra-dimension was perceived, the flowers
continued to expand in this space until they grew beyond the
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ability to be understood. The concern with growing perception
has changed to one with comprehension, and here we arrive at
the very crux of the matter: if silence was imposed by the sister,
it was in order to recognize this change, to let the flowers continue a bit further until they had passed that point after which
silence becomes necessary. If we are silent, says the poet who is
coming to understand his companion's smile, it is because the
flowers grew beyond our comprehension of them. Awareness,
which began as the "double inconscience," becomes conscious
in quatrains VIII and IX and is now only cognizant of having
been surpassed, and in a way that perception and consciousness
also are surpassed. For "raisons" is, of course, not discursive
reason but the faculty to perceive and to understand, even poetically; and that faculty is inextricable from language. Significantly, the limits of language and of comprehension are the
same, and the couple's silence, then, far from proving that the
island did not exist, is the only possible proof that it did. 47
For the presentation of the counter argument, also put before
the Spirit of litigation, the scene has changed dramatically. The
poet, now completely alone, is walking by the seashore. Not
only are the flowers no longer before his eyes but all sight has
been abolished, at least for the moment. The natural world, as
in quatrains IV and V, refuses to admit the existence of a realm
beyond itself, and its argument is imposed on the poet through
sound. Whereas silence is the poet's proof of the isle, sound is
the world's refutation. In fact, throughout the complexity of
this long clause, all of the present-tense verbs are related in one
way or another to sound, and sound is proffered as evidence
that experience is of this world only.
The structure of the clause is in two main sections: a broad
framework that contains the entire subordinate clause introduced
by "com me pleure la rive" and leading up to the second direct
object of the verb "savoir" in quatrain X: "Que ce pays n'exista
pas,"48 and a further subordinate introduced by "Quand." The
two feather together nicely in the shared line "Par Ie flot meme
qui s'ecarte." The first section is as follows: "Et non comme
pleure la rive, / ... Par Ie flot meme qui s'ecarte, / Que ce pays
n'exista pas." While the consciousness of the "notion pure" was
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initiated by something seen, the refutation is made by something
heard. The entire argument of the natural world emanates from
the sound of the waves lapping against the shore. The poet hears
the receding wave, hears the shore weeping. Sound has broken
in upon his silence and, with a kind of ostinato effect, would
draw his attention back to the everyday concrete world of sound,
names, language. After all, as a poet he must deal with that
world. Aside from its importance as a verb of sound, "pleurer"
also stands in relation to "sourire" and "rire" (quatrain XIV),
and any emotional value attached to it comes from this relationship and not from an emotional state assumed of the shore line.
These verbs come from associations relative to poetic consciousness and, if the shore is weeping, it is because the sound of the
waves is associated with the denial of the couple's silence.
The second section is an elaboration on the meaning of this
sound:
Quand son jeu monotone ment
A vouloir que I'ampleur arrive
Parmi mon jeune etonnement
D'ou'ir tout Ie ciel et la carte
Sans fin attestes sur mes pas,
Par Ie flot ml!me qui s'ecarte,49

Once again, the sound of the receding wave is the agent. It is the
monotoned play of the waves lapping against the shore and the
means by which the sky (the "naturally" vertical), the map (the
named world) and the very space which the poet has horizontally
traversed, are ceaselessly attested to. With the introduction of
"I 'Esprit de Iitige" the vocabulary has taken a decidedly judicatory turn: not only does sound bear witness, but this witness. is
ultimately false. The monotonous sound is mendacious, not in
attesting to the reality of the natural word, but in inferring by
that the unreality of the supra-dimension. The sound would have
it that the upward movement sensed by the poet is due to his
astonishment (being thunder- or sound-struck) with the natural
world. so That is a lie. Moreover, astonishment is not "young";
on the contrary, it is tied to a past that has been described as
ancient. The gravest error, however, is the supposition that,
because he is alone now, the poet's experience was a solitary and
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thoroughly personal one. Mallarme apparently wanted to emphasize this when he changed "nos pas" to "mes pas." Herein lies
the importance of the sister who is necessarily silent at this
point: she will provide that crucial expansion beyond the merely
personal, giving poetical experience the necessary universality
upon which Mallarme insisted.
At this point, I would like to discuss a few of the sonorous
effects in the poem. 51 It is generally recognized among the commentators that "Prose" is among the most successful of Mallarme's poems from the standpoint of rhyme, and particularly the
diversity of rhyme. Virtually every rhyme is rich, all are "rimes
pour I'oreille" and it is frequently the case that they are polysyllabic: "spirituels/et rituels" (II), "de visions/devisions" (VI),
"par chemins/parchemins" (XI) and the well-known "desir,
Idees/des iridees" (VIII) are some of the more striking examples.
To be sure, rhyme is one of several ways in which Mallarme is
able to establish certain types of relationships between the various elements of his poem. Some rhymes, of which the last mentioned is a good example, establish a semantic relationship. This
is done with word playas well. As we have seen, both the pun
("creurs/chreurs") and the precious etymological pun ("Gloire
du longdesir") considerably expand meaning within the poem.
There is also a second variety of sonorous effect whose importance appears to be purely musical. Many of the rhymes are
such, as is the unusual effect created by the short octosyllabic
line. Moreover, there is an effect that, as does some rhyme,
makes musical references but with no particular regard to the
equivalence of syllables nor even to parallel placement in the line.
These effects are found primarily in this section of the poem.
In quatrain X, the word "Iitige" is echoed soon after in "lis ...
tige." Quatrain XI contains a dense cluster of repeated sounds
which are played with in an interesting way.
(Et non) comme pleure I.! rive
1 2
3
4 5

6 syllables

(A vouloir) ~ "am ~r arrive

5 syllables (x= assonance)

1

Ix

3
4

V
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Quand son

1

~

2

mono tonement

3

7 syllables

4

Parmi mon ~ ne e tonnement
1 2
y
4

6 syllables (y= dissonance)

The conventions of rhyme do not sufficiently explain sonorities
that go as deeply into the line as do these and that explore dissonance as well as consonance. (The rime equivoquee of Molinet
and the Rhetoriqueurs, while an antecedent to some of the virtuosity in "Prose," bases its effect on identity of sound, not on
subtle difference.) Lines such as these stretch the possibilities
of verse to its limits and provide one of the bridges between the
alexandrine and radical rethinking of the line in "Un Coup de
des." It is interesting, certainly, that these striking effects should
be heard precisely in that part of the poem which openly develops
the conflict of sound and silence, as if to anticipate the sounding
of the silence in the closing quatrains.
L'enfant abdique son extase
Et docte deja par chemins
Elle dit Ie mot: Anastase!
Ne pour d'eternels parchem ins,
Avant qu'un sepulcre ne rie
Sous aucun climat, son a"ieul,
De porter ce nom: Pulcherie!
Cache par Ie trop grand gla'jeul.

In returning to the world of sound, the poet has not repudiated silence, of course, but has affirmed it as the highest and only
evidence of a dimension lying beyond the limits of conceivability
and of language. He has correctly understood the litigation to be
between sound and silence, yet he seems to lack his companion's
intimate association with silence. He has returned to his ancient
concern, whereas in speaking she gives up a state of ecstasy.
The sister is described in significantly different terms than
before. Here, she is a child who abdicates her ecstasy. While Mallarme probably wanted to convey a certain child-like wonderment with the flowers, more to the point is the literal meaning
of "enfant": from the Latin infans it is that which does not
speak. 52 More than a companion, more even than one who has
remained silent all this while, she has come to be for the poet
that element of their now "double conscience" which is most
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closely in touch with this silent realm. So she, the unspeaking
one, abdicates or un-says53 her ecstasy by breaking her silence
and stepping down into speech; and in doing so, she has become
fully a part of the poetic consciousness. Beginning in quatrain
III, her wanderings over the island landscape have made her
learned: she knows its secret and knows too that it must be
revealed now that the emphasis has shifted from flowers to
silence. For silence has no language and yet, for its mystery not
to be lost from thought, this docta soror, the poet's muse of
silence, must speak. Quitting her €xaTaatC; she is united with
the poet in the aTom<; of language. She says the word: "Anastase." A neologism taken from the Greek avaamat<;, this
enigmatic word would literally mean a movement toward the
heights. 54 Not only the culmination of the upward movement,55
it is, more importantly, the hyperbole invoked earlier. In stepping down to language, the sister has made the decisive poetical
act which takes us to the highest point of expressiveness, the
"presque disparition" of all language and of all meaning. Yet
her word also falls short of the final dimension of silence. As
language, poetry cannot accede to the silence which is its ultimate source but, as hyperbole, it can eternally point to it.
With the sister's utterance, action in the present tense comes
to an end and a future event is envisioned. Whether this event
is real or merely possible is difficult to say, but it is clear that,
in speaking, she has radically altered its consequences. Were
silence kept, the poem would be left with only the image of the
immense flowers. Lost would be what the flowers are indicative
of. The word "Anastase" (avaamat<; is also the Pauline term
for the Resurrection) has saved the essential aspect of the past
experience, for we are able to know what otherwise would be
hidden from view by the too large gladiolus which, like the flaming sword east of Eden, blocks the way.56 Rather than permitting access to the dimension above the concrete, hypertrophy
would be an obscuring and falsifying barrier. What we cannot see
in the poem but what must be lying behind its principal image
is a tomb bearing the name of Pulcherie, Beauty in the conceptual sense that we find in "Les Fenetres": "au ciel anterieur
ou fleurit la Beaute." Personified here, though still keeping an
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association with Mallarme's wonderfully evocative flowers,
Beauty will have perished but will have brought into being the
central image of the poem which, it seems inevitably, will obscure
it. In the terms of the poem, Beauty is the essential property,
the "charme," of what lies beyond the supra-dimension and is
as inaccessible to sight as silence is to language. For the poem to
exist, silence must sound, and Beauty, though never seen, as
such, must be lost from the "view" of poetical consciousness
and be forever obfuscated by the visual image. To synthesize
and to understand this personification, "Pulcherie" is the idealized self of the sister when, silent, her charms were compared
with those of the landscape. It is that persona, anima, part of
the poet in touch with the silent realm, that will not survive the
image of the flowers. The poem can only treat what is accessible
to language and to thought, not what lies beyond them. Fortunately, the hyperbole has been spoken before the poem ends
and, though it lies within the realm of language and thought, as
it must, it is on the very limit and triumphantly points beyond.
It is in this vein that the puzzling verb "rire" must be read.
Its meaning should not be associated exclusively with the sepulchre but, as was the case with "pleurer," with the poet himself. This laughter finds its context between the weeping of the
shore (the monotoned, horizontal world of the everyday) and
the sister's smile (the tacit comprehension of the dimension of
esthetic experience). It is not the laughter of irony at the death
of Beauty, as has been sometimes argued, though this death is
its inevitable and ironic result. As we have seen, sound in "Prose"
is language, and laughter is the poem as language. It is what the
poet was about to do in quatrain VIII, was forestalled in doing
by the sister's smile and yet, as a poet, must do. Inevitably, the
poem must end in language and, perhaps just as inevitably, this
language will not clearly embrace the final dimension which lies
beyond the poem. But the truth of the matter does not completely elude thought. Thanks to the hyperbole, both the flower
and the absence that it veils will be perceived as they really are:
the only things that finally will have been grasped by thought.
Here is the full meaning of the insistent question at the opening
of the poem: if hyperbole is to arise, it must do so now, in the
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present of the poem and so, with its eternal gesture, unite the
"past" and the "future" which surround the poem and give it
shape. The expletive "ne" in "Avant qu 'u n sepu Ichre ne rie" is
important in this respect. Either altogether misread as an adverb
of negation or glossed over without comment, its function is to
create a space which would be absent if the line read "Avant
qu'un sepulchre rie." Both can mean "before the moment when
... ," though the ne has the sense of "lest the moment come
before when .... " In Mallarme's line this moment is relegated
or pushed to infinity and resembles a horizon which thought
refuses. Rather, thought centers on the open space defined by
this horizon and occupied by the eternal nature of the word
"Anastase." Between the penultimate and the final poetical
gestures is an area of suggestiveness alluding beyond the poem
itself.
The image of the tomb in this last quatrain has somewhat of
a disturbing effect on the composition as a whole. While the
verb of sound, "rire," is very subtly prepared for, the presence
of the tomb is not. Mallarme seems to have been aware of this
problem for, among the many changes he made in quatrain XIII,
a number of them tighten a once very casual transition to quatrain XIV. "Ne" and "eternels" must clearly contrast with the
sense of death, loss and finality at the end ("enfant" and "docte"
tend to develop the sister as muse). Yet death, loss and finality
haunt Mallarme's work, and the image of the tomb is present
from the very beginning in such poems as "Sa fosse est creusee,"
occasioned by the death in 1859 of a childhood sweetheart, Harriet Smyth. In the dozen or so occasional poems, most of which
commemorate the death of someone, the tomb is frequently
present and by the mid 1870s, with the "Tom beau d'Edgar Poe,"
Mallarme had come to associate the commemorative poem with
the sepulchre: both attest to the person's absence. In the works
not occasioned by death, however, the sepulchral image is rare:
"Tristesse d'ete," where Egyptian sarcophagi are alluded to, and
Igitur are the only early examples, and "Prose" is the only example where the poem itself is seen as a tomb. It is quite possible
that "Prose," if written in the early 70s, was a transition work
in this respect.
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Occurring on an equal footing with the theme of death is the
desire for either resurrection or at least a salvaging from total
loss. Found in many poems, the desire informs the entirety of
"Prose" and, because the poem is not dealing with the death of an
historical person but of a poetical point of reference, we must
take the sepulchre in a very broad sense, as more of an idea than
as an object. This is also true in Igitur where, at the end of part
I, the hour of Midnight, about to be chimed, speaks to the night
in terms similar to those of "Prose." "Adieu, nuit, que je fus, ton
propre sepulcre, mais qui, I'ombre survivante, se metamorphosera en Eternite." In "Prose," the critical hour, the "climat,"57
is identified with the sepulchre of Beauty; it is its ancestor. Yet,
the two are nonetheless contemporary at the important moment
which signals the completion of thought and the death of that
which generated thought. The shadow, the "presque disparition,"
which eternally survives this disaster is, must be to suit the terms
of the poem, the spoken word "Anastase."
So many of Mallarme's poems deal with the nature of poetry
that it is difficult to single out anyone as being a definitive ars
poetica; they all offer insights into various facets of Mallarme's
vision of poetical language and thought. The role of "Prose" in
this is clearly to formulate the relationship between language
and thought and also to place them within the context of a
spiritual experience which itself is searching for a place in language. It is to these concerns which I would now like to turn in
order to show their development in Mallarme's thinking and to
discuss their significance within the spectrum of ontological
thought.

Chapter II

THE HALO OF DESIRE: THOUGHT, BEING
AND POETRY IN MALLARME

Characterizing what he felt to be the fundamental trait of the
late nineteenth-century artistic temperament, Mallarme wrote:
Decadente, Mystique, les Ecoles se dec)arent ou etiquetees en hate par notre presse
d'information, adoptent, comme rencontre, Ie point d'un Idealisme qui (pareillement
aux fugues, aux sonates) refuse les materiaux naturels et, comme brutale, une pensee
exacte les ordonnant, pour ne garder de rien que la suggestion. Instituer une relation
entre les images exacte, et que s'en detache un tiers aspect fusible et clair presente it
la divination ....
Parler n'a trait it la realite des choses que commercialement: en Iitterature, cela se
contente d'y faire une allusion ou de distraire leur qualite qu'incorporera quelque
idee ....
Cette visee, je la dis Transposition-Structure, une autre.!

What is significant about these remarks is the inseparable union
that they insist exists between thought and poetry, and that
they point to an area of thought in a way that is as precise in its
general direction as it is elusive in its focal point. For in one
form or another, Idealism spans the full history of ontological
inquiry, is in fact one of the few constants in Western thought
from Plato to (as far as Mallarme is concerned) Hegel, and the
Greeks are as different from the medieval scholastics as this
group is from the nineteenth-century German idealists. So, to
say that poetry has adopted Idealism is in one sense no more nor
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less specific than to say that poetry in the nineteenth century
has moved closer to one of the major currents if not the mainstream of Western thought. Yet, to have said this much is also
to have said a good deal. Whether decadent or mystical, whether
relying on artifice or religious impulse, poetry, Mallarme's poetry,
is nonetheless an articulation of thought which must account
for the spiritual and emotional experience as well as for the
experience of reason. It also means that when Mallarme uses
words such as suggestion, allusion, reve, ideal, in fact the entire
vocabulary (at first sight so impressionistic) that is as indicative
of the poetry of his time as are nymphs and satyrs, he has something in mind akin to the being or essence of a thing rather than
to the perception (no matter how delightful) of the thing as
it exists in relation to the everyday world. And, when he says
"Transposition," he is clearly talking about an operation of
thought or consciousness on the thing that exists whereby we
can, according to Aristotle's phrase, take it into view at the point
where it is, that is, according to the dimension of its being.
In this view of poetry as a reflection of both rational and
emotional experience, Mallarme seems to have been acutely
aware of the unique role of modern poetry to bring together
these two aspects of human experience in an expression of Man's
relationship to the world that made sense at a time when neither
Reason nor Romanticism could maintain any longer the schism
between thought and emotion. For, it is just this fragmentation
of experience, with rational intellection on the one hand and
the intimately personal response to ourselves and the world on
the other, which is the legacy left to the modern period, that is
from the second third of the nineteenth century onwards. In
this era which Valery characterized as "cette accumulation de
tendances et de theses contradictoires,"2 it was not possible to
write poetry, as Lucretius and Dante had done, which reflected
an already unified view of human experience. As poets who
were also thinkers, for whom one cannot successfully separate
thought and poetry, Lucretius and Dante were particularly fortunate to live in periods where, in one case, the mind and the
senses were not at odds and, in the other, where both reason
and faith were essential to divine revelation.
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For the poet towards the middle of the nineteenth century,
the climate is very different. The shattering separation of reason
from faith which marked the end of the Middle Ages, the Age of
Reason itself and finally Romanticism, all played decisive roles
in cleaving a rift between reason and emotion and also, to those
who did not view either alternative as wholly sufficient, in pointing out the necessity of somehow repairing the damage. Man's
relation to the world did not make sense, could not possibly
have made sense, to those who were both the conscious products
of a classical tradition and who were nonetheless deeply marked
by Romanticism. With Goethe, and certainly by the time of
Baudelaire in the 1850s, appears what seems to be the distinctive
feature of modern poetry: the search for a poetical expression
which will integrate these two fundamental dimensions of human
experience through a restructuring of Man's relation to the world.
That Mallarme's poetry constantly moved towards an ever
more comprehensive formulation of this relationship is amply
clear from much of his writing. In his well-known autobiographical letter to Paul Verlaine, Mallarme describes his major poetical
ambition as nothing less than establishing a new cosmology, or
at least laying its foundations, which would find its expression
poetically and be the Orphic explanation of the Earth. In what
is as much an article of faith as an intellectual program, Mallarme
would effect his "Transposition" on the entire world.
[J 'ail toujours reve et tente autre chose ... Quoi? c'est difficile a dire: un livre, tout
bonnement, en maints tomes, un livre qui soit un livre, architectural et premedite, et
non un recueil des inspirations de hasard fussent-elles merveilleuses ... J'irai plus loin,
je dirai: Ie Livre, persuade qu'au fond il n'y en a qu'un, tente a son insu par quiconque
a ecrit, meme les Genies. L'explication orphique de la Terre, qui est Ie seul devoir du
poete et Ie jeu Iitteraire par excellence: car Ie rythme meme du livre, alors impersonnel
et vivant, jusque dans sa pagination, se juxtapose aux equations de ce reve, ou Ode. 3

It is not my intent to describe this system in its entirety. I
would, however, like to focus on what I view as a crucial sector
of this Orphic topography and the deepening of Mallarme's comprehension of it. It is an area which actively concerned the poet
for a period of some twenty years and one which will give us a
clear indication of the way in which thought and poetry, for
Mallarme, are inextricably wou nd together. In its broadest aspect,
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this sector is the concern with the nature of being and with the
understanding of it that comes with language. Moreover, this
concern places Mallarme within the range of the tradition of
ontological thought, and, through the comparisons which this
conjunction invites, we can better appreciate, I think, the unique
import of Mallarme's work, while helping to establish the family
of thinkers to which he belongs.
Sometimes commented upon and often implied is the striking
unity of Mallarme's work, the persistent concentration on and
deepening of certain ideas that he viewed as essential to poetry.
Particularly with regard to the project of the opus magnum,
Mallarme himself was acutely aware of this patient application,
mentioned in his 1885 letter to Verlaine and again thirteen years
later, only several months before his death: "Heureuse ou vaine,
ma volonte des vingt ans survit intacte."4 In fact, it was at about
this time that Mallarme was getting the 1899 edition of his
poems ready for press and so had a vivid reminder, if he needed
one, of what he was thinking during his twenties and particularly
during that very fecund period when so many ideas began to
take clear shape, the so-called crisis years of 1864-69. The Orphic
explanation of the Earth was conceived during this five-year
period, and the embryonic project took on various forms before
it emerged, in later years, as "Ie Livre," the work which would
never be written entirely but always be alluded to as the consummation of poetic thought and as the world experienced "pour
aboutir a un beau livre." Originally envisioned as a treatise on
"Le Beau,"s the project rapidly developed beyond a Baudelairian
perspective to one which would mirror Mallarme's own discoveries more faithfully. Sometimes a series of poems, sometimes
a return to an expository form, one book or several, the real
significance of the project, of course, lay in its scope: Clune
conception de l'Univers."6
One of the more interesting and revealing mutations of "Ie
Livre" is found in a set of notes made in 1869. Towards the end
of the crisis years, Mallarme contemplated submitting a doctoral
thesis to the Sorbonne entitled "De divinitate." The general
topic to be treated was language and how the methods of science
(seen vaguely in a Cartesian or Baconian way) might be applied
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to it in order to expose the relation between it and thought.
The tentative outline for this somewhat ungainly project, both
admirably complex and disorganized enough to excite the sympathy of any doctoral candidate, contains the following entry
among the subjects to be treated and one which focuses on the
sector of Orphic topography of interest to us. "L'esprit. Ce
qu'est I'esprit par rapport a sa double expression de la matiere
et de I'humanite, et comment notre monde peut se rattacher
/'A bsolu"7 (italics mine). Mallarme did not stick with the dissertation project for very long, and perhaps wisely so. More important was the way in which his ideas could be realized poetically.
Yet, in a sense, the project was never abandoned at all and had,
in fact, been in progress for some time. As I hope to point out,
one of Mallarme's central preoccupations was the way in which
our world can connect with the Absolute, was in fact the exploration of this metaxis or in-between reality which divides the
realm of the contingent from that of the eternal.
Mallarme's general mystical orientation, which Valery called
"un certain mysticisme difficile a definir"8 that never left him,
is clearly present in his earliest poems and, at this stage at any
rate, is not too difficult to define as a nascent Catholic mysticism. Very soon, however, the Catholicism of such poems as
"La Priere d 'une mere" begins to sway under the weighty
influence of Baudelaire and it becomes evident that the young
Mallarme is searching for an expression that will somehow
account for the role of poetry in a modern world where, for
him, such religious expression would have to be radically altered.
In the passage just cited, Valery characterizes the formative
decade of the 1860s by adding that "Ie developpement de ses
vues personnelles, generalement si precises, a ete retarde, trouble, embarrasse par les idees incertaines qui regnaient dans I'atmosphere litteraire, et qui ne laissaient pas de Ie visiter." Though
this judgment may be somewhat harsh, it is certain that one of
the most pervasive influences of the time was the mystical idealism of Swedenborg, which found such diverse applications in
the Romantic poets, in Balzac and Hegel. For Mallarme, the
contact was all the stronger through his reading of Baudelaire.
By the early 1860s with Mallarme's first major poems, the need

a
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is evident for the supersession of a traditionally religious view of
the world by an Idealism which would have the esthetic experience as its focal point for revelation. With this shift in emphasis,
Mallarme did not have in mind an elevation of poetry to the
status of religion. For him there simply would be no difference
between the two.
Las du triste h6pital, et de I'encens fetide
Qui monte en la blancheur banale des rideaux
Vers Ie grand crucifix ennuye du mur vide,
Le moribond sournois y redresse un vieux dos,
Se tralne et va, moins pour chauffer sa pourriture
Que pour voir du soleil sur les pierres, coller
Les poils blancs et les os de la maigre figure
Aux fenetres qu'un beau rayon clair veut haler.
Et la bouche, fievreuse et d'azur bleu vorace,
Telle, jeune, elle alia respirer son tresor,
Une peau virginale et de jadis! encrasse
D'un long baiser amer les tiedes carreaux d'or.
Ivre, iI vit, oubliant I'horreur des saintes huiles,
Les tisanes, I'horloge et Ie lit inflige,
La toux; et quand Ie soir saigne parmi les tuiles,
Son reil, it I'horizon de lumiere gorge,
Voit des galeres d'or, belles comme des cygnes,
Sur un fleuve de pourpre et de parfums dormir
En berc;ant I'eclair fauve et riche de leurs lignes
Dans un grand nonchaloir charge de souvenir!
Ainsi, pris du degout de I'homme it I'ame dure
Vautre dans Ie bonheur, ou ses seuls appetits
Mangent, et qui s'entete it chercher cette ordure
Pour I'offrir it la femme allaitant ses petits,
Je fuis et je m'accroche it toutes les croisees
D'ou I'on tourne I'epaule it la vie, et, beni,
Dans leur verre, lave d'eternelles rosees,
Que dore Ie matin chaste de 1'1 nfini
Je me mire et me vois angel et je meurs, et j'aime
-Que la vitre soit I'art, soit la mysticiteA renaitre, portant mon reve en diademe,
Au eiel anterieur ou fleurit la Beaute!
Mais, helas! lei-bas est maitre: sa hantise
Vient m'ecreurer parfois jusqu'en cet abri sur,
Et Ie vomissement impur de la Betise
Me force it me boucher Ie nez devant I'azur.
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Est-il moyen, 0 Moi qui connais I'amertume,
D'enfoncer Ie cristal par Ie monstre insulte
Et de m'enfuir, avec mes deux ailes sans plume
-Au risque de tomber pendant I'eternite?

"Les Fenetres" is one of the more important works written
towards the beginning of the decade. Published in 1863, it predates the crisis years, and yet, in it we can see the major problems being confronted at that time and some of the constant
landmarks which Mallarme's poetry would follow. Sick with
life in a stinking hospital which, with its useless medicines and
religious symbols that have lost their meaning, is obviously not
serving its intended purpose, an old and death-bound patient
rises from bed with the morning light and drags himself to the
window. The enticement is not so much the physical comfort
of the warm sun coming into the room as it is the spiritual satisfaction of going to the furthermost point of the room and looking out. Indeed, the old man is described in terms of a person
who is spiritually starved: voraciously hungry for the bottomless
azure sky, he kisses the thin golden partition between his room
and the outside, in much the way he would have sought, as a
young man long ago, his first love. This contact with the region
beyond the window acts as a spiritual elixir and the man, intoxicated, now lives in a renewed and fuller sense. As the sun sets
(he has been at the window all day!), there is a voluptuously
synesthetic evocation of color and perfume which frees the man
from his temporal and careworn existence into a kind of eternal
moment lived through memory.
The poet then parallels his own experience with that of the
old man's. Both are oppressed by the sheer weight of living, even
when the oppression is of the relatively benign sort, as in the
poet's case, of the cares and somewhat empty pleasures of
domesticity. The poet also flies to the sun-lit window and,
reflecting the crucifix motive with outstretched arms against the
pane "plumed," as it were, by the sparkling dew drops, acquires
a new and heightened sense of being. It is at this point that the
poet's experience has a decidedly unique quality and, by the
way, one which distinguishes Mallarme's experience from that of
Baudelaire's synesthesia. Rather than recapturing a former self,
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the poet catches sight of a spiritual self, seen here as angelic in a
broad sense. In this death and transfiguration which occur at
the very boundary between the world and the infinite, his desire
is quickened to participate somehow in the infinite, to accede to
"Ie ciel anterieur," a place and time outside of space and time,
where absolute Beauty is the measure of everything. However,
the vision fades and the poet again finds himself trapped.
What is most important for our purposes is, of course, the
metaphor of the window which is precisely the boundary connecting our world with the Absolute. It is the space in which
spiritual death and regeneration take place and for Mallarme this
space, the reflecting pane of glass, is art or mysticity. This is not
an either-or proposition between two fundamentally different
means of perception and revelation. As Mallarme would say later
concerning the esthetic experience, "c'est prendre part, selon Ie
pretexte convenu, a la figuration du divin."9 In effect, then, the
poet is saying here that we may call it poetry or call it religiosity, but it comes down to the same thing. In a modern world
where religious symbolism has lost its meaning, poetry is the
way in which our world connects with the Absolute. Yet the
very serious problem remains that this critical boundary between
here and there is also a barrier. With the fading of the vision, the
poet is painfully reminded that "Ici-bas est maitre," that the
spiritual image reflected in the glass was but an allusion to the
domain beyond the window and that that domain is consequently
beyond poetry. Poetry, the ideation and ontological transformation of self, heightens the yearning for the Absolute in that it
affords an inkling that the Absolute is there. But it does not
allow full participation in the Absolute. The question clearly
formulated at the end of the poem is how to use decisively this
space in order to go beyond it, how to break through the glass,
even at the risk of finding that the spiritual transformation had
been nothing but an illusion.
It is this ambivalence between the allusion and the illusion in
art that, as early as 1863, is already prefiguring the experience
which will occur over the next several years, and shaping an
aspect of the thought that that experience will use. In a March
1866 letter to Cazalis, Mallarme mentions for the first time the
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word "mensonge" in his attempts to characterize the seeming
ambivalence of this in-between reality which is poetry.
Oui, je Ie sols, nous ne sommes que de vaines formes de la matiere, mais bien sublimes
pour avoir invente Dieu et notre ame. Si sublimes, mon ami! que je veux me donner ce
spectacle de la matiere, avant conscience d'etre, et cependant, s'elan<;ant forcenement
dans Ie Reve qu'elle sait n'etre pas, chantant l'Ame et toutes les divines impressions
pareilles qui se sont amassees en nous depuis les premiers ages, et proclamant, devant
Ie Rien qui est la verite, ces glorieux mensonges! Tel est Ie plan de mon volume Iyrique, et tel sera peut-etre son titre: La Gloire du mensonge ou Le Glorleux Mensonge.
Je Ie chanterai en desespere! 10

This passage is not, as it might be read, a subscription of a
brand of nominalism or materialism. l1 While it is true that spiritual being, "1'Ame et toutes ces divines impressions," is not perceived outside of the realm of thought or imagination, that only
goes to underscore the inherent weakness of Platonism and the
realist thesis, at least as it applies to Mallarme. Neither is the
realm of spiritual being purely one of names nor is our world
the illusory reflection of a platonic realm of perfect forms existing
outside of thought. For Mallarme, the world which we inhabit
is a very real place, either as a dominating anti-spiritual force, as
in the early poems, or as a place of objects in whose contemplation thought delights, as in the later poems. Equally real is the
"vide," "neant," "silence"; Mallarme used all of these terms
fairly interchangeably. It is the realm of the Absolute which,
both in "les Fenetres" and in this letter, is the required "backdrop" against which the manifestation of spiritual being occurs.
What remains equivocal, of course, is the in-between space occupied by poetry and thought. Writing again to Cazalis in May of
1867 about his entire experience during the preceding year, at
once religious and esthetic, "i1 se pourrait que je ne fusse Ie jouet
que d'une illusion."12 It is never quite clear whether Mallarme
ever resolved this question, for even in later poems, such as
"Autre Eventail," the word "mensonge" is present to describe
the change of the evening air into a kiss. In later years, "mensonge" would have a sense very close to that of artifice or metaphor. What is clear in the 1860s, however, is that without this
"mensonge" or illusion, without poetry, there would be no articulated consciousness of the desire which, in "les Fenetres," propels the poet to the window. Poetry is, in fact, consciousness. It
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is consciousness of a mode of being that is beyond the world of
temporality and contingency, and it is consciousness that the
space wherein being is taken into view is the frontier between
that which can be perceived and the dimension beyond. Not
only are poetry and thought inextricably part of the metaxis
between our world and the Absolute, but so is being, at least
insofar as it can be glimpsed through poetry and thought. Yet
the desire for something more persists, and somehow a way must
be found to turn the barrier of poetry into a way beyond poetry.
Other poems of the mid-1860s explore this same topography.
Written in 1864, "L'Azur" presents the desperate flight from
poetical consciousness. The domain beyond the window is here
the infinite azure sky and the poet, who through spiritual emptiness and artistic impotence is no longer able to turn his eyes in
that direction, summons up his last bit of strength to create an
impermeable barrier between here and there, to put a stop to
consciousness altogether.
Brouillards, montez! Versez vos cendres monotones
Avec de longs hail Ions de brume dans les cieux
Qui noiera Ie marais Iivide des automnes
Et batissez un grand plafond silencieux!

Having turned his back on the spiritual longing that seems impossible to satisfy, the poet now hopes to find solace in the world of
the concrete which admits no dimension beyond itself but merely a happiness of a most unambitious sort. Gone is all thought
of spiritual renewal and of the "sin" of failing to attain it.
-Le ciel est mort.-Vers toi, j'accours! donne, 0 matiere,
L'oubli de !'Ideal cruel et du Peche
A ce martyr qui vient partager la litiere
Ou Ie betail heureux des hommes est couche.

The poet ultimately fails in this attempt, however. His escape is
arrested by the "angelus" rung on church bells, which painfully
reminds him of the blue sky on the other side of the cloudy barrier. Significantly, in the bells calling the faithful to worship,
the expression which the poet himself had been too weak to
formulate has been found to express suitably his yearning for
spiritual renewal. Poetry, or something very close to it, has been
made in that the poetical consciousness is awakened. Yet the
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azure sky remains both a reproach and a torment to the poet
because he knows that he can neither surpass the barrier represented by the clouds nor flee his desire to surpass it.
En vain! l'Azur triomphe, et je I'entends qui chante
Dans les cloches. Mon arne, iI se fait voix pour plus
Nous faire peur avec sa victoire mechante,
Et du metal vivant sort en bleus angelus!

Where "l'Azur" shows the torment of desire, "Brise marine"
(1865) shows its compelling side in a more positive light. It is
again a question of flight, but here, as in "les Fenetres," it is
flight towards spiritual renewal rather than from it, and neither
tranqu il domesticity nor the fascination with the poetically
evocative blank page will impede it. This region beyond, "Iabas," is the far reaches of the ocean, and the poet, desirous of
"une exotique nature," has been drawn down to the very shore
to escape the life he has led where neither the flesh nor thought
have a hope of being revitalized in any significant sense. "la
chair est triste, helas! et j'ai lu tous les Iivres." The topography
represented by "Brise marine" has listed to the horizontal, but
its relief presents the same principal features as before. The
boundary between our world and ''I'ecume inconnue" is of
course the shore itself, defined more or less by the steamship at
anchor in the harbor, which is the mediating focal point for the
poet's contemplation. Here, too, the question of illusion arises:
the ship's masts seem more to invite storm and disaster than
guarantee safe conduct to safe and fertile islands, seem to imply
an Absolute of nothingness rather than a paradisiac one. But all
of this is uncertain. The region somewhere beyond the horizon
is unknown to the poet, the foam of the waves out there is
"ecume inconnue," and here "Brise marine" helps clarify the
shift in "les Fenetres" and "l'Azur" from images of traditional
religious symbolism to ones blending art and mysticity. Faith in
the restorative and redemptive qualities of the Absolute is not
at all the question, either for Mallarme in particular or for the
modern world in general. Mallarme seems only willing to admit
a dimension which lies beyond the powers of his poetry and
which is associated with his deepest spiritual desire, but whose
nature is impossible to affirm precisely because it cannot be
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captured in poetry. What is more correctly the question is the
poet's desire for spiritual redemption, and in this crucial replacement of participation in the Absolute through faith by the desire
to participate in the Absolute, we have a vivid example of what
Erich Heller has called "the religiously disinherited religious
mind."l3 The "Je partirai!" toward the middle of the poem is
less a statement of definite intent than an affirmation of desire,
for the poet still has not found a way to get out there. It is in
this regard that this poem differs from the other two we have
seen: the image of the barrier (at least temporarily) has disappeared and has been replaced by a vessel that implies movement
rather than frustration and that is closely associated with poetry:
"Mais, 0 mon creur, entends Ie chant des matelots!" The sailors'
chantey performs the same poetical operation as the church bells
and as the reflection in the window pane. They all are the articulation of the poet's desire, at times tormentful at others joyous,
to go beyond the point they represent: poetic virtuality.
What seems to be present here is an ambivalent view of poetry.
It is qu ite as if there are in fact two types of poetry. On the one
hand there is the type that is described in terms of sterility and
the blank page, the type that the poet writes, or that he does not
write, as the case may be. On the other hand there is the art and
mysticity of the pane, bells and chantey that are more clearly
the formulation of the poet's yearning. A poem which helps
place this apparent difficulty into some kind of perspective, and
the last of this early group of poems that I wish to discuss, is
"Don du poeme" (1865). Here, the complete poetical impotence
from which the poet suffers in "L'Azur" and "Brise marine"
has been overcome and a poem, however hideous and lifeless,
has been produced. The significance of this poem within a poem
lies entirely in what it is an indication of. It is a relic, a proof or
kind of souvenir, like the palms of Idumea, of something other
than itself. In this scene, the division between our world and the
Absolute is again the window pane, but what is new is the direct
and intimate relationship that exists between the window and
the sheet of paper: the dawn light passes through the icy window
to light up the page on which the poem has been taking shape
during the night; and it is here, in the poem, where spiritual
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transformation is alluded to in the form of a monstrous offspring, the self of the poet as grasped by the poetical consciousness. But there is still something missing. Consciousness has its
limit and the total change that the poet desires has not been
effected; the "child" still hungers. So in a way, there are two
types of poetry, or more precisely, there is one poetry which is
incomplete in that the expressiveness continually alluded to has
not been achieved. Although the question which closes this poem
is formulated in slightly different terms from those we have seen
in the others in that it shows a more positive side of "ici-bas,"
its import is basically the same: can the self glimpsed in the
poem find the spiritual renewal for which it hungers, even when
that manna lies beyond the window? Yet again, poetical consciousness points to something beyond the poem which is also
its source and in which it must find a way to participate. However, what "Don du poeme" makes particularly clear is that the
connection between these two worlds is the poem itself (even if
it is a barrier as well) and that, consequently, the solution to the
problem of how to get "out there" must be found on the page.
Poetry may be "mensonge," but it is more importantly "glorieux mensonge" in that it forms a unique space all its own
which is neither of this world nor of whatever is beyond but
mediates between the two.
It does seem that Mallarme was consciously aware of this
topographical area well before he came to delineate it clearly in
1869. In fact, it is a direct outgrowth of the Catholic mysticism
of his boyhood poems: the universe is divided into two realms,
here below and the Absolute, and the imagery of the symbolic
provides an interstice between them. We have already seen that,
beginning at about the time of "Les Fenetres," Christian imagery
is replaced with the transfiguration of the self by the poetic consciousness (transposition), the glimpse of at least the possibility
of "un changement de mode d'etre."14 In similar ways, the bells,
chantey and "enfant d'une nuit d'idumee" do the same thing in
pointing towards this type of renewal. Yet, the transition is not
an easy one (nor could it possibly be) from a Christian view of
the universe to one which is no longer Christian in content but
nevertheless remains Christian in design. The religious symbols
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are defunct as far as their transcending efficacy is concerned,
but the poetic image or symbol of this period only partially
responds to the poet's desire in that it occupies an in-between
reality and does not permit him to go beyond it. Also, as we
have seen, faith in the Absolute has been necessarily replaced by
desire for the Absolute, and revelation is not a theophany in the
here and now but the unveiling of a view of the self which is
both virtual and questioned.
During this period from roughly 1862 to 1865, it had not yet
become a question of an Orphic transposition of the entire world.
From the selection of poems we have just seen, it is clear that
Mallarme's focus was on the self as it cou Id be viewed apart from
the rest of the world, and it would only be during the decade
following the Tournon-Avignon experience that the rest of the
world, by analogy, could begin to follow suit. The spiritual,
poetic and personal examination of the crisis years affords the
key to this change which permitted Mallarme to broaden his
scope of thought. An important reference point for this is again
to be found in "Les Fenetres." In the version of this poem published in 1866, the question which closes the poem and determines its meaning begins: "Est-il moyen, mon Dieu, qui voyez
I'amertume .... "15 We have noticed that this poem, with its
shift in symbols, marks an important step beyond the Catholicism of Mallarme's youth. In the variant just quoted, this step is
affirmed in the relationship that is implied between God and the
window rather than between God and the region lying beyond
the window. The Divinity is no longer concomitant with the
Absolute but with the metaxis of art and mysticity which hopefully will be the way to the Absolute. As viewed here, the Godhead is obviously devalued and certainly no longer the object of
the spiritual quest, but a projection of the self more in contact
with the space represented by the window than the self which is
trapped. Mallarme was definitely conscious of this projection of
God into the poetical space, of the essentially fictive nature of
God, when he wrote the lines quoted earlier to Cazalis in March,
1866: "[nous sommes] si sublimes pour avoir invente Dieu et
notre ame ... Je veux me donner ce spectacle de la matiere ...
chantant I'Ame ettoutes les divines impressions pareilles, ... ces
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glorieux mensonges." In the preceding chapter, I have indicated
how, during the crisis years, Mallarme came to eliminate spatial
and temporal relationships from his thinking and, if words connected to time and space remain poetically active, it is because
they canpoetical/y animate relationships that are purely conceptual. The same sort of change in attitude occurred at this time
regarding the self and this projection of self which Mallarme had
been calling God. In the letter of May 14, 1867, to Cazalis (some
of which I have already quoted) Mallarme describes the struggle
from which he emerged with an impersonal and thoroughly
poetized vision of the self.
Je viens de passer une an nee effrayante: ma Pensee s'est pensee et est arrivee a une
Conception pure. Tout ce que, par contrecoup, mon etre a souffert, pendant cette
longue agonie, est inenarrable, mais, heureusement, je suis parfaitement mort, et la
region la plus impure ou mon Esprit puisse s'aventurer est l'Eternite, mon Esprit, ce
solitaire habituel de sa propre purete, que n'obscurcit plus meme Ie reflet du Temps.
Malheureusement, j'en suis arrive la par une horrible sensibilite, et il est temps que
je I'enveloppe d'une indifference exterieure, qui remplacera pour moi la force perdue.
J'en suis, apres une synthese supreme, a cette lente acquisition de la force-incapable,
tu Ie vois, de me distraire. -Mais com bien plus je I'etais, il y a plusieurs mois, d'abord
dans ma lutte avec ce vieux et mechant plumage, sur son aile osseuse, qui par une agonie plus vigoureuse que je ne I'eusse souPl1onne chez lui, m'avait em porte dans les
Tenebres, je tombai, victorieux, eperdument et infiniment-jusqu'a ce qu'enfin, je me
sois revu un jour devant ma glace de Venise, tel que je m'etais oublie plusieurs mois
auparavant. J'avoue du reste mais a toi seul, que j'ai encore besoin, tant ont ete gran des
les avanies de mon triomphe, de me regarder dans cette glace pour penser, et que si
elle n'etait pas devant la table ou j'ecris cette lettre, je redeviendrais Ie Neant. C'est
t'apprendre que je suis maintenant impersonnel, et non plus Stephane que tu as
connu,-mais une aptitude qu'a l'Univers Spirituel a se voir et a se developper, a travers ce qui fut mol.
Fragile, comme est mon apparition terrestre, je ne puis subir que les developpements
absolument necessaires pour que l'Univers retrouve, en ce moi, son identite.l 6

It would be a mistake to read this modern version of the wrestling at Peniel as an act of Luciferian pride. While it is true that
God has been cast down and that the self has come to occupy
the vacated place, this is less a commission of hubris against an
absolute deity than a poetic necessity. As noted earlier and as
this letter confirms, God occupies a position so contingent upon
thought that to consider Mallarme's description as that of the
victorious pretender is to miss the point altogether. Because He
inhabits the in-between region of poetical thought, if God must
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be removed it is because He is an obstacle to the movement with
which Mallarme has been so preoccupied for several years. Even
in its early version, "les Fenetres" suggested the outcome of
this confrontation, both in the failure of Christian symbolism
and in the identification of God with the frustrating barrier.
Adele Ayda's remark that Mallarme's "neant" is a universe from
which God is absent 1? is correct as far as it goes. But, from the
beginning of the 1860s, it was never a question that God could
be present in any full sense. Several hundred years of rationalistic
thought had divested Catholicism of its universal mysteries and
God, "ce vieux plumage," had become an obstruction to the
mysteries which nonetheless survive. This same concern, though
from the perspective of logical thought, is expressed in the dissertation notes of 1869:
II faut reprendre [Ie mouvement de Descartes], etudier nos mathematiciens-et ne nous
servir de I'etranger, l'Aliemagne ou I'Angleterre, que comme d'une contre-epreuve:
nous aidant ainsi de ce qu'i1 nous a pris.
Du reste, Ie mouvement hyper-scientifique ne vient que d'Aliemagne, l'Angleterre ne
peut a cause de Dieu, que Bacon, son legislateur, respecte, adopter la science pure.l 8

The divine has not been replaced by a deicidal anthropocentrism. In a sense, just the opposite has happened: God as a
human invention has given way to the poetical consciousness
itself so that the view towards the Absolute may be unobscured.
It is this shift, of course, which permitted Mallarme to make
the important change in the last quatrain of "les Fenetres,"
and is clearly what he meant in 1895 by "Ia Divinite, qui jamais
n'est que Soi."19 Far from being contemptuous of the religious
experience in life, Mallarme was trying to give it expression in
thoroughly modern terms.
The Orphic descent into nothingness 20 which results from the
elimination of this obstacle appears to be a final liberation from
all contingencies which thought normally has with the everyday
world, and thought itself becomes its own referent: "ma Pensee
s'est pensee et est arrivee a. une Conception pure." A way indeed
has been found to go beyond the boundary of poetry and, as
Mallarme had suspected in "les Fenetres" and "Brise marine,"
the realm beyond is Nothingness. Yet there remains the paradox
that this realm, absolute in its nothingness, is the source of all
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poetical thought and is thus absolute in its plenitude. Often
pointed out is Mallarme's quest, evident here, to confer upon
negativity the highest positivity, and so, poetically, he has not
yet gone beyond, has not yet found the way in which our world
can connect with the Absolute that is the ultimate goal of this
religious and esthetic search. His desire is still seeking expression,
or more precisely, his poetical expressiveness is still virtual: "(je
suis] une aptitude qu'a l'Univers Spirituel a se voir et a se developper."
It is perhaps not astonishing for a man so utterly devoted to
poetical search and research that the description of a profoundly
personal crisis should be in terms so closely related to those of
his poems. 21 In fact, with the images of falling and of death and
transfiguration, Mallarme's letter to Cazalis bears a marked
resemblance to "Les Fenetres." Most striking, however, is the
vision of the poetical consciousness, the "Conception pure" of
the self, as an "apparition fragile," constantly under the threat
of dissolving into nothingness, reflected in a mirror. Thought
has achieved for itself and for the self the "presque disparition
vibratoire" which, as we saw in our discussion of "Prose," marks
the apogee of poetical perception. It is significant that this awareness should be manifest by a reflection in a mirror. Whether
through visual images or through sounds, Mallarme's poems usually possess an outward sign or reflection which is the expression,
the very image, of the poetical consciousness. In the letter, the
mirror offers the coordinates of in-between reality, and the self
has once again been transposed upon that surface. What is different, however, is that consciousness has come to see itself as
occupying the poetic space rather than finding itself trapped
back in the world, and it is from this new vantage point that
poetical thought will take place and will continue to look
towards the Absolute.
[j'ai trouve Ie] centre de moi-meme ou je me tiens comme une araignee sacree, sur
les principaux fils dejlt sortis de mon esprit, et a I'aide desquels je tisserai aux points
de rencontre de merveilleuses dentelles que je devine, et qui existent deja dans Ie sein
de la Beaute.
. . . Qu'est une immortalite relative, et se passant souvent dans I'esprit d'imbeciles, a
cote de la joie de contempler l'Eternite, et d'en jouir, vivant, en soi?22
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A poem which most clearly reflects Mallarme's heightened
understanding of the Orphic topography as he moved out of the
crisis years is "Le vierge, Ie vivace et Ie bel aujourd'hui."
Le vierge, Ie vivace et Ie bel aujourd'hui
Va-t-il nous dechirer avec un coup d'aile ivre
Ce lac dur oublie que hante sous Ie givre
Le transparent glacier des vols qui n'ont pas fuil
Un cygne d'autrefois se souvient que c'est lui
Magnifique mais qui sans espoir se delivre
Pour n'avoir pas chante la region ou vivre
Quand du sterile hiver a resplendi I'ennui.
Tout son col secourera cette blanche agonie
Par I'espace infligee a I'oiseau qui Ie nie,
Mais non I'horreur du sol ou Ie plumage est pris.
Fantome qu'a ce lieu son pur eclat assigne,
II s'immobilise au songe froid de mepris
Que vet parmi I'exil inutile Ie Cygne.

Though this well-known sonnet was first published in 1885,
there is no extant manuscript version and so the prospect of
establishing a precise date of composition is even more difficult than that of "Prose." I am inclined toward those arguments
that place the genesis of the poem in the 1864-69 period 23 followed by a characteristically long wait before publication. Such
a delay was the case with a number of poems, "Prose" and "Ses
purs ongles"24 being among them. In any case, this poem's wintery setting, the nocturnal image with which it closes and, above
all, the theme of entrapment strongly suggest a beginning somewhere in the late 1860s.
The scene here is a starkly simple one: in the white light of a
winter morning, a swan that has spent the night on the water
finds itself trapped in the ice which has formed. It has but one
wing with which to free itself from the frozen lake, and its long
neck which, at a later moment, will shake off the frost "inflicted"
by the cold air, attempting to negate the powerful dominance
of the space which holds it. Both unable and finally unwilling
to break itself free, the bird capitulates and lies immobile. As in
"Les Fenetres," the passage of time has been a full day: our
attention is drawn to the reflection in the ice of the night sky
where we see, in a similarly fixed posture, the constellation of
the Swan or Cygnus. 25
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This vision of the artist seen as a swan contains a number of
motives which we encountered in earlier poems. The most central of these is the image of entrapment and the poet's inability
to make that metaphysical journey to the region beyond the
barrier where poetic virtuality will have become actuality. Again,
this dilemma is posed in terms of a question which is the expression of the poet's desire somehow to pass beyond an idealized
image of the self to the ideal or authentic self. For despite the
spatial coordinates in the poem (the lake's surface, the area below
the ice, space) as well as the temporal ones ("aujourd'hui," "autrefois" and the implied and longed-for future of "va-t-il ...
dechirer"), our understanding of this drama is helped little by
them as such. Throughout our discussion, we have seen that Mallarme came to use a vocabulary of spatial and temporal referentiality to poetically express what he could not express otherwise.
In "les Fenetres," these coordinates point to a mythological
place and time defined by their infinite distance from the everyday world. However, by the time of "Prose," that is by about
1873, the reference points are still there to be sure, but they
express conceptual or ideational relationships. This shift in
emphasis took place gradually during the 1864-69 period as
Mallarme came to see his topography of the self more in ontological than in mythological terms, and especially insofar as being
can be perceived by thought. The rough outline, or "Argument"
of Igitur, dating from the latter part of this period, begins the
exploration of what will appear more and more as a topology
of being: 26
Minuit sonne-Ie Minuit ou doivent etre jetes les des. Igitur descend I'escalier, de I'esprit
humain, va au fond des choses: en "absolu" qu'i1 est ... Plus rien, restait Ie souffle,
fin de parole et geste unis-souffle la bougie de I'etre, par quoi tout a ete. 27

We should also recall in this regard that the section of the 1869
dissertation notes which outlines Mallarme's topographical survey is headed "l 'Esprit" and is principally directed toward the
relationships which comprise thought.
So, when Mallarme hails "le vierge, Ie vivace et Ie bel aujourd'hui," he is not making a polite bow to the passing moment.
On the contrary, he allows us to glimpse the opening of a new
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possibility which until now has not yet had its day but which,
perhaps, is going to unfurl into a new realm. 28 Like the "aujourd'hui" of "Prose," it is the critical "moment" when poetic
expression and thought are at their most virtual point, expressing
the yearning for the decisively poetical act which will open the
way to the region below the ice. Yet, it is not only a question of
expression and thought. Wrapped in the peculiarly Mallarmean
veil of the interrogative, it is the swan-poet himself who is this
magnificent possibility: "Un cygne d'autrefois se souvient que
c'est lui / Magnifique ... " As in "Prose," a vocabulary of memory is used to create a sense of the awakening of the poetic consciousness to possibilities hitherto unrealized. In a sense, this is
the reflection of the poet's innermost longing that we noticed in
the poems prior to 1866. Yet here the terms of chronological
distance make a clearer separation between two strikingly different dimensions or modes of being, and ones which we must
refrain from seeing in a temporal context, for they are seized by
thought simultaneously and exist together only in this simultaneity. This vision of the self is in terms very similar to those
expressed to Cazalis in 1867: "[J e suis maintenant 1 une aptitude
qu'a l'Univers Spirituel a se voir et a se developper, a travers ce
qui fut mai." Both show the double aspect of the self which,
though one is "anterior" and the other "present" are perceived,
and so exist, contemporaneously. In the sonnet, however, the
anterior self is not an historical self which becomes idealized and
infused with promise. Rather, it is the ideal self as it is perceived
by the trapped, contingent self and, in this glimpse, changes the
contingent into the possibility of becoming fully that which is
perceived. The realization of this possibility is also expressed in a
vocabulary of time: what one might call an interrogative future
which, as we have seen, is more the formulation of desire than
of an anticipated actuality.
"Le vierge, Ie vivace et Ie bel aujourd'hui" is an arresting line
coming as it does from a poet for whom "Ie present n'existe
pas." Will the past become the future through this present? It
is not the description of time as it moves inexorably on, even
mythological time, nor is it the fascination with fantasy, with
the playful contemplation of other times wherein events, and
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particularly those of thought, forever unfold in novelty. A formula which has nothing at all to do with time, it is that exploration of relationships which Mallarme called poetry, the play
between thought and Ie hasard. The development of a temporal
vocabulary, encouraged by the events of the crisis years, is in my
view a way to explore further the Orphic topography. In the
Swan sonnet, the spatial coordinates are of course present in
much the way that they were earlier. The frozen lake is the same
boundary and barrier as before, the flat page-like surface, art or
mysticity, upon which the drama of poetical consciousness is
enacted. Below it, and consequently above it because of the
sky's reflection on the mirror-like surface, is the region of the
Absolute, "Ia region ou vivre," to which the swan-poet has not
found the way. He has not'made that decisive poetic gesture
which is one and the same with his final swan-song of death and
transfiguration or the accession to absolute being. To this spatial
vocabulary is added that of time. Far from altering the general
sense of Mallarme's thought, this addition enhances it and shows
a deeper understanding of it. Though not entirely adequate, the
only analogy I can think of which approximates the effect that
this addition makes is in the difference between a perspective
drawing and a painting of the same scene. The drawing shows the
spatial relationships between the objects in view. The painting,
while preserving the relationships found in the drawing, presents
another set as well: those of color. In a general sense, one might
say that for Mallarme the vocabulary of space helps describe
what is being sought and the vocabulary of time helps place the
self in relation to the search. The swan-poet is the new day, is
this possibility or virtuality found between the awakening of consciousness and realization, and it is no accident that the "present" seen in this way should be identified with the frozen surface
of the lake. Both are in-between realities with properties all their
own, both in fact define the full dimension of this metaxis as it
is perceived by thought and as it is thought itself, thought which
is one with being, taken into view and confined within the
"space" of poetic consciousness, forever moving to complete
itself and forever up against the limit which is itself. By 1885,
when most of the world had become the idea of itself, so to
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speak, Mallarme wrote to Verlaine: "Au fond je considere I'epoque contemporaine comme un interregne pour Ie poete qui n'a
point a s'y meier: elle est trop en desuetude et en effervescence
preparatoire pour qu'il ait autre chose a faire qu'a travailler avec
mystere en vue de plus tard ou de jamais."29 Perhaps never, perhaps what takes place within this poetic space is illusion or "mensonge," but this does not prevent the icy surface from reflecting
the stellar Swan, whose image on the water was the probable
cause for lingering too long on the lake as winter approached.
Unlike the angelic image of "Les Fenetres" which faded, the
presence of the constellation survives the poetical moment. It
often has been pointed out that cygne is a meaningful play on
the word signe. The constellation is, certainly, a sign which
remains to indicate the unsuccessful attempt at a resolute breakthrough. But the sign is after all that of the swan-poet. Continually reflected in the ice, it continually points to the possibility
that just beyond this image of idealized self ("presque disparition") is the absolute region of ideal self. However, Cygnus is
described as being in useless exile. The way beyond the barrier
has not been found and desire turns to scorn.
Needless to say, the double view of the self which we have
seen developed is not limited only to the self. Lamps, fans,
champagne bubbles and flowers are treated in similar ways in
other poems; all attain a "presque d isparition vibratoire," become
a "notion pure." In becoming an object among others to undergo
this poetical transposition, the self has become depersonalized.
Yet, what any poetical object has in common with any other is
that it becomes an object of thought. Handing the initiative of
composition over to words, while it does lessen the role of the
individual "personalized" will and of chance, does not remove
the object from thought. It in fact does just the opposite: it
guarantees that the object will find its place in thought. "Les
choses existent, nous n'avons pas a les creer; nous n'avons qu'a
en saisir les rapports. "30 "J e pense qu'il faut qu 'il n'y ait qu 'allusion. Nommer un objet, c'est supprimer les trois quarts de la
jouissance du poeme qui est faite de deviner peu a peu: Ie suggerer, voila Ie reve."31 The realm of the poem, Mallarme's Orphic
topography, is in a sense a world which has always been and
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which has only waited to be taken into view by thought and
poetical language; yet it is also a world which does not exist
apart from that thought. Maurice Blanchot has seen this intimate
tie between language and the manifestation of being, that can
only occur within the poem:
Dans Ie poeme, Ie langage n'est jamais reel en aucun des moments par ou il passe, car
dans Ie poeme Ie langage s'affirme comme tout et son essence, c'est de n'avoir realite
qu'en ce tout. Mais, en ce tout ou II est sa propre essence, ou il est essentiel, il est aussi
souverainement irreel, il est la realisation totale de cette irrealite, fiction absolue qui
dit I'~tre, quand, avant "use," "ronge" toutes les choses existantes, suspendu tous les
~tres possibles, elle se heurte a ce residu, ineliminable, irreductible. Que reste-t-il?
"Ce mot m~me: c'est."32

As much as the terms "notion pure," "Idee" and "memoire"
do invite quick comparisons, it would be amiss for us to hear in
them an echo of Plato's d8o<:, a universal form lying outside
of thought 33 and which can be properly viewed only in relation
to the Ilfl (iv, or not-being, which is the object we see before
us. Such is not the thinking of Mallarme, for whom things exist
and for whom "Ia presque disparition, I'absente de tous bouquets" is what is perceived by and held in thought. In terms of
its affinities with the origins of Western thought, this double
view is much closer to the Aristotelian distinction between existence and essence, between the
(how it is) and the Ti (what
it is) in their common relationship to dvat (the thing that is).
As Jean Beaufret has remarked,34 Aristotle, unlike Plato, gives
which is "more than half of the
a certain priority to the
whole. "35 What appears to you and me as a table and is for Plato
an illusion at one remove from realitY,36 is for Aristotle the fact,
more than half of the whole of which the concept of the table,
the Ti, is the other part. While it is true for Mallarme as well
that "the fact is the starting-point,"3? for our purposes the most
important aspect of this double relationship lies in the nature of
"the whole," that is, in the simultaneous presence of existence
and essence. It is such a sense of simultaneity that Mallarme
proposes in "un cygne d'autrefois se souvient que c'est lui" and
in quatrain VIII of "Prose."
However interesting the parallelisms between Mallarme and
Aristotle may be, the gap separating their respective worlds is
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too great for us to proceed further with certainty. This comparison has only taken us (and comparisons with pre-Christian
thought can only take us) as far as Mallarme's window of art and
mysticity, and not beyond. In the main, the separation between
the two realms of thought is formed by the appropriation of
Greek thought by Christian theology. Here, the ontological
inquiry is continued, but the important consideration which is
added is that of being in the absolute sense. Focusing on the
revealed name of God as "I AM" (Exodus 3:14), most early
Christian thinkers conceived of God as absolute being. 38 By turning its gaze toward the divine, scholastic thought expanded the
range of the metaphysics of being, seen, for instance, in Aristotle,39 and profoundly altered the Western conception of it. 40
From at least the time ofSt. Augustine through the end of the
fifteenth centu ry, med ieval thought was largely focused on the
relationship of faith to reason, and it was around the questions
which arose from this relationship that the wide variety of ontological points of view which mark this period were formulated.
Can one speak of the existence and the essence of a thing as the
metaphysical structure of being? Do the categories of thought,
the universals, have an independent reality in intellectu? Is the
concept of God related, at least in part, to God himself; can one,
in these terms, think about God? Or, in opposition to all these
questions, are the universals, forms, ideas, merely names, Roscelin's flati vocis? It is perhaps in the nature of such questions and
of the issues surrounding them to be divisive ultimately, for by
the middle of the fourteenth century the division between the
via antiqua of realism and the via moderna of nominalism was
clearly set. In the fifteenth century, the widespread acceptance
of the latter doctrine separated faith and reason as two complementary activities and paved the way for the Renaissance and
the modern world to follow. 41
Primarily during the 1860s and early 70s, though throughout
the rest of his career as well, Mallarme was concerned with questions very sim i1ar to those mentioned above (but without a specifically Christian content), and on both sides of the issue. As we
have seen, beginning with the crisis years and the gradual shift
away from poetry as a mythopoetic view of the world and the
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self, he was led more and more to questions of being and, almost
inevitably, to that of absolute being. Yet material reality also
made its demands and was, as "L'Azur" shows, just as insistent.
Mallarme seemed pulled in both directions and increasingly
seems to have sought his answer somewhere in between. Rather
than a renunciation, this was an attempt at reconciliation in a
situation where an absolute choice either way would have entailed
the absolute negation of the other."La divine transposition, pour
l'accomplissement de quoi existe l'homme, va du fait ii /'ideal."42
Poetical language lets appear what ordinary language continually
names without letting it appear. 43 However, poetry not only
seems to have a limit but defines its own limit as well, thereby
limiting the ideal that it lets appear. This is Mallarme's barrier:
poetry, as the title of an early poem suggests, is such an apparition and can take consciousness only as far as poetical perception
of "la notion pure" will allow. And, as so many of the poems
attest, this apparition is also "presque disparition" and therefore
is not only seen in terms of "Ie fait" but also in relation to the
nothingness towards which it tends for completion and against
which it is perceived as disappearing. This is the "moment"
around which much of Mallarme's thought revolves and which is
so often formulated by an interrogative. The question in the
poems is: will being, this "notion," be able to complete itself in
thought and as thought? And lying unresolved behind the poem
is this: does the "notion" indicate beyond itself something that
is truly, or is this gesture and its promise "mensonge" and the
image fiction, flatus vocis? "[J e m'elancerai] forcenement dans
Ie Reve que [je sais] n'etre pas ... Je Ie chanterai en desespere."
Reason, in the eighteenth century sense, holds him back, desire
propels him forward and thought is trapped somewhere between
the modern versions of realism and nominalism, and it falls to
poetry alone to show the way. For, in Mallarme's poems, the
emphasis is less upon the question of what is or is not than upon
what can be thought or cannot, where what is revealed to thought
is analogous with what is.
It is surely not my intention to make of Mallarme a medieval
theologian. Though doubtless he was acquainted with patristic
writing, and the title of his projected dissertation does indicate
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an affinity at least with its form,44 Mallarme never viewed his
problem as a specifically Christian one and there is no particular reason why he should have. After all, "Les Fenetres" and
some of the correspondence we have seen make it amply clear
that the question was to replace Christianity with something
else. However, by turning from Christian symbolism and content
while retaining a structure of being that was fundamentally Christian, it was only natural that Mallarme should be confronted with
many of the same intellectual problems as had been the scholastics. Certainly one of the most important of these problems,
both for Mallarme and for the scholastics in general, is the relationship between what is and what can be thought, between
exsistentia in re and exsistentia in intel/ectu. Moreover, with the
consideration of absolute being in these terms comes the central
question of the relationship between faith and reason, or in Mallarme's terms, between desire and expression. Whether in medieval
or modern terms, the problem remains one of trying to reconcile
these two different forms of experience. Is the God in whom I
believe accessible to my reason and understanding? Is the absolute that I desire accessible to expression? In both cases, the
exploration is not only of the inner and rational experiences but
of the extent of thought and language as well.
Nowhere may the important similarities and differences
between Mallarme and the scholastics be more clearly seen than
in the light of the interesting parallelisms that are found in
"Prose" and the Proslogion of Anselm of Canterbury. Though
the previous chapter of this study was devoted entirely to an
exegesis of this poem, it is time that we turn to it again, as we
must, in order to place it within the context of the development
of Mallarme's poetry as seen through the present argument.
Whether as "Ia quintessence de I'inintelligible," as Mallarme's
poetical art or as a summing up before moving on to the late
poems, "Prose" has nearly always been handled as a work of
particular importance. In my view, the poem is a watershed. In
it, Mallarme appears to arrive at a deeper understanding of, and
solution to, the question we saw for the first time in "Les Fenetres" and which we have been tracing here. As for St. Anselm, he
like Mallarme, is trying to reach the absolute through thought
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and, again like Mallarme, finds himself caught in an interesting
way somewhere between the poles of thought represented by
realism and nominalism. (I have dealt elsewhere with the possibility of Mallarme's having come in contact with at least a portion
of the Proslogion through his reading of at least parts of Hegel's
Logik during the summer of 1866.45 I did not, however, mean
to state a case of influence, nor do I wish to imply one now.)
The Proslogion, which contains the celebrated ontological
proof of the existence of God, is given the subtitle "fides quaerens intellectum." Anselm's search for a self-contained argument
which would prove that God exists was not an attempt to reveal
God's existence through dialectics alone. He was seeking revelation, to be sure, but a revelation to his intelligence of what had
been revealed in a different way, through faith, to his heart.
"Neque enim quaero intelligere, ut credam; sed credo, ut intelligam."46 The divine light by which all else is seen must itself be
seen (caput XVI), God must beglimpsed by the mind's eye (caput
I) if thought is to participate in faith. Throughout the period we
have been concerned with so far, from 1862 to roughly the mid
70s, Mallarme's program was strikingly similar to Anselm's. It
was certainly a question of thought finding its way to the Absolute, though desire for the Absolute rather than faith in it allowed
the immediate "revelation" of what thought, in its way, was to
pursue. The final rejection of the dissertation project and similar
prose ventures, placed the full burden of this task on poetic language. But we must keep in mind that, for Mallarme, poetry was
a way of understanding, "/'explication orphique," as well as the
way to apprehend the personal and rational experiences as intimately bound together: "desir, Idees."
Beyond the similarity of intent, however, lies the formulation
of the existence of absolute being in terms which are so final in
their expression as to counter the objection. that such being is
purely conceptual and has no basis in reality. The formulation
is expressed in unusual figures of speech that, while superlative
in their degree of absoluteness, tend somewhat beyond the
superlative form in order to stress complete uniqueness and freedom from contingency. While this approach may be related
superficially to the language of the mystics and ecstatics, it is
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not an attempt to find in language an emotional equivalent of
ineffable experience, but rather to find in thought the demonstration of what is believed to be true. Predicated only on knowing the word God, Anselm's thinking is the following: A priori,
God is defined as that than which a greater cannot be conceived.
It is certain that such a being exists in reality because it is greater
to exist in reality and in understanding than to exist in the latter
alone. Were the being just defined to be only in understanding,
then one could conceive of a greater, which is a contradiction
and therefore cannot be (caput 11).47
In "Prose," the poet opens directly with an invocation to
hyperbole itself, asking if it will not rise from his memory, source
of all poetical meaning, to complement the poetical activity
which is at hand. As we have remarked, hyperbole is not overstatement with the intent to exaggerate but the means needed
to keep the poem from being condemned to literal meaning. The
shift from an overt concern with ideation of the self, seen in
earlier poems, to one with language was prefigured as far back
as "Les Fenetres" where the language of poetry is the means by
which being is manifest. "Prose" is the principal work to address
directly the correlation between language and being. 48
Following this introduction is the narration of an event to
which the poet and his companion were witnesses: on a wonderful island, not found on any map, the flowers suddenly grew
to immense size and each was surrounded by a clear halo of void,
leaving it distinct from the others, separated from the gardens,
at a point of non-contingent being. At this revelation, the poet
exulted to find that his own desire and ideas were of a common
measure with the movement of the flowers, that this movement
was the very image of his yearning. Yet the exultation was a silent
one, the couple remaining speechless throughout the spectacle.
And wisely so. The natural world of the waves lapping against
the shore would have it that the silence is merely one of wonderment with the tangibly real world. On the contrary, it is just
this silence which is the only possible response to the island's
hyperbolic existence.
Mallarme's island, the metaxis of poetical thought, is no more
or less empirically verifiable than Anselm's God. Yet both are
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said to exist, though not in the manner that all else exists, for
they exist absolutely. Such existence is neither merely the greatest imaginable existence nor the greatest real one. It is both and
something more. It is that point beyond which being cannot go
and still find expression. It is in this context, I feel, that the
hyperbole "Anastase!" must be read. Without it, as we learn in
the final quatrain, the poem would be left with only the image
of the immense flowers. Lost would be what the flowers represent. In abdicating her ecstasy, the sister abandons a state inaccessible to language for one lying within the reach of language;
but her word, hyperbolic in the sense I have defined, is a sign
and points to what it cannot say: its source.
It must be remarked that here Mallarme seems to have pi npointed the solution to the problem outlined in the 1869 dissertation notes: how our world can connect with the Absolute.
For reasons I shall indicate in a moment, language, even poetic
language, cannot grasp the Absolute which, as formulated in
"Prose," is a realm of absolute silence. What he has discovered
is the positive aspect of poetic language as sign. Born for eternal
parchments, for the in-between reality of the poetic space, it
will eternally point beyond itself and the realm which it defines,
thus making the connection between the two worlds. In comparing the images of this poem with those of earlier works
where it was also a question of poetry's limits, the poetical consequences of this discovery are clear: in realizing the limits of
poetry at the same time as comprehending its role, Mallarme
dramatically increases the poetic space. Gone is the flat, twodimensional barrier which had frustrated him so. In "Prose,"
the space is extended, becoming luxuriant and comfortable,
allowing the flowers to grow until they disappear and language
to rise. Now we, of course, cannot expect the poet to formulate
his thought in the same way as the scholastic dialectician. Poetry
and logic are different modes of expression which belie different
approaches to understanding. More to the point is that both
Mallarme and Anselm attempt to explore the final limits of
human conception, limits up against which any "fides quaerens
intellectum" or any absolute desire seeking expression must
inevitably come.
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Of particular importance is the manner in which both Mallarme and Anselm conceive the realm of the absolute. We have
seen in "Prose" that the absolute lies just beyond the furthermost frontier of language. This is a realm of silence, but silence
due to the movement of the flowers beyond the couple's ability
to comprehend: "Que de lis multiples la tige / Grandissait trop
pour nos raisons." Significantly, the limit of language and that
of conception are the same, and yet the impulse is here to point
beyond this limit. Anselm formulates the same problem with
particular clarity. Having questioned his soul to find that God
attained through reason is not yet completely He whom the
soul desires, Anselm finds that not only is God that than which
a greater cannot be conceived, He is greater than that which can
be conceived. "Ergo, Domine, non solum es quo majus cogitari
nequit, sed es quiddam majus quam cogitari possit" (caput XV).
This, by the way, is the limit of conception ignored by Hegel's
absolute system and the point where similarities between Mallarme and Hegel tend to be strained. Hegel's conviction underlying the formula "lch = Ich" was indeed that both the Absolute
and the cosmic Whole are fully accessible to the understanding
and thus in some way to language. Whatever the syllogistic
demerits of immediate knowledge may be in efforts to comprehend the Absolute, they are beside the point, both for Anselm
and for Mallarme. What is important here is the careful distinction drawn between experience of the absolute, either through
faith or yearning, and the effort to have one's understanding
participate in this experience. In terms familiar to Anselm and
of which Mallarme would seemingly have approved, this is the
distinction between the%gia mystica and the%gia dogmatica.
These categories specifically allow for two complementary
dimensions of experience and without recourse to a doctrinal
hypostatic formulation of the absolute. 49
In the early 1860s it became clear that much of Mallarme's
thought would be focused on the in-between region which seems
to separate the contingent from the absolute or eternal. Over the
following ten or fifteen years, his writing abounds with images
which define a conceptual topography whose principal feature
is the boundary between our world and the absolute, between
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past and future, the hiatus marking thought at a point before its
completion: "La Penultieme est morte." What evolved during
this time was not the topography but rather Mallarme's relation
to it. In exploring the outermost limits of poetry in his attempt
to go beyond them, he found that they mark the horizon of
thought and language as well. Like St. Anselm, Mallarme discovered the in-between reality of thought, and that this space, the
limit of conception, also marks the limit of what is, insofar as
what is can exist in thought. All else that is is beyond thought
and can only be alluded to. For Mallarme, this discovery meant
an easing of tension and often showing a playful joy, so evident
in the musical elevation of "L'Avant-dire," in moving thought
through the now enlarged space.
In works which postdate "Prose," images of reflection recur
and there remains the question of the illusion of fiction. "Eventail" (1891), of which here is the second quatrain, is one of the
best examples:
Aile tout bas la courriere
Cet eventail si c'est lui
Le meme par qui derriere
Toi quelque miroir a lui.

The shift in emphasis, when compared with a poem such as
"L'Azur," is very pronounced. There mayor may not be a profound relation between the actual fan and the brief glimpse of
one in the mirror, but the poet's attention is not exclusively
fixed on either the one or the other, but on the mysterious play
between the two, on the way that the one allows the other to
appear. Whether "mensonge" or not, the poetry of thought will
have taken place and, perhaps, as we saw in "Prose," its language
will indicate beyond itself. "RIEN N'AURA EU LIEU QUE LE
LIEU EXCEPTE PEUT-ETRE UNE CONSTELLATION."

CONCLUSION

In a very real sense, so much of Mallarme's poetry is compressed
into the question which opens "Prose pour des Esseintes," and,
to a lesser degree, into other similar questions found throughout
many of the important poems. This alluring interrogative which
ushers us into the poem and into the very center of Mallarme's
thought contains in miniature the play between doubt and the
desire for certainty of the realities expressed in poetry. The
question is also a call for language to rise along with desire, to
express desire and to make it thought. For if the desire is that
of the absolute, and of absolute being, then might not the absolute be accessible to thought and language? Jean-Paul Sartre has
reformulated, and answered, this question in the following way:
[MaliarmeJ se demandait en somme: peut-on trouver dans Ie determinisme Ie chemin
pour en sortir? Peut-on renverser la praxis et retrouver une subjectivite en reduisant
I'univers et soi-meme a I'objectif? ... II fut tout entier poche, tout entier engage dans
la destruction critique de la poesie par elle-meme: et en meme temps, il restait dehors;
sylphe des froids plafonds, II se regarde: si la matiere produit la poesie, peut-etre la
pensee lucide de la matiere echappe-t-elle au determinisme? Ainsi sa poesie meme est
entre parentheses: on lui envoya un jour quelques dessins qui lui plurent; mais iI s'attacha tout particulierement a un vieux mage souriant et triste: 'Parce que, dit-II, il sait
bien que son art est une imposture. Mais II a aussi I'air de dire: 'C'eat ete la verite.'l

Sartre is perfectly correct both in identifying Mallarme's view
of the self as essentially an object of thought and as existing in
thought, and also in calling attention to Mallarme's lucidity concerning the fundamental mendacity of all art. In a way, this does
put poetry between parentheses. But the full answer is more
complex. While it is true that for Mallarme the self is only mani-
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fest in thought or language, this does not mean that such thought
is held to be empty. Mallarme's answer does not reside in negation but rather in between absolute negation and affirmation,
somewhere near the "c'eQt ete" of poetic virtuality. If poetry is
"mensonge" it is not because what exists in poetry has no meaningful existence; it is because it does not exist in the way that
all else exists, and that comparison between experience in the
world and experience through language is absolutely necessary
if poetry is to exist at all. And, for Mallarme, poetry does exist.
If the credo of the modern artist, like the response of the poet
in "Prose" to the recognition of the haloed flowers, is silence,2
it is because this is the only possible course between nihilism
and an affirmation which would itself be an act of negation in
its positing of something that must be viewed in the way we view
all else and thus be dismissed 1 in its positing of an impossibility.
But poetry there is and it exists just this side of silence, in the
enigmatic word "Anastase," in the "presque disparition" of all
language, in the sign.
"Prose pour des Esseintes" occupies a crucial place within the
entire spectrum of Mallarme's poems partly because it is able to
answer its initial question and without mitigating any of the difficulties that such an answer entails. Hyperbole will arise, desire
will find in language its expressiveness though not its adequate
expression. Language and thought, while not fully a part of the
material world, are not free from it either. Nor are they part of
the absolute. They are limited by their very nature and can only
define and operate within an intermediate conceptual space. The
answer in "Prose" is also important because of its triumphant
victory over a kind of death, although not physical death: the
death of meaning. Many commentators of "Prose" have seen in
the closing stanzas an exhortation to create great works before
death intervenes. The emphasis is slightly misplaced: certainly,
Mallarme was haunted throughout his life by the thought that
he would never finish his poetic task, but not because he would
be robbed of any posthumous glory. Rather, it was because
something necessary might be left unsaid: "Ton acte toujours
s'applique a du papier; car mediter, sans traces, devient evanescent, ni que s'exalte I'instinct en quelque geste vehement et perdu
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que tu cherchas."3 With the abdication of speechlessness, the
sister becomes the guarantor of meaning in the face of the threat
posed by a world oblivious to it. Her speaking is just such a
"geste vehement."
Yet in "Prose pour des Esseintes," Mallarme is not only able
to answer the question of the opening stanza. He is also able to
answer all the questions he put to himself before but could not
answer. This is largely due to the fact that he has finally asked
an answerable question. Prior to and during the crisis years, he
sought a spiritual transformation through poetry that wou Id
have necessarily taken him beyond the confines of poetry. As we
have seen, the important discovery that occurred sometime in
the early 1870s was that the limits of poetry, thought and being
as it is perceived by thought are the same, and that all three
must respond within those limits to spiritual yearning.
Ironically, it is in the recognition of its limits that Mallarme's
poetry is finally able to express the possibility of triumph. We
have already remarked the disappearance of the flat restraining
barrier which was the image of poetry in the early poems. It is
replaced by a perception of poetry as sign which gestures beyond
the barrier. This gesture, however, is not the affirmation of something beyond the limits of thought but the affirmation of the
desire that there be. Though nowhere is Mallarme able to find the
certainty possessed by Anselm, desire, as the source of thought,
must fill the void in the modern world, our world, left by the
absence of faith. The in-between reality of poetry, as seen in
"Prose," in between negation and affirmation and the very union
between thought and desire, seems to have been among the first
mature expressions of a view of poetry that was to stay with
Mallarme. In a passage written some fifteen years after "Prose,"
we recognize the same topography.
Ainsi lance de soi Ie principe qui n'est-que Ie Vers! attire non moins que degage pour
son epanouissement (I'instant qu'ils y brillent et meurent dans une fleur rapide, sur
quelque transparence com me d'ether) les mille el,ements de beaute presses d'accourir
et de s'ordonner dans leur valeur essentielle. Signe! au gouffre central d'une spirituelle
impossibilite que fien soit exclusivement it tout, Ie numerateur divin de notre apotheose, quelque supreme moule qui n'ayant pas lieu en tant que d'aucun objet qui
existe: mais il emprunte, pour y aviver un sceau tous gisements epars, ignores et flottants selon quelque richesse, et les forger. 4
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Poetry orders the objects of experience according to their
essential values, according to the dimension of their being, and
in so doing points up what is perhaps not a logical impossibility
but is a spiritual impossibility: that there be nothing at the
exclusion of everything. In this spiritual recognition, desire is
given a voice and, at the very abyss of nothingness, is able to
affirm itself in thought as desire. In this way, poetry becomes
sign, the divine numerator of our apotheosis. Our spiritual possibility is glimpsed here, taking place in a different manner than
all else exists in the world. It is what is most human in us, waiting to be taken into view by poetic thought: ecce spirituellement
et magnifiquement illumine fond d'extase, c'est bien Ie pur de
nous-memes par nous porte, toujours, pret a jaillir a I'occasion
qui dans I'existence ou hors I'art fait toujours defaut."s

"PROSE POUR DES ESSEINTES":
A CRITICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 1954-1979

As part of his 1954 study of "Prose," Lloyd James Austin presented a critical discussion of eighteen commentaries or exegeses of the poem published between 1886 and 1954. 1 Quite aside
from the excellent essay which it accompanies, Austin's bibliographical study has been of inestimable value over the years to
students and researchers because of its intelligent, if not always
concise, synopsis of each critical study. I feel that it is most
appropriate to continue Austin's work at this time. For, as is
the case for all writers of major importance, the critical activity
surrounding Mallarme's work has grown exponentially over the
past twenty-five years. On "Prose pour des Esseintes" alone,
some fifty studies have been done since the publication of
Austin's bibliography.
The critical bibliography which follows, then, represents the
work done on "Prose" from 1954 to the present, and I have
also included a small handful of items done prior to 1954 which
Austin either overlooked or otherwise could not include. I have
retained from Austin a chronological presentation of the selections, though for reasons of economy, I have decided not to im itate his graciously flowing essay style but instead have chosen
what may appear to some as a rather tedious entry-by-entry list.
Also for reasons of economy, I have devoted less space than did
Austin to each entry. As a result, I have had to shift the emphasis from a concern with detail to one with the general outline of
each argument and of the critical approach involved. However,
in most instances I have given the particular identification of "Ia
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sreur" because it is often the best single indication of the critic's
point of view. I have also mentioned how certain studies have
proved, in the light of later knowledge, to be important either
in their influence on future work or as the most fully developed
expression of a certain critical tendency.
D.J. Mossop has given the best short outline of the poem,
which may prove useful here, in that most critics are in general
agreement with it as far as it goes.
A poet sets out to convert into poetry the memory of an experience undergone with
a female companion. This is poetically presented in terms of a visit to an island, the
very existence of which is denied by others, but which to the poet and his companion
is indubitably real. The effect of the visit is to interrupt the discourse between the
poet and his companion and to transfer his attention from her to the giant flowers.
But she, it seems, makesa timely and a helpful intervention when she utters the magic
word 'Anastase' (meaning, no doubt, 'resurrect').2

It is my hope that this list is complete; however, aware that
such hopes are often vain, I apologize to those whose work may
have been omitted.

Pica, Vittorio. "Stephane Mallarme," Letteratura d'eccezione.
Milan: Baldini, Castoldi & c., 1898, pp. 95-207 ("Prose," pp.
155-57). (Originally as: "I Moderni Bizantini: Stephane Mallarme," Gazzetta Letteraria, 10 and 17 November, 4 December,
1886). Mentioned in passing by Austin (p. 147, note), Pica
describes a monk, Anastasio, who becomes entranced by a story
of love that he is copying from an old parchment. He dreams
that he is with a young woman on an island where the delights
of love transform the landscape. The vision fades and he returns
to his material occupations with thoughts of his own death. This
"piccolo dramma psicologico e simbolico" traces the vain efforts
of the human soul to escape its base existence.
Ellis, Arthur. Stephane Mallarme in English Verse. Frome and
London: Butler and Tanner Ltd., 1927, pp. 125-27. (Reprinted:
Folcroft, Pa.: Folcroft Library Editions, 1977). This verse translation strives for the style of the English romantic poets.
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Woolley,Grange.StephaneMal/arme: 7842-7898. Madison, N.J.:
Drew University Press, 1942, pp. 272-81. Overlooked by Austin,
this piece contains an English translation of "Prose" and a short
exegetical essay. The commentary is based on a rather vaguely
defined sense of biographical and psychological notions. For
Woolley, the poem is a fanciful voyage, tied to memories of
childhood outings with sister Maria or friend Harriet Smyth,
where the dreams of the child's subconsciousness and of Symbolist poetry are shown to be stifled by pedantry lacking poetic
imagination. After Thibaudet, the sister is either of the two girls
just mentioned as well as the poet's mystical second self. She is
eventually overwhelmed by adult ideas of astronomy and geography and finally takes on an adult, manly name: Anastasius.
However, the last quatrain expresses the hope that, after his
death, the poet will be remembered for his childlike, womanly
side. Woolley is the first to err in seeing a neologism in "iridees,"
and will be followed by Cohn and St. Aubyn.
Cardile, Enrico. "Tra i lampi deII'I perbole," /I Meridiana di
Roma. (28 February 1943). For Cardile, the landscape of
"Prose" is the irreal paradise of dream in which the poet undergoes an affective delirium without restraints. The sister is seen
as Reason, or the rule which contains and disciplines the fervor
of her companion's fantastic exultation. She is the limit imposed
on vision by scientific speculation. In saying the word "Anastase," she calls to the poet from across the frontiers of sleep to
a vigilance of his supreme destiny, the creation of the great
work. In his identification of the sister, Cardile does not pay
sufficient attention to the comparison between her charms and
those of the landscape which, for Cardile, is oneiric.
Muner, Mario. "Per la comprensione di 'Prose pour des Esseintes'
del Mallarme. Rivista Instituto Lombardo di Scienze, Lettere e
Arte (rendiconti dell'anno 1943-44, pp. 583-601). Muner has
read "Prose" very much in the light of earlier poems such as
"Les Fenetres" and "L'Azur," particularly with regard to the
theme of the poet's impotence to attain the ideal represented
by the azure sky. Muner does not see the opening quatrain as
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forming an interrogative, but rather as a negation: Hyperbole can
rise from memory, but not triumphantly. For it to do so, the
poet's entire being, both mind and soul, would have to witness
it. But this is not the case. The poet's soul (the sister), who
mediates between mind and nature, cannot or will not support
his intellect in its extraordinary vision of a new ideal and nearly
religious duty. Ideal beauty, as the final image makes clear, is
unattainable and the poet must turn instead to a science or technique of poetry and content himself with exhausting the real.
Lezama Lima, Jose. "X y XX."/ntroducciona/osvasos orficos.
Barcelona: Barral Editores, 1971, pp. 7-22. (Dialogue dated
1945. Originally in Origenes [?]). While there are many studies
not included in this bibliography which refer to small fragments
of "Prose," this unusual piece deserves brief mention. It is a
poetic and somewhat mystical dialogue centering around the
last three lines of quatrain VIII. The duty or obligation signaled
by the flowers' growth points to the duty of all Poiesis to be the
form given to discontinuity, to an incessant reappearing along a
continuum of being and non-being, of rebirth and second death.
One is reminded here in a general way of Octavio Paz's "Blanco"
which also establishes ties between Mallarmean influences and
mysticism.
Fowlie, Wallace. Mallarme. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1953, pp. 192-211. Certainly the most conspicuous omission
from Austin's bibliography is this well-known book. Fowlie's
discussion of "Prose" is a watershed in the history of the poem's
exegesis in that it brought to its most intelligent expression the
reading of eroticism's relation to poetry, initiated by Thibaudet,
allowing the more thoughtful of future commentators to'explore
other dimensions of the work. The experience occurs between
teacher and pupil who are together for spiritual reasons but who
shortly find that the nature of their relationship has changed:
concerns with beauty naturally blend with the erotic and the
professor of poetry becomes professor of desire, as the growing
flowers symbolize. But the sister turns him back to his original
preoccupation and exhorts him, in the final quatrains, to "pro-
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duce the work." For Fowlie, these images speak of the necessary doubling of the poetic conscience into the analyzing and
sentient sides of the ego, without which poetry (Mallarme's
brand, at any rate) could not come to be. It is just this internalizing of experience which Fowlie portrays so well, and in the
latter part of his essay he places "Prose" within the tradition of
preciosity.
Austin, Lloyd James. "Mallarme, Huysmans et la 'Prose pour
des Esseintes.'" Revue d'Histoire Litteraire de la France, 54
(1954), pp. 145-82. Published just before Mondor's discovery of
the manuscript version of "Prose," Austin's commentary has far
too much concern with the poem's dedication than today's facts
warrant. The unfortunate timing does not, however, detract from
the essay's principal value which is to have synthesized nearly all
prior exegetical work into a good composite reading with many
new details supplied by Austin. His argument is that the poem
describes the awakening in the young poet of the poetic vocation. This is carried out by the now mature poet as he envisions
his eventual death and the death of poetic beauty. However, his
childhood soul (the sister), in calling for the resurrection of
poetry and the renewal of vocation, tells him that art can triumph over death. As an influence, Austin cites Baudelaire's A rt
romantique dealing with Banville. Preceding his analysis, Austin
supplies a lengthy and valuable discussion (pp. 146-61) of most
of the prior treatments of the poem. (Cf. entries marked with
an asterisk in my complete "Prose" bibliography, pp. 111-15).
Michaud, Guy. Mallarme. New edition. Paris: Hatier, 1971, pp.
121-29. (Original edition: Paris: Hatier, 1954). Michaud quickly
outlines the historical circumstances surrounding the publication
of A rebours and "Prose," Mallarme's rapid entry into the limelight caused by Huysmans' book and Verlaine's publication of
Les Poetes maudits. Michaud then gives a cursory interpretation
of the poem. "Prose" opens with a profession of literary faith
and then describes, by way of an anecdotal example, an instance
of poetic transmutation situated in an architypal lost Paradise.
Michaud regards the sisterasacomplex of Anima, soul and Mery
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Laurent who calls to the poet to create poetically "ce pays qui
n'exista pas."
Mondor, Henri. "Avant: 'Prose pour des Esseintes.'" Autres Precisions sur Mallarme et inedits. Paris: Gallimard, 1961, pp. 13943. (Originally appeared in Le Figaro Litteraire, 25 December
1954). Henri Mondor here presents the first of the two extant
early versions of "Prose" and the only one in Mallarme's handwriting, making it, despite the absence of the two final quatrains,
the more reliable document for comparing differences with the
published version (Cf. appendix I). At least as important as the
questions raised by the variants are those over the date of composition which unfortunately do not receive much of an answer
here. In his accompanying essay, Mondor admits that he has not
fully researched the matter but that his first impressions concerning the handwriting, ink and paper point to "un texte mQri
et reserve avant 1884" (p. 141). A detailed physical analysis of
this valuable copy is still wanting. The initial importance of Mondor's discovery was to deflect a reading of the poem from too
close a connection with A rebours. Discussion of the variants,
over the past twenty-five years, has been quite active regarding
certain details, but the Gualdo copy published in 1968 has been
far more useful for purposes of dating.
Poggioli, R. "Pagina da un commento a Mallarme: i 'La Prose
pour des Esseintes.''' Letteratura (Rome), 11-12 (SeptemberDecember 1954), pp. 16-28. After seeing in the title a reference
to the liturgical Prosae, Poggioli then remarks that it also seems
to point to something marginal to poetry itself, something more
in keeping with an Art of instruction. Indeed, for Poggioli, the
poet has turned to different types of poetry for his work of
patience: the atlases present the conventional pictorial allegory
of art as used by the Parnasse, the herbals offer a naturalist
tranche de vie, the rituals are the books of decadent or symbolist
poetry. The sister, who is a real though misidentified woman,
perhaps a pupil, brings the poet back to the world of the possible
after his silencing vision, and also to the purity of language, with
the intelligence and romantic irony of her smile.
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Austin, Lloyd James. "Du nouveau sur la 'Prose pour des Esseintes' de Mallarme." Mercure de France, 322 (January-April 1955),
pp. 84-104. Austin returned to "Prose" shortly after the publication of the manuscript version to re-evaluate his interpretation
in light of the variants. Taking "midi" as a reference to Dante's
midpoint, Austin suggests 1877 as the date for the first twelve
stanzas, because Mallarme was then 35 years old. He feels the
missing quatrains to have been written in 1884. For the most
part, Austin remains faithful to the themes of a spiritual and
vocational autobiography and the triumph of art over death.
Particularly in quatrains IV and V, the variants suggest a concern
with a type of historical reknown. Because, in this version, we
leave the sister with her enigmatic smile in IX, Austin revises his
view of her to see "Ie symbole de la beaute spirituelle de I'ame
du poete" (p. 90). From Henri Mondor, Austin received a photograph copy of the manuscript, and his transcription of it, which
varies somewhat from Mondor's, accompanies the discussion.
(Cf. appendix I.)

Fusero, Clemente. I Poeti maledetti. Milan: Dall'Oglio, 1955.
Fusero has translated nearly all of Mallarme's poems, which he
presents in this volume (pp. 725-859). His translation of "Prose"
is the only one in Italian that I have found.

Goffin, Robert. Mallarme vivant. Paris: Nizet, 1956, pp. 107-38,
175-95. For Goffin, from the late 1870s onwards, Mallarme's
poetry is preoccupied with the poet's infatuation with and ultimately unrequited love for Mery Laurent, both mistress and
model of his friend Manet. Through the obscure language of
"Prose," Goffin affects to read the history of this love affair:
Mery is the sister who cools Mallarme's advances and leads him
to conclude that there was never any possibility of erotic love
between them. The difficult language of the poem, says Goffin,
is meant to keep Manet from learning of his friend's passion.
Goffin's biographical interpretation is highly speculative.

Beauverd, J. "L'Herbier de des Esseintes." Litteratures, Annales
de la Faculte des Lettres de Toulouse, 5 (February 1957), pp.
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13-19. Occasioned by Mondor's publication of the autograph
version, Beauverd's short article takes the view that the last
two quatrains were published after A rebours and that it must
be in that work that Anastase and Pulcherie are identified,
although he is unable to say where. Though Beauverd tries to
end his brief discussion of the poem on a dignified note by
saying that "Prose" offers a parallel in poetry for the esoteric
studies of the name God, nothing he says leads up to this remark.
In fact, Beauverd's reading is the story of the poet who, with his
companion, is writing down his memories of a voyage to the land
of Ideas. "Mais au moment d'inscrire sur la page de I'herbier Ie
nom de la fleur [qu'il a rapportee 1 ... it s'aper<1oit qu'il I'a
oublie" (p. 14).
Mallarme, Stephane. Mallarme: Selected Poems. Translated by
C.F. Macintyre. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1957, pp. 62-67, 132-39. Macintyre's pages contain
an English translation and a precis of the commentaries by Thibaudet and Kurt Wais.
Scarfe, Francis. "La 'Prose pour des Esseintes' de Mallarme." Le

Bayou, No. 74 (Summer 1958), pp. 65-72. For Scarfe, who prefers commenting on certain words and phrases to dealing with
the poem as a whole, "Prose" is a profession of literary faith and
a defense of the poetic imagination against the rationalists of Le
Parnasse, particularly Anatole France. The sister is the Muse of
Poetry who, in smiling, turns the poet from the sudden revelations of nature to the task of Pure Poetry. Yet, he must beware
of his critics and, if necessary, censure his work before it is censured by others. Aside from the fact that there is no evidence of
Mallarme having censured his own poems, Scarfe's principal
oversight in linking the poem to a concern with Anatole France
is that nowhere in Mallarme does a serious work veil a diatribe.
Cellier, Leon Mallarme et la morte qui parle. Paris: Presses
Universitaires de France, 1959, pp. 177-83. For his brief though
lively discussion of "Prose," Cellier relies heavily on Poe's
influence on Mallarme. Much in the same way as Wais, he sees
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pieces such as U/a/ume, Silence and most importantly The Colloquy Between Monos and Una as the probable sources for much
of the imagery and ideas. For Cellier, the poet is in the company
of a figure akin to Poe's Psyche or Una. Ante mortem, the poet
encounters death who has come to resolve the enigma of the
mysterious flowers and the absolute, but the sister who is in a
sense the poet's future death, speaks the word "Anastase" and
invites him to return to life.
Boulay, Daniel. L 'Obscurite esthetique de Mallarme. Paris: By
the Author, 57 bis, avenue de la Motte-Picquet, 1960. (Republished: Paris: Nizet, 1974). Daniel Boulay's short book on
"Prose" remains one of the longest and most detailed studies.
He begins by briefly describing the nature of Mallarme's obscurity, which is one of difficult language dealing with complex ideas,
and offers "Prose" as one of the best examples. For Boulay,
"Prose" is "une ontologie du Beau" that resolutely affirms a
platonic realism. He traces in detail, and in a very literal way,
the parallelisms between the poem and Plato's ideas concerning
rememoration. In this light, the sister is the platonic memory
which allows the poet access to the realm of the Forms. But she
is also the absolute Beauty carried in memory, Beauty which
must, regretfully, be abdicated or sent back to the "ciel anterieur" if the poet is to continue working with words, only vague
approximations of the Ideas. Boulay's interpretative line may be
seen as very restrictive. However, his study fully develops the
platonic theme present in the criticism since Thibaudet and,
seconded by Wais's 1937 study, gives rise to a critical concern
with parallelism between Mallarme and other thinkers. Boulay
also brings new insight to a number of details in the poem.
Noulet, Emilie. "Daniel Boulay, L 'Obscurite esthetique de Ma//arme et /a 'Prose pour des Esseintes. ", Revue de /'Universite de
Bruxelles,13 (1960-61), pp. 372-76. Boulay's study was not long
in print before being reviewed by one of the more important
and widely read of Mallarme's commentators who weighs the
value of Boulay's observations against that of her own. Mme
Noulet is pleased to see that the quality given to the sister (mem-
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ory), "attention silencieuse," is close to her reading of the sister
as "Patience," though she is not at all convinced by the argument for Platonism. For Noulet, Mallarme's ideas have no existence prior to their enunciation. Furthermore, from 1866 on,
the discovery of nothingness as opposed to the absolute resulted
in a movement toward the real from the ideational, not the
reverse.
Jourdain, Louis. "Complement a la 'Prose pour des Esseintes.' "
Tel Quel, No.4 (1961), pp. 38-56; No.5 (1961), pp. 79-91;
No.6 (1961), pp. 71-80. Th is long, three-part essay deals with
"Prose" only insofar as it pertains to the broader concern of the
relationship between Mallarme's use of ecriture to define a
spatial context and parole to define a temporal one. According
to jourdain, poetic creation in Mallarme evolves from a recognition of the superfluity of the one to that of the vanity of the
other. In "Prose," these terms are represented by the wave and
the shore. "Le 'flot' designe c1airement ... la parole. II 's'ecarte'
pour 'attester sans fin' I'espace scriptural, en ce sens qu'i1 est
incessamment a I'origine d'un deploiement spatial, ou 'pays,'
dans Ie passe ... Au contraire Ie 'moment ou pleure la rive' provoque un renoncement au langage [ecrit] parce que [Ie poete] voit
la manifestation de celui-ci perdre sa realite." For jourdain, the
sister is the projection of "I'ame objectivee" which the poet
aspires to rejoin in the scriptural space in order to conserve consciousness of the self. jourdain's argument often proceeds associatively rather than discursively, which accounts not only for
its undue length but also for what is in my view a hemorrhage
of subjectivity that overtakes the essay. But many associations
are fruitful. Among the most interesting are parallelisms between
some of Mallarme's writings and the Discours de la methode.
Poulet, Georges. Les Metamorphoses du cere/e. Paris: Pion,
1961, pp. 433-54. The series of affirmations and negations which
can be seen in "Prose" is, for Poulet, a changing pattern of the
relationship between the self and its world. The past-tense narrative is an "age d'or de la pensee" when the self, in talking to and
thinking about itself (the sister exists to facilitate this doubling),
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is in complete harmony with the world, when there is no distinction between internal and external reality. This mythic past gives
way to a present, the true present, in which the poetic consciousness cannot find itself reflected in the outer world but rather in
its own ideational, and internalized, form. For Mallarme, present
reality is the death of "Ie reve," the necessity of identifying the
self with what it was or what it will be. It is also the present of
the poem in which hyperbole cannot exist but from which, in
the identification of the self with a future essence, it will spring.
Though thought by some critics (wrongly, I feel) to be less
strong than some of his other writing on Mallarme, Poulet's
chapter opened up a new way to view "Prose" by changing the
emphasis from the quasi-autobiographical description of the
poet's career to the more central concern of the poetic consciousness. His reading has influenced a number of more recent critics,
notably J.-P. Verhoeff.

Richard, Jean-Pierre. L 'Univers imaginaire de Mallarme. Paris:
Seuil, 1961, pp. 399-402, 452-55. In this section of his masterfu I treatment of thematic development throughout Mallarme's
poetry, Richard characterizes two of the poet's basic gestures in
passing to the irreal as vaporization and summation, one suggesting the object, the other circumscribing it. These complementary
gestures are present in "Prose" in the vertical, immediate springing up of hyperbole from unconscious awareness, and in the
enclosing, mediating activities of science and patience. Richard
attaches these movements to the notion of successive evolutionary ages, either the passage from childhood to maturity or, more
importantly, the historical development from the Middle Ages,
to the Renaissance, to the modern critical era. Banville's poem
"Derniere Angoisse" is cited as a possible source for the hyperbolic and sepulchral images, and Montegut's Hegelian-slanted
article of 1867 (15 May, Revue des Deux Mondes) as a source
for the ideas on history. Richard places great emphasis on what
he views as a developed sense of history in Mallarme, and has had
considerable influence on studies linking Mallarme and Hegel.
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Mallarme. Etude systematique des poemes. Ouvrage collectif
realise par un Groupe d'ipesiens. (Xerox), 1961-1962, pp. 18086. This work attempts to gather the readings of many critics
into a reference volume. Despite the objective of the study, the
analysis of "Prose" is heavily one-sided: with little divergence it
is Mme Noulet's.

Chadwick, Charles. Mallarme: sa pensee dans sa poesie. Paris:
Corti, 1962, pp. 75-88. Chadwick feels that "Prose" was written
about the time of A rebours and would situate the poem in terms
of a fifteen year period of silence during which time Mallarme
had only written a few poems of circumstance. (This hypothesis
is unlikely). The reason for this silence was the poet's despair at
not finding a language which could penetrate through the neant
to the ideal world which it holds. However, with the inevitable
prospect of a death that would forever prevent perfect beauty
from being fixed in his poetry, Mallarme broke the silence (he,
according to Chadwick, is "I'enfant docte") with "Prose." From
this view, "Prose" is both a defense of his silence against those
who criticized it ("I 'Esprit de Iitige") and a crucial step towards
"Un Coup de des." For Chadwick, the sister is the hyperbole
of poetic expression who patiently accompanies him until he is
ready to break his silence.

Chisholm, A.R. Mallarme's "Grand Oeuvre.}} Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1962, pp. 37-51. Chisholm sees in
"Prose" the painful recollection by the mature poet of his childhood. This happy, youthful period was marked by Mallarme's
deep feelings for his sister Maria and friend Harriet Smyth, and
by the exuberance associated with his expanding poetic awareness. Maria and Harriet (who is chosen because her grave is on
the island of her ancestors: England) become fused into the
sister figure who is with the young poet in the Eden of youth
as his spontaneous awareness grows and changes into a more
sophisticated and deliberate form. So, in resurrecting the past,
the poet is sorrowfu lIy conscious of two losses: the Maria-Harriet
figure and his own spontaneity.
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Douchin, J. "La 'Prose pour des Esseintes' ou I'examen de la
conscience de Mallarme." Revue des Sciences Humaines, 3 (J ulySeptember 1963), pp. 383-400. Douchin sets "Prose" within
the conscious framework of the development of Mallarme's
Grand Oeuvre, and points out similarities with a number of the
poems from the 1862-66 period during which time plans were
first made for the great work. The narrative portions of "Prose"
recount Mallarme's beginnings as a poet some twenty years
before (Douchin takes 1884 as the composition date), and the
rest as both a defense against his critics and as an affirmation,
encouraged by his patience (the sister) that the work will be
undertaken.

Gill, Austin. "Les Vrais Bosquets de la 'Prose pour des Esseintes.'" Cahiers de I'Association Internationale des Etudes Fran~aises (15 March 1963),pp.87-102.AsinthatofAustin, Richard
and Cohn, in Gill's view "Prose" is the recollection from maturity
of an earlier time. Unlike the others, however, Gill evokes Mallarme's years in Tournon as the past referred to in the poem. These
were the years at the beginning of Mallarme's spiritual and religious crisis, and the name Pulcherie refers to the fifth century
Byzantine empress Pulcheria and to a young, fresh kind of Christianity. The flowers and sunny landscape are most likely a memory of Mallarme's stay on the Cote d'Azur with Lefebure. The
sister is the poet's daughter Genevieve at eighteen months, who
is mentioned in a letter quoted by Gill as having smiled.
Walzer, Pierre.Qlivier. Mallarme. 2nd edition. Paris: Editions
Seghers, 1973, pp. 189-94. (First edition, 1963). This selection
from Walzer's general but fine introduction to Mallarme contains
copies of the Mondor and final versions of the poems as well as
a short essay. Walzer briefly situates "Prose" against the general
backdrop of the decadent tendencies in the literature of the
1870s and 1880s and, in mentioning the relation with A rebours,
goes with Mondor in supposing the poem was at least begun well
before 1885. His resume of the poem generally follows Boulay's
interpretation, though reducing somewhat the degree of Platonism involved.
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Mossop, D.J. "Mallarme's 'Prose pour des Esseintes.'" French
Studies, 18, No.2 (1964), pp. 123-35. Somewhat in the view of
Gardner Davies' Mallarme etle drame solaire (Corti, 1959) which
does not, however, deal with "Prose," Mossop reads this poetic
adventure of the poet and his Muse in light of the solar myth,
using Les Dieux antiques, Mallarme's adaptation of George Cox's
mythology, as his reference. The poet is awakened unto his ideal
duty, the composition of eel 'Oeuvre," and so great is his intellectual fascination that he momentarily forgets his companion
Muse, poetry, by whom he is called back. In terms of the solar
myth, this is Apollo's forsaking of Aurora at noon-tide, when he
turns his thoughts, during his journey across the sky, to the land
of the Hyperboreans, and his reunion with her at sunset. It is she
who constantly remains aware of the primary need of creation
and procreation. Regarding the sister, Mossop offers an interesting twist: she is pregnant with "Pulcherie," and mother and
child will die if the poet does not turn from contemplation to
composition.
Cohn, Robert G. Toward the Poems of Mallarme. Berkeley and
los Angeles: University of California Press, 1965, pp. 240-60.
Cohn views "Prose" as a kind of spiritual or poetic autobiography which outlines the true nature of the crisis years and their
aftermath, and also serves as a progress report on the Great Work
which is, for Cohn, "Un Coup de des." The poem is a retrospection, narrated from the vantage point of a recently acquired
poetic maturity, of the poet's youth. That period was marked
by an immense expansion of poetic vision, the lyric hyperbole
of youth, without a parallel growth in expressiveness. Effective
art must, and does in the final quatrain, replace spontaneous
vision, and the poet has had to wait, helped by the patient sister,
the feminine "poem-nursing" side of his nature, to acquire the
language proper to his youthful experience. This wait is why the
Great Work has not yet appeared and is also a crucial gestation
period of language necessary for its eventual birth. Cohn cites
Nerval's Aurelia as a likely source of the poem. The great importance of Cohn's work, not only in this book but also in his earlier
studies centering on "Un Coup de des," has been his use of "les
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Mots anglais" to attribute meaning to certain sound patterns in
the poems. Cohn's landmark work has opened up a new dimension to Mallarmean studies and has had considerable influence
on the studies by Julia Kristeva, Robert Giroux and others.
Mallarme, Stephane. Mallarme. Translated by Anthony Hartley.
Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1965, pp. 62-65. Along with Fowlie's,
Hartley's English translation is the best. The brief commentary
in a footnote offers J.-P. Richard's observation of the opposition
between two essential movements of inspiration. Hartley remarks
that the poem shows Mallarme's choice of an Apollonian rather
than a Dionysiac art.
Austin, Lloyd James. "Mallarme and the 'Prose pour des Esseintes.'" Forum for Modern Language Studies, 2, No.3 (1966), pp.
197-213. With slight variation, Austin expresses here many of
the same ideas he did in 1955.
Dumas, O. "Mallarme, Platon et la 'Prose pour des Esseintes.'''
Revue des Sciences Humaines, 126 (April-June 1967), pp. 23957. Dumas's essay is largely concerned with pinning down specific definitions or identifications for many of the more obscure
aspects of the poem. For example, the island is the lost Atlantis,
Pulcherie the oriental empress Aelialia Pulcheiria, and the irises
an allusion to the goddess Iris who brought mankind philosophy.
(While the others are farfetched, this latter point is wrong. More
often than not, Iris is associated with funeral messages, as in the
Iliad.) The event which "Prose" narrates is, for Dumas, "directement inspire par la theorie des idees de Platon" (p. 240), a claim
that he never proves. The sister is Mery Laurent who, associated
with sensual desire ("I'Esprit de litige"), presents an opposing
tension to the poet's philosophic concerns.
NouIet, Emilie. Vingt Poemes de Stephane Mallarme. Geneva:
Droz, 1967, pp. 99-128. In this enlarged version of her Dix
Poemes de Mallarme (Droz, 1948), Noulet has not changed the
basic points of her earlier work on "Prose," described by Austin
in his critical bibliography. She has added brief references to
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some of the work done since her earlier studies, notably Boulay's, Cohn's, Verdin's and the Mondor publication of the autograph version.

Walzer,Pierre-olivier. "Prolegomenes a toute exegese future de la
'Prose.' " Festgabe Hanz von Greyerz, zum sechzigsten Geburtstag, 5 April 7967. Bern: Herbert Lang, 1967, pp. 809-15. Walzer's short piece raises the question of the polyvalence of terms
and images in Mallarme's poetry (and especially in "Prose") as
an impediment to a single line of interpretative thought. While
the poet may have had a meaning in mind, other meanings are
generated through the complexities of the prosodic and sonorous structures and often conflict with the primary meaning,
which "devient ce qu'il peut" (p. 814). Parts of Walzer's essay
are somewhat na'ive, as when he claims that Mallarme's choice
of "Anastase" was determined by the need to find a rich rhyme
with "extase." However, it does exhibit a concern with a very
important problem, how Mallarme's poems convey meaning,
that will surface again later on in the works of Kristeva, Giroux
and Bowie.

Duchesne-Guillemin, Jacques. "Sur la 'Prose.'" Syntheses (December 1967-January 1968), pp. 57-60. In this charming little
piece, the author imagines himself moderating a discussion of
"Prose" between L.J. Austin, Austin Gill, Emilie Noulet and
Georges Poulet. His intent is to amend or correct certain of their
remarks (such as Austin's misreading of "sous aucun climat"
as "sous nul climat") and to arrive at a composite interpretation. Rejecting both that the poem is aimed against unfriendly
critics (Noulet and Austin) as well as Mondor's assertion that
"Prose" was composed significantly before 1885 (siding with
Austin), Duchesne-Guillemin maintains that the poem presents a
new vision of poetry concerned with the natural world, opposed
to the "jeu monotone" and "jeune etonnement" of earlier poems
and the search for ideal beauty. The poet lost his soul (the sister)
with the loss of belief in God, and the soul lies buried in his
memory. Yet over this death triumphs the natural hyperbole of
"Le trop grand gla"(eul." While containing some items of interest,
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the basic premise of this article, that of an 1880s composition,
will be invalidated within a year by Carl Barbier's discovery of a
much older copy of the poem.

Barbier, Carl Paul. "Un Texte complet de la 'version ancienne'
de 'Prose pour des Esseintes.'" Documents 5tephane Mallarme, I.
Paris: Nizet, 1968, pp. 9-39. Barbier here publishes the so-called
"copie Gualdo" (cf. appendix I) found in the Fonds Montesquiou of the Bibliotheque nationale, the collection of Robert de
Montesquiou's papers. Luigi Gualdo was a dilettante poet in
touch with both the Count and Mallarme, and sent a complete,
14-stanza copy of the poem written in his own hand to Montesquiou sometime around 1879. Barbier estimated the date by
comparing handwriting and paper samples. Another important
document which is included is a letter to Montesquiou by the
Countess Jean de Montebello in which she quotes several lines
from the poem. The year is missing from the letter's date and
Barbier, with the help of references in the letter to people and
events, dates it between 1875 and 1878. Mentioning that it is
also the opinion of Coppee, the Countess identifies the sister as
Mallarme's sister Maria. Also pointed out by Barbier is the "h"
in "sepulchre" of the Gualdo copy, a spelling found in the notes
to Igitur written prior to 1870. All of this certainly points to
a much earlier date of composition than had been previously
thought. This of course has destroyed the arguments for Huysmans' influence on the composition of the poem and also strongly
suggests that the autograph version published in 1954 is incomplete. (However, as Barbier remarks, the Gualdo copy is unreliable for questions of punctuation and some spelling.) Too, it
points out that Mallarme was indeed poetically active during the
fifteen years prior to the publication of "Prose." Barbier's essay
also contains observations which he feels are pertinent to a reading of the older version of the poem. They are, ranging from
most to least convincing, a brief but interesting comparison with
"L'Apres-midi d'un faune," Mallarme's interest in the Orient
and Byzantium, that the death of Wathek's author William Beckford's wife may serve as the poem's source.
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Chadwick, Charles. "Du nouveau sur 'Prose pour des Esseintes. '"

Revue d'Histoire Litteraire de la France. 68, No.1 (1968), pp.
87-88. This brief comment was occasioned by Barbier's publication of the Gualdo manuscript version several months earlier.
Chadwick is primarily concerned with the question of dating
the poem. Despite Barbier's argument, he takes Austin's view,
expressed in 1955, that the last two quatrains were written in
1884.
Verdin, Simonne. '''Prose pour des Esseintes': exegese." Stephane Mallarme: Ie presque contradictoire precede d'une etude
de variantes. Paris: Nizet, 1975, pp. 181-206. (Reprint of same
title in Revue de l'Universite Libre de Bruxelles, 20 (1967-68),
pp. 122-46. While there is some discussion of the variants presented in the 1954 Mondor manuscript (the reprint of this article
does not mention the Gualdo copy) and of similarities of expression between "Prose" and French translation of the Paradiso
(Verdin infers an influence here), the major concern of the article
is the identification of the sister as the muse of sacred poetry,
Polymnia, who is also identified with Beauty and the poet's
soul. For Verdin, she turns the poet away from a sterile contemplation of the absolute toward the task of accomplishing at least
a portion of "I 'explication orphique."
Lund, Hans Peter. L 'Itineraire de Mallarme. Copenhagen: "Revue
Romane," Akademisk forlag, Special No.3 (1969), pp. 136-40.
As have a number of commentators, Lund views "Prose" as a
recollection of childhood and presentiment of death. However,
rather than tracing Mallarme's poetical career, as is often done,
Lund describes the rift in the childhood ideal, seen metaphorically as the separation of animus and anima (the sister). The
harmony of this now defunct union must be poetically resuscitated if the ideal reality it represents is not to be threatened by
absurdity or death. Less a question of the poem as art, it is one
of the poem seen as the ideal beauty of the poet's life. Though
brief, Lund's comments are for the most part an intelligent synthesis of several critical trends, predominantly Austin's and a
generally existentialist viewpoint. Lund places the composition
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of the poem before the death of Mallarme's son Anatole in
1879.
St. Aubyn, Frederic Chase. Stephane Mallarme. New York:
Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1969, pp. 89-93. St. Aubyn provides
an introductory gloss to "Prose" in which he views the poem as
an art poetique describing the source of poetry and analyzing
the way in which poetry transforms memory into art. Inspiration
must give way to conscious effort if the poet is to have insight
into what lies behind his vision. The poet is also warned of the
inevitable detractors who will not understand his work, though
he is also told that a reader (the sister), whom the poet will himself initiate, is necessary for the completion of the entire literary
experience. St. Aubyn has brought together a number of ideas
from earlier analyses (primarily from Thibaudet, Austin and
Cohn) without, however, synthesizing them. There is nothing in
the poem suggesting that Mallarme is addressing a younger and
inexperienced poet.
Richardson, Barbara. "Mallarme's 'Prose pour des Esseintes.'"

Romance Notes, 12, No.1 (Autumn 1970), pp. 87-92. This brief
discussion is introduced by a consideration of the variants presented in the autograph version published by Mondor in 1954.
Richardson takes the position, held by Austin in 1955, that the
last two stanzas were written after the publication of A rebours,
an observation which has little to do with her seeing in the poem
a poetic parallel of the celebration of religious experience. "As
the communion wafer becomes the body of Christ, so everyday
reality is transformed, through the poetic process, into poetic
surreality" (p. 88). This sister is hyperbole, or the capacity to
see the eternal in the temporal.
Mossop, D.J. "Metaphysically Pure Poetry." Pure Poetry. Studies
in French Poetic Theory and Practice, 1746-1945. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971, pp. 143-66. In this section of an extended
chapter on Mallarme, Mossop places his 1964 exegesis of "Prose"
for the most part intact in a larger context and brings to the
poem insights into another level of meaning. The context is the
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tradition of pure poetry, beginning with Patrizzi in the sixteenth
century. Mallarme's poetic development is seen in terms of a
growing metaphysical purity, specifically, the striving towards
the metaphysical multiplicity-in-unity. Complementing both this
general context and the images of the solar myth in "Prose"
are occult and alchemical notions (for example, the symbolism
of flowers and the significance of gold) which reinforce images
of sunlight and the theme of male and female union. Mossop's
historical discussion is of particular interest.
Strauss, Walter A. "Mallarme: Orpheus and the 'Neant.''' Descent
and Return: The Orphic Theme in Modern Literature. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1971, pp. 81-139. (Discussion of
"Prose," pp. 119-27). Strauss's discussion of "Prose" falls at
about the middle of his essay on Orphism in Mallarme. Establishing a coherent relationship between the "crisis years" and
the evolution of the poet's work, Strauss traces the essential features of the Orphic experience: the nocturnal setting of the
night of the soul, the descent into the deepest recesses of the
psyche, the encounter with death, the final ascent and the recovery of song. "Prose" is the high point of this development and
represents a kind of taking stock of the project of "Le livre."
The poet and sister, the joined "animus" and "anima" of the
prerational poetic self, witness and affirm the unity and ideality
of the utopian "island" of the poetic experience, and assert that
it is more real than the quotidian reality that occasioned it and
would negate it. Between affirmation and negation is the paradoxical fusing of the opposites "transcendence" and "immanence" from which arises the possibility of conscious creation. What
is new and important in Strauss's discussion is its context in the
history of thought. Modern thought must somehow take nihilism into account, and by recreating the negated world through
poetic affirmation, Mallarme not only allows for nihilism but
shows us a way beyond it.
Verhoeff, J.-P. "Anciens et modernes devant la 'Prose pour des
Esseintes.'" Revue d'Histoire Litteraire de la France, 71, No.2
(March-April 1971), pp. 226-46. Verhoeff discusses "Prose"
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against a background of questions raised by earlier (and among
the better) exegetes of the poem: Mauron, Noulet, Austin,
Richard, Poulet and Chadwick. By far the better part of his commentary, however, is devoted to Poulet whose observations seem
to strike Verhoeff as further-reaching in their implications. The
argument centers around Mallarme's relationship to external
reality. For Poulet, Mallarme's world is one of ideas, where whatever external reality there is quickly becomes internal reality,
where a unified view of the world is only attainable through
abstraction. Instead of abstraction, Verhoeff sees a concern
with generalization, which is both rejection of and attraction to
reality. Mallarme's lucidity, which respects the truth of lived
experience, cannot accept "Le Reve" as the only reality: the
objects in his poetry, and certainly the flowers of "Prose," are
never abolished and remain forever problematic. Verhoeff
makes excellent use of many of the best observations concerning
the ideas in "Prose," and his remarks are important in their own
right.

Takahashi, Michiaki. "De la 'Prose (pour des Esseintes), de Mallarme." Etudes de langue et litterature franr;aises (Tokyo) (22
March 1973), pp. 100-117. This is an outgrowth of Strauss's work
on Orphism in Mallarme. Unlike Strauss, however, Takahashi
finds in "Prose" a more literal reworking of the Orphic myth. In
this version, the poet has descended into the Hades of his innermost self, where he joins Hyperbole (his sister and his Eurydice)
and discovers Beauty in the form of flower-words. This Beauty
must be brought back to the outward expression of poetry, but
the poet realizes that he must perish ("La disparition elocutoire
du poete") and that Hyperbole must rise up from these depths
in his stead and so resurrect poetry, which she does. "Mallarme
calque son reuvre sur Ie my the d'Orphee" (p. 116). Takahashi
could be said to have done just the opposite. Takahashi points
out the different variants presented by the manuscript and
Gualdo versions of the poem and pretends to have "etabli Ie
texte definitif" which, I would point out, is identical to the
poem as we find it in the Pleiade edition.
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Kristeva, Julia. "Rythmes phoniques et semantiques." La Revolution du langage poetique. Paris: Seuil, 1974, pp. 209-63. In
this chapter where the analysis of "Prose" (239 ff.) supports a
theoretical discussion, Kristeva deals with the way in which
univocity of meaning, in poetry, can give way to a semantic
polymorphism. Codes that are largely subconscious, though not
always so in Mallarme's case, arise from the repetition of phonemes or phonic groups which creates a kind of rhythm that
she calls "un dispositif semiotique." Beginning with a semiphonological transcription of "Prose," Kristeva traces the more
prominent of these throughout the text and shows how they
compensate for the suppression of certain traditional elements
of syntax. The reading of the poem which emerges identifies
sexual difference as a basic tension. The sister is a maternal figure with which the divided subject of the poem strives to unite.
"Grammaire et memoire, autoritaires et paternelles, se brisent
pour que, revenue d'une fusion maternelle, surgisse une nouvelle
possibilite signifiante" (pp. 245-46). Kristeva interprets the title
in light of an "a rebours" of traditional poetry.
Gans, E. "Prose poetique." Romanic Review, 66, No.3 (May
1975), pp. 187-98. For Gans, "Prose" is an ars poetica, but
one that is informed by irony. His attention is focused largely
on quatrains III-IX which, as the narrative section or dcit,
present the "doctrine" of the poem. Colored by the word
hyperbole (itself, according to Gans, a kind of irony), this
section not only erases the distinction between lyric poetry and
the narration of its genesis; it also raises the question whether
this narration will transcend its own "prosaic" nature or, on the
contrary, will it show that all poems are but the "prose" of
an ideal and unattainable poetry. Gans describes the esthetic
experience on the island as the glimpse of atemporality or a
kind of immortality which, however, is an event happening in
time; it therefore cannot be maintained. The sister, the poet's
"amie mortelle," will incite him to set the experience in writing, and thus the poem is seen as a second esthetic experience
or a kind of repetition of the first. It is in this repetition that
the above question is answered. "Prose" is "un art poetique qui
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demontre que les arts poetiques sont les seuls poemes possibles"
(p.198).
Holt, Eileen, and Lloyd James Austin. "Stephane Mallarme:
'Dans Ie jardin.'" French Studies, 29, No.4 (Oct. 1975), pp.
411-20. Holt writes that this sonnet (cf. appendix III) was found
in England in the album of Ellen Bonaparte-Wyse, wife of a
minor poet, William Charles Bonaparte-Wyse. The two men had
met in Avignon around 1864 when they both frequented the
"felibrige" group of Proven~al poets. Bonaparte-Wyse, whom
Mallarme visited occasionally in England, became fatally ill in
1869 and is the poet referred to in the second quatrain. Austin
sees this poem, with its garden images and meditation on death,
as an early formulation of both "Prose" and "Toast funebre."
Be that as it may, the sonnet is certainly, as Austin does say,
one of the first poetic expressions of the convictions coming
out of the crisis years, particularly in the rejection of Christian
notions of immortality.
Juin, Hubert. "Mallarme et des Esseintes." Europe, Nos. 564-565
(April-May 1976). pp. 112-18. This excellent bit of literary history has as its main goal to clarify the relationship between Mallarme and Huysmans (which, with all said and done, was a cordial
one) and to supply the relevant pieces of historical information
regarding the two models for des Esseintes: Robert de Montesquiou and Francis Poictevin, both of whom Mallarme knew quite
well. Fully aware that "Prose" was written well before A rebours,
Juin does propose, following Barbier, that Mallarme did more
for Huysmans than supply him with poems. It appears that he
gave the novelist interesting glimpses into Montesquiou's life
and habits, telling him, among other things, of the bejewelled
turtle that the eccentric count kept in his apartment.
Langan, Janine Marie. "'Prose pour des Esseintes': A Hegelian
Introduction to 'The Masterwork.'" Mallarme and Hegel. DA
37: 2169A-70A, Indiana University, 1976, pp. 128-64. This
doctoral thesis is an attempt at establishing a case for Hegel's
influence on Mallarme. The first part of the work addresses the
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question primarily from an historical perspective, and the second
and third major sections discuss "Prose" and "Un Coup de des"
as the poetical applications of Hegelian thought. According to
Langan, "Prose" has the same theme and fundamental structure
as the "Preliminaries" of the Logic. Thus, Mallarme traces the
historical evolution of Thought's relation to It's object through
three major phases: a paradisiac unconscious affirmation of the
Absolute, the empirical thought of Kant, the dialectical thought
of Hegel. For Langan, the sister is objective thought and the
narrator is Hegel's thinker. Langan's analysis suffers from her
attempt to demonstrate a point-by-point correlation between
the poem and an outline of Hegelian thought. The result is a
tendency to force uneasy parallels. Langan's historical discussion
adds little information not already contained in Richard's summary of the Mallarme-Hegel tie, and nothing new that might
pass as evidence for Mallarme's knowledge of Hegel is offered.
Bosley, Keith. "I ntroduction." Mallarme: The Poems. Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1977, pp. 13-40 ("Prose," pp. 29-30).
Bosley sees the poem as negotiating between art and life, an elegant reproach against decadence. A number of his observations,
however, are incomprehensible, such as the suggestion that the
poem "may be intended light-heartedly as a prelude to a reading
of 'Herodiade.''' His translation is a sensitive rendition in rhymed
English verse (pp. 134-39).
Duda, Gabriela. "Niveaux d'analyse isotopique du texte. Essai
d'interpretation du poeme 'Prose pour des Esseintes' de Stephane
Mallarme." Cahiers de Linguistique Theorique et Appliquee, 14,
No.1 (1977), pp. 3-22. In her linguistic analysis of "Prose,"
Duda would establish the semantic structure of the poem which
is available to the intuitive reader, though not on the level of
formal analysis that she offers. The clarification of structure is
achieved by identifying the poem's major isotopes (series of
related words which, while neither synonyms nor metaphors for
one another, establish a semantic chain). They are "Oeuvre,"
"Espace" and "Temps." Because of the significant interchange
of certain terms (hyperbole in both senses, atlas, carte, etc.),
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"Oeuvre" and "Espace" become metaphors for each other, suggesting that the space in question is a poetic one. The isotope
"Temps" (simply the tripartite division of the poem into quatrains I-II, III-XII, XIII-XIV) clarifies the role of the sister, in
whom Duda sees an affective principle in opposition to a cognitive one represented by the poet. The work ("sepulcre") resulting from this dialectic is the creation of sensitivity brought to
the level of the intellect, and is in a sense its own resurrection:
"Ia possibilitede refaire Ie trajet deja accompli, Ie me me et toujours autre" (p. 19).
Stierle, Karlheinz. "Position and Negation in Mallarme's 'Prose
pour des Esseintes.''' Translated by Sibylle Kisro. Yale French
Studies, No. 54 (1977), pp. 96-117. Borrowing a term from
Schlegel, Stierle maintains that the "directing concept" of Mallarme's new poetics is a process of position and negation, where
fictional position or affirmation is but a general frame within
which whatever is negated is pure virtuality immanently constituted in language. This is a development of Mallarme's earlier
views of "Ie langage se reflechissant." "Prose" is given as an
important early example of this new poetics. Stierle traces the
moments of explicit and implicit negation throughout the poem
and arrives at its "factual minimum," "Anastase," which acts
like "Ie nom de Paphos" in "Mes bouquins refermes" as a generative seed. Stierle reads this resurrection as a transposition into
the realm of esthetics, free of external referentiality. This, along
with the negation of time and space in the final quatrain, necessitates a second reading of the poem as a completely self-referential text. Here, the sister is poetry seen as autoreferential fiction.
Stierle intelligently develops the observation, found in Cohn
and others, that "Prose" contains a repudiation of one kind of
poetry (Romantic subjectivity) in favor of another (fictional
autoreferentiality). However, his discussion of negation is weakened by his reading of the final quatrain, upon which much of
his argument depends. He sees the verb "rire" as being negated
and "aucun climat" as meaning "nowhere," neither of which is
the case.
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Bowie, Malcolm. "'Prose pour des Esseintes.'" Mallarme and
the Art of Being Difficult. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1978, pp. 19-89. While Bowie does put the excesses of
prior arguments for Platonism into a manageable perspective
by drawing a few brief but thoughtful parallels, the major importance of his study of "Prose" is in the careful examination of the
relation between thought and metrics and rhyme. It is Bowie's
view that the poem's concern with the separation between
"other-worldliness" and "this-worldliness" is reflected by verseelements in an interesting and complex way. These elements
sometimes strengthen meaning and are sometimes at odds with
it, either by suggesting contrary meanings or by "striving
towards a purely phonetic coherence" (p. 83). Prosody and
semantics are two independent systems which nonetheless comprise the poem. Both must be taken into account and it is
between them that the poem's "meaning" is to be found. This
very important study substantially increases our knowledge of
the inner workings of "Prose" and of Mallarme's poetry in general ("Un Coup de des" is also discussed). The treatment of
assonance, alliteration, homonymy and rhyme is rich in detail
and brings to our attention many prosodic characteristics of
the poem which have not been discussed before.
Giroux, Robert. "La Fonction esthetique de la synthese: 'Prose
pour des Esseintes.''' Desir de synthese chez Mallarme. Sherbrooke, Quebec: Editions Naaman, 1978, pp. 127-95. This
important new study has as its object to show in Mallarme, contrary to the Derridian notion of the dissemination of the signifier, a search for a synthesis, becoming ever tighter, between
signifier and signified, where the system of the former will determine that of the latter. Following Barbier's argument for a mid1870s composition, the chapter on "Prose" establishes a tie
between the poem and Mallarme's theoretical writings of the
same period ("Notes," "Les Mots anglais") which are concerned
with language as synthesis ("arriver de la phrase a la lettre par
Ie mot") and with the ways in which language expresses meaning. For Giroux, the central question in "Prose" is how to name
and to prove the existence of that which has no name. The sister
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(the poet's "ame memorielle," a notional source), in abdicating
her ecstasy, realizes that to name the experience which otherwise
cannot be said to have existed is, paradoxically, to sacrifice or
deny that experience. After "Prose," Mallarme's poetry will
work within this paradox, denying "I'indicible qui ment." Relying heavily on notions derived from "Les Mots anglais" as well
as on a global thematic view, Giroux's study is a fruitful cross
fertilization between Cohn and Richard.

OIds, Marshall. "Note on Mallarme and Anselm." French Literature Series, 6 (1979), pp. 131-34. This note briefly outlines a
parallelism between "Prose" and St. Anselm's Proslogion. Using
unusual figures of speech which go beyond the superlative, these
works explore in similar ways the boundary between the contingent and the absolute which, for both, is the limit of conception.
Also discussed is the possibility of Mallarme having become
acquainted with at least a portion of Anselm's argument through
his reading of Hegel's Logic during the summer of 1866.
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APPENDIX I

The texts of the Gualdo and autograph versions of "Prose" are reproduced
in this Appendix. The autograph copy is taken from Henri Mondor's edition; the variants, found on p. 119, are from Lloyd James Austin's reading
of the same text. (Thanks to the kindness of M. Fran~ois Chapon of the
Fonds Doucet, I have been able to consult the autograph copy. As for
matters of punctuation, my reading is somewhere in between Mondor's
and Austin's; however, for the sake of simplicity, I will not present a third
version. Concerning Austin's "tiens" as opposed to Mondor's "siens" in
III, iv, the initial t of "tendre," IX, i supports Austin. I would add that the
word "paysage" can be read beneath "climat" in IV, iii and that "creurs"
in II, ii is, to my eyes, capitalized.)
There are several differences between the poem as it was first published
in the January 1885 issue of La Revue Independante and the definitive
text (cf. pp. 7-8) as found in the Oeuvres completes. In the first edition,
the dedication is in parentheses, and a line divides quatrains II and III. In
V, iv trompette is capitalized. In VII, iii there is no comma after lacune.
In VIII, i there is a comma after Idees (this comma, removed for subsequent printings, is again present in Mallarme's corrections for the 1899
Deman edition, of which quatrains VIII and IX are in the poet's own hand).
In X, iv there is a comma after raisons. In XII, i ciel is capitalized.
Gualdo Copy

A utograph Copy

IndMinissable,6 Memoire,
Par ce midi, ne reves-tu
L'Hyperbole, aujourd'hui grimoire
Dans un livre de fer vetu.
Car j'installe par la Science
L'hymne des creurs spirituels
En I'reuvre de ma patience,
Atlas, herbiers et rituels.

IndUinissable,6 Memoire,
Par ce midi, ne reves-tu
L'Hyperbole, aujourd'hui grimoire
Dans un livre de fer viHu?
II

Car i'installe par la Science
L'hymne des creurs spirituels
En I'reuvre de ma patience,
Atlas, herbiers et rituels.
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Nous promenions notre visageNous fumes deux! je Ie maintiens,
Sur maints charmes du paysage
Aurais-je su dire: les tiens!

III

Nous promenions notre visageNous fumes deux! je Ie maintiens,
Sur maints charmes de paysage.
Aurais-je su dire: les siens!

L'ere d'infinite se trouble
Lorsque, sans nul motif, on dit
De ce climat que notre double
Inconscience aprofondit,

IV

L'ere d'infinite se trouble
Lorsque, sans nul motif, on dit
De ce c1imat que notre double
Inconscience approfondit,

Que, seul des cent iris, son site,
lis savent s'il a, certe, ete,
Ne porte pas de nom que cite
Entre tous ses fastes, L'Ete.

V

Que, sol des cent iris, son site,
lis savent s'i1 a, certe, ete,
Ne porte pas de nom que cite
Entre tous ses fastes, L'Ete.

Oui, dans une lie que I'air charge
De vue & non de visions,
Toute fleur s'etalait plus large
Sans que nous en devisions,

VI

Oui, dans une lie que I'air charge
De vue et non de visions,
Toute fleur s'etalait plus large
Sans que no us en devisions,

Telles immenses que chacune
Ordinairement se para
D'un lucide contour, lacune
Qui d'un jour pur la separa.

VII

Telles, immenses, que chacune
Ordinairement se para
D'un lucide contour, lacune
Qui du jour pur la separa.

Obsession! Desir, idees,
Tout en moi triomphait de voir
La famille des iridees
ConnaHre Ie nouveau devoir,

VIII

Obsession! Desir, idees,
Tout en moi triomphait de voir
La famille des iridees
ConnaHre Ie nouveau devoir,

IX
Mais cette sreur, sensee & tendre
Ne porta ses regards plus loin
Que moi-meme: et, tels, les lui rendre
Devenait mon unique soin.

Mais cette sreur, sensee et tendre,
Ne porta ses regards plus loin
Que moi-meme: et, tels, les lui rendre
Devenait mon unique soin.

Oh! sache l'Esprit de Iitige
A cette heure ou nous nous taisions,
Que de multiples Iys la tige
Grandissait trop pour nos raisons.

X

Oh! sache l'Esprit de Iitige,
A cette heure ou nous nous taisons,
Que de multiples lis la tige
Grandissait trop pour nos raisons.

Et non, comme en pleure la rive!Car Ie jour monotone ment
Pour qui I'ampleur de l'i1e arrive,
Seul, en mon jeune etonnement,

XI

Et non, comme en pleure la rive!Car Ie jeu monotone ment
Pour qui I'ampleur de I'lie arrive
Seul, en mon jeune etonnement

D'entendre Ie Ciel & la carte
Sans fin attestes sous nos pas
Par I'onde meme qui s'ecarte,
Que ce pays n'exista pas?

XII

D'entendre Ie Ciel et la carte
Sans fin attestes sur nos pas
Par I'onde meme qui s'ecarte,
Que ce pays n'exista pas!
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XIII
Le sens, quand, grave & par chemin,
Elle dit ce terme: Anasthase!Grave sur quelque parchemin,
Avant qu'un sepulchre ne rie
Sous aucun c1imat, son a"leul,
De porter ce nom: PulcherieCache par Ie trop grand gla"leul.

XIV

Variants in Austin

III. iii
III, iv

VI. Iv
IX, iii
X, iv

Sur maints charmes de paysage
Aurais-je su dire: les tiens!
Sans que nous en devisions"
Que moi-m~me: et tels, les lui rendre
Grandissait trop pour nos raisons,

APPENDIX II

The concluding two paragraphs of Lefebure's letter of May 9, 1866, reprinted here, contain a number of interesting parallels with "Prose."
Si vous saviez com bien je vous regrette, et com bien vous manquez pour moi a I'azur,
a la mer, aux montagnes perdues, les unes derriere les autres dans I'eloignement
bleuatre, au petit coin de printemps qui s'est avise d'eclore derriere ma villa, sur un terrain vague oublie par Ie Speculateur. C'est autour de ce baroque pavilion de la Biltise,
vous savez, qui regarde \'Esterel au milieu d'un peu de feves. J 'aime a respirer la,
quand iI passe des nuages, la grace des lieux deserts, environne d'un champ multicolore. De larges fleurs inconnues s'y sont tout a coup epanouies en soleils dans I'herbe
abandon nee, d'eclatantes anemones jaunes, des marguerites aux grands regards blancs
s'y sont attroupees et par-dessus tout, porphyrogenetes de la solitude, des pavots
rouges y ont dresse par milliers leurs royales tetes de pourpre, symbolisant richement
nos magnifiques reyes isoles. Nul autre bruit qu'un bourdonnement d'abeillessauvages
ne s'y mele au frissonnement d'ailes de mes melancolies revenues; a peine si les longs
serpents du vent y coulent leurs tra1nees ondoyantes. Rien n'y rappelle ou n'y subit
I'odieux despotisme humain, rien ne m'y distrait de la vaste mere inconnue que je
devine autour de moL Que ne pouvons-nous y errer ensemble et nous y asseoir comme
a paques, sur Ie petit bane, tout en jets insenses d'herbes hautes. Nous gouterions
mieux en nous melant I'un a I'autre. Nul jardin abandonne dans la sauvagerie de ses
fleurs ne vous serait plus sympathique, et ne vous refleterait mieux notre ame delicate,
exotique, etrangere, toujours en nostalgie de cet invisible monde anterieur et futur,
qui flotte sur la laideur des choses.
Mais qui vous empeche de faire comme moi, et de venir, au moins en esprit et en
pensee, partager mes promenades silencieuses? Vous me devez une visite, et je suis sur
que vos charm antes faunesses, que je salue, ne seront pas jalouses si vous vous absentez un quart d'heure pour
Votre
E. Lefebure

In the light of present knowledge, it would be hazardous to use this interesting document as proof for establish ing anyth ing definitive about "Prose,"
other than the simple fact that, by the mid-1860s, Mallarme was aware of
the visual phenomenon that would become central to his poem. Yet the
astounding feature of this letter is more in the sheer number of parallels
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with "Prose": the effect of changing light on the flowers, whose blooms
become symbolic of isolated reveries or ideas (quatrain VIII), the silence
of the place and of the experience, the visual supra-dimension described as
anterior and future which hovers above the everyday appearance of things.
While it may be true that Mallarme had certain aspects of this letter in
mind when he first wrote the poem (it is inconceivable that he composed
it before 1866), it is certainly true that the language of the letter is more
the young Mallarme's than Lefebure's. Along with the obvious hypothesis
that Mallarme was somehow influenced by the letter, one should add the
even stronger likelihood that Lefebure was writing under the evidently
strong influence of the poet's recent visit to Cannes only several weeks
before, during the Easter recess. The two had even visited this "jardin
abandonne" together. But, however future fact-finding may deal with this,
by far the most pertinent suggestion from this letter is that "Prose," along
with so many other poems, somehow has its origin during the amazingly
fecund "crisis years" of 1864-1869.

APPENDIX III

Dans Ie jardin
La jeune dame qui marche sur la pelouse
Devant I'ete pare de pommes et d'appas,
Quand des heures Midi comble jette les douze,
Dans cette plenitude arretant ses beaux pas,
A dit un jour, tragi que abandonnee-epouseA la mort seduisant son PoHe: Trepas!
Tu mens. 0 vain climat nul! je me sais jalouse
Du faux Eden que, triste, il n'habitera pas.
Voila pourquoi les fleurs profondes de la terre
L'aiment avec silence et savoir et mystere,
Tandis que dans leur creur songe Ie pur pollen:
Et lui, lorsque la brise, ivre de ces delices,
Suspend encore un nom qui ravit les calices,
A voix faible, parfois, appelle bas: Ellen!
Stephane Mallarme
Woolley-Hill House, AoQt 1871

NOTES

Introduction
1. Stephane Mallarme, Oeuvres completes, eds. H. Mondor and G. jean-Aubry
(Paris: Gallimard, 1945), p. 871. All further references to this volume will indicate
only the title, followed by the page number.
2. Lloyd james Austin, "Mallarme, Huysmans et la 'Prose pour des Esseintes,'''
Revue d'Histoire Litteraire de la France, 54 (1954), 145-82.

Chapter I
1. Le Figaro Litteraire, 25 December 1954. Emilie Noulet has pointed out that
this copy is not signed (contrary to a common practice of Mallarme's) and that the
tenth quatrain finishes a page, suggesting that a final page was lost. Cf. Vingt Poemes
de Stephane Mal/arme (Geneva: Droz, 1967), p. 101.
2. Though Mondor did not hazard a guess as to the copy's date, he was certain
that it was old enough to make the poem "un texte muri et reserve avant 1884." Cf.
Figaro Litteraire.
3. Carl Barbier, Documents Mallarme I (Paris: Nizet, 1968), pp. 9-39. For the
texts of both copies of the early version, see Appendix I. Also presented there are the
variants found in L.j. Austin's reading of the autograph copy, in "Du nouveau sur la
'Prose pour des Esseintes' de Mallarme," Mercure de France, 322 (January-April 1955),
84-104; and the variants between the definitive version of the Oeuvres completes
and the 1885 Revue Independante version.
4. Mallarme wrote to his friend Aubanel in 1866 that he would "renoncer a
toute autre publicite que la lecture ames am is," and it indeed seems to have been the
case that he circulated much of his work among his acquaintances long before publication, also using this period for revisions. For the purposes of this study, I have taken
the view that the earlier version of the poem was written sometime between 1870
and 1875, and then probably revised in 1884. It is too involved technically to have
been written prior to 1866, and its diurnal setting and triumphant theme do not fit
the pattern of nocturnal skies and wintery landscapes that mark the so-called crisis
years of 1865-1869. Furthermore, while the earlier copies do present interesting variants with regard to certain details, they are not radically different from the published
version (as is, say, the early version of "Le Pitre chatie"). This suggests that, when
Mallarme wrote them, he was already working in a style and with ideas with which he
would be comfortable in 1884 while revising the poem. "Toast funebre" (1873),
which often has been compared with "Prose," is a good example of Mallarme's attitudes towards poetry and of his composition style in the period just following the
crisis years and, because of the similarities between the two poems, offers the best
indication for an approximate date for "Prose." In "Toast funebre" we find not only
the images of tombstones and haloed flowers that are features of "Prose," but more
importantly the same play between doubt and certainty with respect to the realities
expressed in poetry. The lighthearted poem "Prose pour Cazalis," because of its use
of the words "Anastasie" and "Pulcherie," has at times been invoked in helping to
establish a date for "Prose pour des Esseintes." However, it has recently been established that "Prose pour Cazalis" was written around 1896.. Cf. Lawrence A. joseph,
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"Coco Barroil et la 'Prose pour Cazalis' de Mallarme," Revue des Sciences Humaines,
144 (October-December 1971), 545-56.
5. Cf. Stephane Mallarme, Propos sur la poesie, ed. H. Mondor (Monaco-Ville:
Editions du Rocher, 1946), pp. 76, 78.
6. Charpentier and Austin suggest rhis. Cf. Henri Charpentier, in Hommage ii
Stephane Mallwme. La Nouvelle Revue Franr,:aise, Special No. (1926), 537-45, and
Austin, op. cit.
7. R.G. Cohn offers this as a suggestion in Toward the Poems of Mallarme
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univ. of California Press, 1965), p. 251.
8. Franz Nobiling was the first to point out the liturgical meaning of "prose,"
in Zeitschrift filr franzosische Sprache und Literatur, 51 (1928), 419-36.
9. "Est-il moyen, 6 Moi qui connais I'amertume, / D'enfoncer Ie cristal par Ie
monstre insulte / Et de m'enfuir, avec mes deux ailes sans plume / -Au risque de tomber pendant I'eternite?" ("Les Fenetres"); "Et ta voix rappel ant viole et clavecin, /
Avec Ie doigt fane presseras-tu Ie sein / Par qui coule en blancheur sibylline la femme
/ Pour les levres que I'air du vierge azur affame?" ("Don du poeme"); "Le vierge, Ie
vivace et Ie bel aujourd'hui / Va-t-i1 nous dechirer avec un coup d'aile ivre / Ce lac
dur oublie que hante sous Ie givre / Le transparent glacier des vols qui n'ont pas fuil"
(the Swan sonnet).
1 O. Mallarme's triad is closely related to three Orphic functions (to civilize, to
reveal Nature as matter and symbol, to reveal the mysteries of reading the symbols)
and to Hugo's three visions (humanity, nature, the supernatural).
11. W.A. Strauss, Descent and Return (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press,
1971), p. 90.
12. Without hunting too far afield for a possible source of this image, it should
be remembered that Mallarme's notebooks during the 1860s and 70s were held shut
by characteristically Second Empire metal clasps, devices which reminded him of old
missals. Cf. Henri Mondor, Vie de Mallarme, 2 vols. (Paris: Gallimard, 1941-1942),
pp. 69, 132-37. Mallarme was certainly aware of the meaning of "grimoire" as grammar book; cf. Oeuvres completes, p. 646.
12. Strauss points out this etymology, op. cit., p. 121.
14. Stephane Mallarme, Correspondance 7862-7877 (Paris: Gallimard, 1959),
pp.240-44.
15. Ibid., p. 249.
16. Albert Thibaudet was the first to do this. He has had many followers. Cf.
La Poesie de Stephane Mallarme (Paris: Gallimard, 1926), pp. 403-16.
17. Georges Poulet, La Distance interieure (Paris: Pion, 1952).
18. Oeuvres completes, p. 872.
19. Maurice Blanchot, Le Livre venir (Paris: Gallimard, 1959), p. 353.
20. Oeuvres completes, p. 1630.
21. Ibid., p. 876.
22. Ibid., p. 372.
23. Ibid., p. 853.
24. Charles Mauron, Mallarme I'obscur (Paris: Denoel, 1941).
25. Charles Mauron, Introduction ii la psychanalyse de Mallarme (Neuchatel:
La Baconniere, 1950).
26. Austin Gill, "Les Vrais Bosquets de la 'Prose pour des Esseintes,''' Cahiers
de I'Association Internationale des Etudes Franr,:aises (15 March 1963), pp. 87-102.
27. Camille Soula, Gloses sur Mallarme (Paris: Diderot, 1946), pp. 29-46.
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28. Pierre Beausire, Stephane Mal/arme. Poesies. Gloses de Pierre Beausire.
(Lausanne: Mermod, 1945), pp. 115-21; Cohn, op. cit.; Strauss, op. cit.; Thibaudet,
op. cit.
29. Francis Scarfe, "La 'Prose pour des Esseintes' de Mallarme," Le Bayou, 74
(Summer 1958), 65-72; Simone Verdin, " 'Prose pour des Esseintes,' exegese," Syntheses, Special No. (December 1967-January 1968), pp. 123-46.
30. Emilie Noulet, Dix Poemes de Mal/arme (Lille and Geneva: Droz, 1948),
pp. 58-81; Daniel Boulay, L'ObscuriU esthetique de Mal/arme (Paris: Nizet, 1974).
31. Cf. also Mallarm6's "Soupir."
32. While there are small changes in punctuation which are not important, the
variants for the fourth line are of some interest. Where Mondor read "Ies siens" after
the autograph version, Austin read "Ies tiens," presumably as did Gualdo. The final
version changes the reference to speaking, "aurais-je su dire," to one of seeing. It also
introduces the sister by name much earlier than the ninth quatrain, thereby avoiding
possible confusion in identifying her with "Memoire."
33. The earlier variant, "entre tous ses fastes, l'Ete," means much the same
thing: all things under the sun are known, named and catalogued.
34. Paul Valery, Oeuvres, I, ed. J. Hytier (Paris: Gallimard, 1957), p. 633.
35. Although the Littn~ was certainly among the best dictionaries at the time
for French etymologies, Mallarme's knowledge of etymology was not at all dependent on it, even though critics who have invented this claim are. As a schoolboy, Mallarme won recognition in both Latin and Greek (cf. Oeuvres completes, pp. xviiixix).
36. The expressions pertaining to hypertrophy are "hyperbole," "te lever,"
"autorite," "approfondir," "s'etaler plus large," "immenses," "long desir," "s'exalter," "surgir," "grandir trop," "ampleur," "Anastase," "Ie trop grand gla'feul,"
37. It would seem that "seul," in V, i of the Gualdo copy, is a misprint for
"sol." Still referring to "son site," it does not, in any event, significantly alter the
meaning.
38. All of the English translations give a present-tense verb for "approfondit."
The "nous fumes deux" of quatrain III alone is enough to situate "approfondir" in
the past.
39. The Frankish esta/, Latinized in the Middle Ages, became stal/um.
40. "Qui du jour pur la separa" is very close to the image in "Toast funebre,"
"Isole parmi I'heure et Ie rayon du jour!"
41. This traditional convention is even more developed in the earlier version of
"Le Pitre chatie," where her eyelashes are suggestive of water reeds growing near the
shore (cf. Oeuvres completes, p. 1416).
42. This is the same effect as the play of sunlight described in a letter to Mallarme by his friend Lefebure, dated in Cannes, May 9, 1866. Cf. Henri Mondor,
Eugene Lefebure: sa vie et ses lettres ii Mal/arme (Paris: Gallimard, 1951), pp. 21417. The pertinent section of this letter is reprinted in Appendix II.
43. The "Gloria" is one of the five liturgical prosae.
44. Oeuvres completes, p. 857.
45. Valery, op. cit., pp. 1317 ff.
46. Without exception, the English translators have seen "de lis multiples la
tige ... " as a possessive form, thus giving "the stem of multiple lilies," or something
close to it. I am inclined to read "de lis multiples" adverbially as modifying "grandir,"
While not excluding the general sense of the other, it offers a more dynamic visual
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image and seems to make a bit more sense grammatically. Lilies, by the way, are quite
closely related botanically to irises and to gladioli (quatrain XIV).
47. Because it is not written in Mallarme's own hand, we can only trust the
Gualdo manuscript in its broadest outlines. However, the imperfect, rather than the
present tense, in "nous no us taisions" does indirectly underline the importance of the
present in the Mondor and published versions. Though their silence began in the past,
the couple has remained so, despite the fact that the poet is now occupied with the
business of poetry as described in the introduction. This prefigures what will be clear
later: for the poetical activity to embrace the full significance of the past experience,
the sister must be involved in the present activity, as she was in the past.
48. The first direct object is, of course, "Que de lis multiples la tige / Grandissait trop pour nos raisons."
49. One can, if one wishes, include in this section the last line of the quatrain.
This could give the verb "ou"lr" two direct objects: "D'ou"lr tout Ie ciel et la carte
attestes, [c'est-a.-dire] que ce pays n'exista pas."
50. The variant "seul" (XI, iv) in the earlier versions supports this reading. One
might also note here the appropriateness of the verb "arriver": aborder 10 rive.
51. R.G. Cohn bases a significant part of his analysis on the sonorous effects
found in Les Mots anglais. An excellent and very detailed view of the sound structure
of "Prose" is given by Malcolm Bowie in Mallarme and the Art of Being Difficult
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1978), pp. 19-89.
52. Cohn gives this etymology in op. cit., p. 254.
53. Strauss points out this etymology in op. cit., p. 126.
54. It is reasonable to assume that Mallarme has a nominative, rather than a
verbal, form in mind here, parallelling "extase" in both its French and Greek forms.
Furthermore, the initial sigma in the nominative ending would not appear at all in the
verb forms in Greek. Camille Soula, op. cit., was the first commentator to take heed
of the etymologies of "Anastase" and "Pulcherie."
55. Cf. the variant "terme," both as word and as ending.
56. "Gla"leul," like gladiolus, is derived from the Latin gladius, meaning sword.
Charles Chadwick pointed this out in Mallarme: so pensee dans so poesie (Paris: Corti,
1962), p. 88.
57. From the Greek word klima, the inclination of a point on the Earth in
relation to the sun, "climat" is as much a word of time as of place.

Chapter II
1. Oeuvres completes, p. 366.
2. Valery, op. cit., p. 868.
3. Propos sur 10 poesie, pp. 142-43.
4. Oeuvres completes, p. 883.
5. Propos sur 10 poesie, p. 76.
6. Ibid., p. 82.
7. Oeuvres completes, p. 853.
8. Valery, op. cit., p. 636.
9. Oeuvres completes, p. 389.
10. Propos sur 10 poesie, p. 66.
11. Jean-Paul Sartre reads Mallarme in this light. Cf. "Mallarme: 1842-1898,"
in Stephane Mallarme: Poesies (Paris: Gallimard, 1970), pp. 5-15.
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12. Propos sur 10 poesie, p. 88.
13. Erich Heller, The Disinherited Mind (Cambridge: Bowes and Bowes, 1952),
p. 127.
14. Pour un "Tom beau d'Anatole," ed. J.-P. Richard (Paris: Seuil, 1961),
p.199.
15. Oeuvres completes, p. 1421.
16. Propos sur 10 poesie, pp. 87-88.
17. Adile Ayda, Le Drame interieur de Mallarme (Istanbul: Editions de la Turquie Moderne, 1955), p. 243.
18. Oeuvres completes, p. 851.
19. Ibid., p. 391.
20. For the full itinerary of this voyage, see W.A. Strauss, op. cit., pp. 81-139.
21. In a similar vein, one is reminded of the predominantly visual way in
which both Van Gogh and Munch experienced personal crisis.
22. Propos sur 10 poesie, pp. 79-80.
23. Cf. Strauss, op. cit., p. 96.
24. The early unpublished version of "Ses Purs Ongles" dates from 1868. The
poem was published in definitive form in 1887.
25. James R. Lawler was the first to notice the presence of this constellation.
Cf. "A Reading of Mallarme's 'Le vierge, Ie vivace ... ,'" journal of the Australian
Universities Language and Literature Association (November 1958), pp. 78-83.
26. There is an excellent essay on this subject by R. Nelli: "Igitur ou I'argument ontologique retourne," Les Lettres, Special No. (1948), pp. 147-54.
27. Oeuvres completes, p. 434.
28. Jean Beaufret, Dialogue avec Heidegger (Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1974),
111,122.
29. Oeuvres completes, p. 664.
30. Ibid., p. 871.
31. Ibid., p. 869.
32. Maurice Blanchot, L 'Espace litteraire (Paris: Gallimard, 1955), p. 38.
33. Meno, 81C ff.
34. Jean Beaufret, Introduction aux philosophies de I'existence (Paris: Denoel,
1971), p. 101.
35. Nicomachean Ethics, 1089b, 6.
36. Republic, 10.596.
37. Nicomachean Ethics, 1095b, 6.
38. Etienne Gilson, History of Christian Philosophy in the Middle Ages (New
York: Random House, 1955), p. 70.
39. From the beginning of the eleventh century through the time of St. Thomas
and into the fifteenth century, Aristotle did play an increasing role in Christian
thought. Cf. Gilson, op. cit., p. 130.
40. As a generality containing a modicum of truth, this strikes me as very
much the case up to the present day. In a sense, Heidegger's "return" to the thought
of ancient Greece is an attempt to divest ontology of concerns that were originally
Christian.
41. While admittedly schematic, this encapsulated history does reflect the views
of a number of modern thinkers. For Gilson, the acceptance of Nominalism over Realism brings us to the threshold of the modern world. For Erich Voegelin, in "Response
to Professor Altizer," journal of the American Academy of Religion, 43, No.4 (December 1975), 764-71, the separation of reason from faith was a "cultural disaster"
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by which we are still plagued. For Heller, op. cit., and Strauss, in "Proust-GiottoDante," Dante Studies, 96 (1978), 163-85, the modern world is a devalued one, to a
large degree because of this separation, and the post-Romantic poet is attempting to
come to grips with the problem in modern terms.
42. Oeuvres completes, p. 522.
43. Jean Beaufret, Dialogue avec Heidegger, II (Paris: Editions de Minuit,
1973), p. 166.
44. Of his dissertation, Mallarme wrote, "Un etrange petit livre, tres mysterieux, un peu deja a la fa~on des Peres, tres distille et concis" (Oeuvres completes,
p.851).
45. "Note on Mallarme and Anselm," French Literature Series, 6 (1979), 13134. In §193 of the 1836 edition of the Logik, translated into French in 1859 by A.
Vera, Hegel outlines and discusses Anselm's proof.
46. "I do not seek to understand in order that I many believe; but believe in
order that I may understand" (Caput II).
47. A full outline of the argument would appear this way: (1) God is, by definition, that than which a greater cannot be conceived. (premise), (2) This definition
of God is free of contradiction. (premise), (3) Anything of which we have a definition
free of contradiction exists at least in understanding. (premise), (4) Therefore, God
exists at least in understanding. (1, 2, 3), (5) Anything that exists in understanding
exists either in understanding alone or in understanding and in reality. (premise),
(6) Therefore, God exists either in understanding alone ·or in understanding and in
reality. (4, 5), (7) To exist in both is greater than to exist in understanding alone.
(premise), (8) It is not true that God exists solely in understanding because, if so, He
would not be that than which a greater cannot be conceived. (1, 7), (9) Therefore,
God exists both in understanding and in reality. (6, 8).
48. This shift in emphasis from images which manifest being to language as
manifest being is perceptible in the homophonic pair cygne-signe, which we have
already discussed. In "Toast funebre" (1873), Mallarme moved further in the direction of language as the only way in which being can be revealed: "0 vous tous, oubliez
une croyance sombre. I Le splendide genie eternel n'a pas d'ombre. I Moi, de votre
desir soucieux, je veux voir, I A qui s'evanouit, hier, dans Ie devoir I Ideal que nous
font les jardins de cet astre, I Survivre pour I'honneur du tranquille desastre I Une agitation solonnelle par I'air I De paroles ...."
49. Concerning other thinkers with whom Mallarme has an affinity regarding
the limits of thought and language, one is reminded of Wittgenstein: "'The Limits of
my language' means the limits of my world" (5.6 Tractatus Logico-philosophicus).

Conclusion
1. Sartre, "Mallarme," pp. 14-15.
2. Strauss, Descent and Return, p. 138.
3. Oeuvres completes, p. 369.
4. Ibid., p. 333.
5. Ibid., p. 334.
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